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Abstract 
 

Investigating marine microbial metabolism and diversity of Arctic ecosystems 
 
David Colatriano, PhD 

Concordia University, 2019 

 

The world’s oceans are essential for sustaining life on Earth and harbour a vast diversity 

of organisms. Marine microbes play crucial roles in global biogeochemical cycling and are at the 

base of marine food webs. Due to the technical difficulties associated with sampling northern 

marine systems, relatively little is known about the microbial community composition and 

metabolism of these ecosystems.  

 

In this thesis work, the community composition and metabolism of northern marine 

ecosystems, including the Saint Lawrence Estuary, North Water and Canada Basin were 

described using meta-omic techniques. In the Saint Lawrence Estuary, differences in microbial 

community structure, metabolic lifestyles and carbon and nitrogen processing pathways were 

observed between the surface and deep waters. In the North Water, two distinct microbial 

communities with different taxonomic compositions and differing nutrient acquisition and 

resource allocation strategies were identified on either side of the polar mixed layer, and a third 

distinct community was described in the bottom waters. Functional and taxonomic analyses of 

the North Water polar mixed layer communities suggest a microbial community more typically 

associated with waters that undergo pulses of primary production on the Canadian side, while the 

community on the Greenland side was more typical of waters associated with a more steady level 

of primary production. In the Canada Basin, metagenomics was used to construct 360 Arctic 

Ocean metagenome assembled genomes. The analysis of six Chloroflexi MAGs revealed their 

potential for terrestrial derived aromatic compound degradation and that this metabolic capacity 

was acquired, at least in part, by lateral gene transfer from terrestrial organisms. To facilitate the 

meta-omic analyses performed in this thesis, a novel method to isolate microbial community 

DNA and proteins from the same environmental sample preserved in RNAlater was also 

developed. 
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 This thesis not only describes the microbial community composition and metabolism of 

northern marine systems over a broad geographic range, but also adds to the growing 

metagenomic and metaproteomic resource-base that can be used to develop and test hypotheses 

about northern marine microbial systems. Additionally, this work has implications for our 

understanding of how climate change may affect northern marine ecosystems. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Marine microbial ecology 

The world’s oceans harbour an incredible amount of microbial life with an estimated 105 

cells per mL in the surface waters and a predicted 3.6 x 1029 microbial cells in the oceans 

(Whitman et al., 1998). Not only is microbial life abundant in marine systems, but it is also 

highly diverse (Sogin et al., 2011) and plays essential roles in the biogeochemical cycles of the 

Earth, contributing greatly to global energy and nutrient cycling (Madsen, 2011). Examples 

include microbial participation in the Earth’s carbon and nitrogen cycles, as well as oxygen (O2) 

production (Arrigo, 2005; Benner, 1998; Kujawinski, 2011; Pomeroy et al., 1998). The role of 

marine microbial ecologists is to understand how marine microorganisms interact with the 

complex patterns of physical, chemical and biological variation in marine systems, and to 

investigate drivers of evolution and diversification of the microorganisms living within these 

systems. However, marine microbial diversity and abundance varies with geographic location 

and time, and depends on many environmental factors including nutrient composition and 

concentration, temperature and oxygen concentration, to name a few (Fuhrman et al., 2015; 

Giovannoni and Stingl, 2005; Pommier et al., 2007). Current studies in marine microbiology are 

trying to answer questions such as: What is the community composition of particular ecosystems 

and what makes the community composition at one location different than at another? Are there 

microbial populations endemic to specific environments, and if so, what are the local adaptations 

to the environment that allow for their survival? What metabolic processes are most important to 

specific environments and what organisms perform these processes? 

 

In the long term, the answers to these questions are used to better understand the 

dynamics of marine microbial communities; how they interact with each other and 

environmental variables, and how different environmental variables influence microbial 

community composition and metabolism. Given that global atmospheric warming is occurring, 

answering these questions will allow for a better understanding of how changes in the 

environment will impact microbial communities and the metabolic roles they play.  
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1.2 Culture-independent approaches in microbial ecology 

There are many approaches available for characterizing microbial community structure and 

function. A powerful method to study the physiology of microbial cells is to isolate and cultivate 

strains from any given community to study their metabolic capabilities. Cultivated strains can 

provide complete genome sequences of high confidence, offering insights into their potential 

metabolisms (Giovannoni and Stingl, 2007). Although powerful, cultivation of environmental 

microbes is challenging. One of the main challenges of marine microbial culturing is designing 

artificial media to mimic natural seawater with an accurate reconstruction of the complex 

composition of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and trace elements (Giovannoni and Stingl, 

2007). Another challenge is resolving the complex community interactions that take place in the 

environment. Although many important clades of marine microbes now have cultured 

representatives (Giovannoni and Stingl, 2007; Martiny, 2019), several more remain uncultivated 

and are likely to remain that way without further advances in cultivation technology (Giovannoni 

and Stingl, 2005). Meta-omic technologies such as metagenomics, metatranscriptomics and 

metaproteomics can help in the understanding of in situ community structure and metabolism.  

1.2.1 rRNA gene sequence analysis 

The first attempts to overcome challenges associated with cultivation-dependent strategies 

involved the use of nucleic acid-based cloning and sequencing of universal phylogenetic markers 

like the small-subunit ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes from mixed microbial communities and 

subsequent phylogenetic analysis. This was the technique used to construct the universal tree of 

life in 1987 (Woese, 1987). Since then rRNA gene sequence analysis has enabled microbial 

ecologists to identify the phylogenetic identity and relative abundance of microbial community 

constituents, improving our understanding of the microbial world. For example, rRNA gene 

analysis was used to reveal that Archaea were not strictly extremophile organisms, but could 

instead be found from depths of 100 m - 500 m in the Pacific Ocean (Fuhrman et al., 1992) and 

in the coastal surface waters of North America (Delong, 1992). Further rRNA gene analysis 

(Massana et al., 1997; Karner et al., 2001) suggested that these Archaea might represent one of 

the most abundant cell type in the ocean. Ribosomal RNA gene analysis also led to the 

identification of a novel clade of Alpha-proteobacteria, the SAR11 cluster, as a significant 

component of the oligotrophic community in the Sargasso Sea (Giovannoni et al., 1990). Based 
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on these findings and others identifying SAR11 throughout the oceans, fluorescence in situ 

hybridization (FISH) analysis of Sargasso Sea and Oregon coastal waters revealed that SAR11 

represented one of the most abundant and successful organisms in marine systems (Morris et al., 

2002). Ribosomal RNA gene sequencing has also been used for comparative studies of microbial 

community composition along spatial and temporal scales, allowing microbial ecologists to 

explore links between microbial community composition and differing environmental factors, for 

example in the Baltic Sea (Herlemann et al., 2011) or the North Water (Joli et al., 2018). Short 

term temporal studies have shown the dynamic nature of microbial communities, even during 

short time scales of 24 hours (Joli et al., 2018). Longer term time-series studies have been used 

to link environmental parameters to bacterioplankton variability and assemblages of bacteria 

associated with different seasons (El-Swais et al., 2015) and to track the succession of bacterial 

taxa in response to phytoplankton blooms (Teeling et al., 2012; El-Swais et al., 2015). Longer 

time-series studies have also been used to capture the microbial community response to long-

term environmental changes including changes in microbial community composition in the 

Beaufort Sea over an eight year period (Comeau et al., 2011), or changes in the phytoplankton 

community over a nine year period in the same system (Li et al., 2013).  

 

Initially, when clone libraries were used for rRNA gene analysis, rare organisms that may 

contribute significantly to metabolic processes in the community, were scarcely identified. With 

the advent of next generation sequencing technologies, it became apparent that there was ~ 1-2 

orders of magnitude more diversity than previously thought and that although a relatively small 

number of different populations dominated all samples, thousands of low-abundance populations 

accounted for most of the observed phylogenetic diversity (Sogin et al., 2006). Uncovering the 

ecological roles and contributions that members of this “rare biosphere”  play in an ecosystem is 

important for a complete understanding of ecosystem function and how community composition 

and functions might change with a changing environment. Unfortunately the limitations of rRNA 

gene analysis prevent this. Although the small-subunit rRNA genes are recognized as 

phylogenetic markers, they do not divulge any information about the metabolism of the 

community.  
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1.2.2 Metagenomics 

Whole genome shotgun metagenomics is the analysis of the genetic content of an assemblage 

of organisms enabling the identification of protein coding genes as well as housekeeping genes 

like the 16S rRNA genes. Therefore metagenomics can provide information about community 

taxonomy, relative abundance, metabolic diversity (DeLong, 2002; Temperton and Giovannoni, 

2012), as well as genomic characteristics like nucleotide content and codon utilization. In the 

past, metagenomic analysis was performed by constructing metagenomic libraries with isolated 

high-quality microbial DNA from environmental samples. This DNA was then digested and 

cloned into a plasmid, fosmid or cosmid for sequencing and assembly into contigs (ex. (Stein et 

al., 1996; Vergin et al., 1998; Beja et al., 2000; Venter et al., 2004; Gilbert and Dupont, 2011)). 

Advances in sequencing technologies has now enabled researchers to bypass the cloning step and 

directly sequence isolated community DNA (Tully et al., 2017; Pesant et al., 2015). 

Metagenomic assemblies can then be functionally annotated and the contigs can be binned, or 

grouped together, into metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs) based on genomic 

characteristics like GC content, tetranucleotide frequency and/or coverage (Alneberg et al., 2014; 

Kang et al., 2015; Strous et al., 2012). 

 

By reconstructing the genomes of environmental organisms from metagenomic data, a 

better understanding of the metabolic potential of environmental bacteria and archaea that are 

resistant to laboratory cultivation is gained. For instance, a landmark study using shotgun 

metagenomic sequencing of a low-complexity acid mine drainage acidophilic biofilm identified 

the microbial community composition of the system and reconstructed the genomes of the five 

dominant members (Tyson et al., 2004). Metabolic reconstruction of these MAGs revealed that a 

low abundance member, Leptospirillum group III was the sole community member with a 

nitrogen fixation pathway and was likely a keystone species in this ecosystem. Another landmark 

study was the metagenomic analysis of the more complex microbial communities of the Sargasso 

Sea, resulting in the identification of over 1 million previously unknown genes and 148 

previously unknown microbial phylotypes (Venter et al., 2004). 

 

The success of such studies inspired efforts to collect large-scale metagenomic data from 

marine environments worldwide, including 41 samples from the global ocean as part of the 
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Global Ocean Survey (Rusch et al., 2007) and, most notably, the TARA Oceans expedition 

which collected more than 200 metagenomic samples from marine ecosystems throughout the 

globe (Tully et al., 2017). The analysis of the TARA Ocean’s dataset resulted in the generation 

of 2,631 metagenome assembled genomes including genomes from enigmatic microbes such as: 

Group II and Group III Euryarchaeota, SAR324 and Marinimicrobia (Tully et al., 2017). More 

recently, metagenomic data was generated from 610 metagenomic samples collected in the 

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans as part of the GEOTRACES program (Biller et al., 2018).  

 

Targeted metagenomic studies can also be performed to discover novel marine microbial 

functions. Examples of this include the discovery of genes for phototrophy in marine bacteria 

that were previously thought to rely exclusively on the oxidation of organic matter for energy 

(Beja et al., 2000) and the discovery of novel chemolithotrophic energy-generating pathways in 

marine bacteria and archaea (Hallam et al., 2006; DA Walsh et al., 2009; Walker et al., 2010; 

Anantharaman et al., 2013). Other metagenomic analyses have been used to reconstruct the 

genomes of enigmatic microbes, including the SAR324 Delta-proteobacteria (Sheik et al., 2013), 

to gain insight into their distribution and metabolic potential. Moreover, comparative 

metagenomics can be used to elucidate differences in the metabolic potential of different 

communities. For instance metagenomic analysis of Antarctic surface water communities at two 

contrasting times of the annual cycle (Summer and Winter) revealed shifts in community 

composition and functional capacities between the two seasons with a significantly higher 

phylogenetic and functional diversity observed in the winter (Grzymski et al., 2012). 

Metagenomic sequences from this study were then used as part of a searchable database for a 

metaproteomic analysis of the same region. 

 

Although powerful, one of the main limitations of metagenomic analysis is that it is only 

capable of providing information on community structure and the functional potential of a 

community without providing information about the in situ or realized metabolism of the 

community. In order to determine which metabolic genes are actually being expressed in a given 

environment, post-genomic analysis is required. 
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1.2.3 Post-genomic approaches  

Genomic analyses like rRNA gene sequencing and metagenomics allow for better 

understanding of microbial community structure and metabolic potential of a community, but 

one of the fundamental questions of microbial ecology is whether an organism or a gene allows 

us to conclude anything about particular biogeochemical functions in an ecosystem. Due to the 

plasticity of gene expression, post-genomic analyses such as metatranscriptomics or 

metaproteomics can provide a more complete understanding of microbial function and help 

answer this question (Schneider and Riedel, 2010). Metatranscriptomics, or the analysis of in situ 

gene expression, is useful because RNA transcripts provide sequence data, that can be used to 

describe community structure, as well as metabolic gene expression data that can be used to 

describe communiy metabolism (Ottesen et al., 2011; Hewson et al., 2010; Poretsky et al., 2009; 

McLean, 2013; Moran et al., 2012; Gilbert et al., 2010). However, mRNA levels do not 

necessarily correspond to their protein levels due to translational regulation, RNA half-life, and 

the fact that multiple protein copies can be generated for every mRNA (Vogel and Marcotte, 

2012). Thus, the metatranscriptome will not necessarily represent the final gene expression 

profiles of a community. 

 

For this reason, metaproteomics is an important tool used in environmental microbiology. 

Metaproteomic analysis uses a shotgun proteomic approach where the near-complete 

complement of proteins from a complex environmental sample is purified and analyzed. Proteins 

are usually enzymatically digested into peptides and subsequently sepparated by liquid 

chromatography and subjected to tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS)-based analysis. The 

resulting mass spectra are searched against a protein sequence database to identify the amino 

acid sequences of the peptides and their possible proteins of origin (Hettich et al., 2013). Thanks 

to increases in genomic data for database searching, available from single cell amplified 

genomes, metagenomic studies and cultivation efforts, and the increasing sensitivity and 

resolving power of mass spectrometers, high-throughput protein identification and quantification 

can now be performed (von Bergen et al., 2013; Hettich et al., 2013).  

 

Early MS/MS-based metaproteomic studies in the ocean were used to identify specific 

proteins in targeted microbial lineages, with the first study focusing on the light driven proton 
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pump proteorhodopsin in SAR11 marine Alpha-proteobacteria (Giovannoni, Bibbs, et al., 2005). 

The complete genome of SAR11 isolates were previously sequenced and the gene for 

proteorhodopsin was identified (Giovannoni, Tripp, et al., 2005; Rappé et al., 2002). These 

genes were also identified from metagenomes from the Sargasso Sea (Venter et al., 2004). 

Isolates were then cultured and proteomic analysis was performed showing the expression of 

proteorhodopsin in cultured SAR11. Because protein expression patterns of cultured bacteria do 

not necessarily represent the expression pattern of bacteria in nature, a metaproteomic analysis of 

environmental samples was performed, identifying expressed SAR11 proteorhodopsin proteins 

in natural communities. Studies such as this demonstrated that metaproteomics can be used as a 

powerful tool to confirm the expression of predicted genes or metabolic pathways in the 

environment. 

 

One area of interest is the study of expressed membrane transporters because 

investigating nutrient transport proteins such as components of the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) 

transporters, TonB-dependent transporters (TBDTs) and tripartite ATP-independent periplasmic 

(TRAP) transporters can provide insight into the nutrient availability of the system as well as 

differences in microbial metabolic strategies and nutrient preferences (Williams and Cavicchioli, 

2014). Examples of this include studies of both coastal and open ocean systems. In a nutrient-

rich coastal system off the coast of Oregon, transporters for amino acids, taurine, polyamines, as 

well as glutamine synthetase, an enzyme involved in the assimilation of ammonium into amino 

acids known to be expressed when dissolved organic or inorganic nitrogen is limiting in the 

environment, were among the most frequently detected proteins. In contrast, transporters for 

phosphorus were rare, supporting predictions that carbon and nitrogen are more limiting than 

phosphorus in this environment (Sowell et al., 2011). A similar metaproteomic study performed 

in an oligotrophic open ocean system in the Sargasso Sea identified transporters for phosphate, 

amino acids, phosphonate, sugars and spermidine, supporting the idea that competition for 

multiple nutrients in oligotrophic systems is extreme (Sowell et al., 2009). These two studies 

show differences in the nutrient availability between the two systems, with the more nutrient-rich 

coastal system metaproteome indicating an environment less limited in phosphorus than the 

oligotrophic open ocean system. More recently, a metaproteomic analysis of Atlantic Ocean 

waters showed that the relative abundance of specific transport proteins changes with depth and 
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that bathypelagic communities were more geared towards the utilization of solubilized 

particulate organic matter (POM) and aromatic compounds (Bergauer et al., 2017). 

 

Metaproteomics can also be used to explore the metabolic versatility of microbial 

lineages. For instance, the uncultured lineage Arctic96BD-19 of Gamma-proteobacteria and the 

SAR324 clade of Delta-proteobacteria are widespread in the surface (Marshall and Morris, 2013; 

DeLorenzo et al., 2012) and deep ocean waters (Swan et al., 2011; Sheik et al., 2013). Single-

cell genome sequencing of SAR324 and Arctic96BD-19 revealed the capacity for sulfur 

oxidation and CO2 fixation (Swan et al., 2011) while subsequent genomic and transcriptomic 

work on SAR324 revealed the potential for a mixotrophic lifestyle, including sulfur oxidation, 

autotrophic CO2 fixation, C1 metabolism, as well as heterotrophy (Sheik et al., 2013). A 

metaproteomic analysis of the coastal North Atlantic identified transport proteins originating 

from Arctic96BD-19 and SAR324 corresponding to a heterotrophic lifestyle, with no proteins 

corresponding corresponding to sulfur oxidation, autotrophic CO2 fixation or C1 metabolism 

identified (Georges et al., 2014). Therefore, studying the transport proteins of a metaproteome, 

allows insight into the metabolic activities of bacterial clades with less well, or uncharacterized 

metabolic capabilities, as well as their metabolic strategies in a given environment. 

 

Comparative metaproteomic analyses have also been used to elucidate differing protein 

expression patterns between complex communities. These studies include both temporal 

variations such as those between seasons, as well as spatial differences (e.g. between geographic 

locations or depths). Examples of studies exploring temporal shifts in metabolism include a study 

performed on the coastal Northwest Atlantic Ocean demonstrating the importance of 

chemolithoautotrophic metabolism in winter months, with a shift in the spring to a more 

heterotrophic community (Georges et al., 2014). Metaproteomic studies exploring shifts in 

community structure and metabolism between winter and summer seasons in the coastal waters 

of the Antarctic Peninsula have also been performed (Williams et al., 2012), demonstrating 

different metabolic strategies between seasons. Another temporal metaproteomic study 

investigated the bacterioplankton response to a coastal spring phytoplankton bloom (Teeling et 

al., 2012) where three phases of succession represented by three distinct major phylogenetic 

groups as well as their relative nutrient transport systems were described. 
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Examples of variations in protein expression patterns across spatial scales include a study 

along a geographical transect from a low-nutrient ocean gyre to a highly productive coastal 

upwelling system (Morris et al., 2010), revealing shifts in nutrient utilization and energy 

transduction along the environmental nutrient gradient. Another example is a comparative 

metaproteomic analysis of different depths from an oxygen minimum zone (OMZ), the 

expanding and widespread regions of deep ocean characterized by O2 concentrations < 20 µM. 

Exploring the water column of an OMZ revealed differential protein expression of OMZ 

microbes across the redoxcline (Hawley et al., 2014). In this case, nitrification and inorganic 

carbon fixation pathways associated with Thaumarchaeota dominated dysoxic waters while the 

suboxic and anoxic waters were dominated by denitrification, sulfur oxidation, and inorganic 

carbon fixation pathways associated with the uncultivated SUP05 clade of bacteria. Comparative 

analysis of protein expression patterns of marine microbial populations can therefore lead to a 

better understanding of microbial community responses to environmental conditions. 

 

Although powerful, metaproteomic analysis does have limitations (reviewed in (Heyer et 

al., 2017)). One limitation is that many peptide spectra are not assigned to proteins because 

representative proteins are absent in the protein reference database. Moreover, it is possible that 

some peptides may originate from different phylogenetic lineages not represented in the protein 

database. This is especially problematic if the proteins are highly conserved or if their genes are 

prone to lateral gene transfer between marine microbes. These limitations can potentially be 

minimized by including the metagenome from the same sample as the analyzed metaproteomic 

dataset. Another solution is the inclusion of the increasing number of MAGs and SAGs that are 

becoming available for poorly characterized bacteria and archaea into the database (Rinke et al., 

2013), which will result in a more comprehensive database for peptide identification. The third 

major limitation of metaproteomic analysis is that it is only semi-quantitative. In general, the 

number of peptide spectra that match a protein relative to the total number of spectral matches 

for a sample is used as a measure. This is a semi-quantitative measurement that can help 

elucidate the relative expression of certain proteins compared to other, but does not actually give 

absolute quantitative values of protein expression.  
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1.3 Dissolved organic matter 

1.3.1 Dissolved organic matter in marine environments 

One fundamental role of microbial ecologists is to uncover the microbe–molecule 

interactions that govern global biogeochemical cycles. In marine environments a substantial 

component of these interactions are between microbes and dissolved organic matter (DOM). 

DOM consists of a heterogeneous mix of compounds made up of dissolved organic carbon, 

dissolved organic nitrogen and dissolved organic phosphorus, and generally occurs in functional 

groups common to biopolymers found in marine (mDOM) (Benner et al., 1992; McCarthy et al., 

1997; Clark et al., 1998; Ogawa and Tanoue, 2003) and terrestrial organisms (tDOM). Marine 

DOM is the largest ocean reservoir of reduced carbon, at 662 PgC, making it over 200 times the 

carbon inventory of marine biomass (Hansell, 2013; Hansell et al., 2009) and approximately 

equivalent to the reservoir of atmospheric CO2 (Ogawa et al, 2001). The dissolved organic 

carbon (DOC) component of DOM can be further differentiated into several fractions based on 

how biologically labile it is. The biologically labile fraction, produced primarily from 

photosynthetic production in ocean surface waters, constitutes a small fraction of the ocean DOC 

inventory (< 0.2 PgC) due to rapid turnover times of hours to days (Hansell, 2013). Semi-labile 

DOC is produced and transformed from both autotrophic and heterotrophic processing of carbon 

and is an important DOC component in the euphotic, mesopelagic zones of the oceans. Semi-

labile DOC has a higher global inventory at 6 +/- 2 PgC and a turnover rate of months to years 

depending on its composition, the availability of macronutrients and the microbial community 

structure of the ecosystem. Semi-labile DOC tends to be made up of carbohydrates including 

monosaccharides and acyl-oligosaccharides (Aluwihare et al., 1997), amino acids, neutral sugars 

and amino sugars  (Hansell, 2013). Recalcitrant DOC has turnover rates of thousands of years, a 

global inventory of ~630 PgC and is composed of relatively small molecules, most notably, 

carboxyl-rich alicyclic molecules (CRAM) and molecules at concentrations too low for 

biological uptake. Labile and semi-labile DOC can also be transformed into more recalcitrant 

forms of DOC as heterotrophic organisms metabolize and use the most reactive moieties of a 

compound (Hansell, 2013). Although the processes involved in DOM transformation into more 

recalcitrant forms are not yet well understood, isotopic and amino acid enantiomer tracers 

indicate that both direct autotrophic production and heterotrophic processing lead to the 
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accumulation of recalcitrant DOM in the oceans. Biotic transformation of labile and semi-labile 

DOM is also complemented by photolytic transformation of labile DOM and semi-labile DOM 

into recalcitrant DOM. Conversely, recalcitrant DOM can also be removed from a system 

abiotically via photooxidation, making it more labile to biological metabolism (Hansell, 2013).  

 

1.3.2 Terrestrial-derived DOM  

Another major component of the DOM pool in marine ecosystems is terrestrial-derived 

DOM (tDOM). This allochthonous DOM enters the marine system from terrestrial runoff or the 

erosion of organic-rich coastal sediments. Because the majority of tDOM originates from 

terrestrial plants, and lignin is a phenolic polymer synthesized exclusively by vascular plants 

(Hedges and Mann, 1979), dissolved lignin and lignin oxidation products are well established 

biomarkers of tDOM in marine environments (Hernes and Benner, 2003; Opsahl and Benner, 

1997). Concentrations of lignin phenols in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans suggest that ocean 

margins might be important hotspots for tDOM transformation because residence times in these 

regions are decades to centuries and only a small fraction of old, refractory DOM found in the 

deep oceans is made up of tDOM (Benner, 1997; Opsahl and Benner, 1997). Although the 

degradation of lignin phenols can be accomplished through photochemical processes (Opsahl 

and Benner, 1998), microbial degradation is the dominant removal process in coastal and shelf 

waters (Fichot and Benner, 2014; Lu et al., 2016). However, the molecular processes that govern 

this removal are still not fully understood. Additionally, the molecular composition and 

transformation of low molecular weight terrestrial DOM, in marine systems is an area that 

remains unexplored (Seidel et al., 2017). 

 

1.3.3 Chromophoric DOM 

Another sub-category of the DOM pool in marine systems is the light absorbing 

chromophoric DOM (CDOM), which also contains the fluorescent DOM (FDOM) component. 

CDOM is ubiquitous in marine environments (Nelson and Siegel, 2013) but the fluorescence 

intensity of CDOM is low in the surface waters and increases with depth, most likely due to 

decreasing rates of photooxidation with depth (Yamashita and Tanoue, 2008). Its identification 
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throughout marine environments, from the surface to the ocean floor has led to the suggestion 

that a substantial portion of CDOM is composed of long-lived and biologically refractory DOM. 

Contributors to the CDOM pool include aromatic amino acids (Yamashita and Tanoue, 2008), 

lignin phenols, and uncharacterized humic substances that are operationally characterized by 

their absorption and fluorescence properties (Coble, 1996). The optical properties of CDOM, 

particularly its fluorescence, can be used to distinguish compositional characteristics and 

discriminate between terrestrial and marine DOM sources (Coble, 1996; Blough and Del 

Vecchio, 2002; Guéguen et al., 2012). Components of CDOM include terrestrial lignin phenols 

(fluorophores from higher-plant decomposition) (Hernes and Benner, 2003), terrestrial humic 

and fulvic acids in the coastal transition zone (Benner, 1997; Carder and Steward, 1989), as well 

as aromatic amino acids whose proportion of the CDOM pool declines with depth (Yamashita 

and Tanoue, 2008; Murphy et al., 2008; Jørgensen et al., 2011). Most of the remaining CDOM is 

loosely classified as marine humic material, but their structures and the processes by which they 

are formed are not understood. 

 

CDOM abundance is globally variable, with surface waters showing low values in the 

subtropical gyres and higher values in subpolar oceans and regions of persistent upwelling  

(Kitidis et al., 2006; Swan et al., 2009; Yamashita and Tanoue, 2009; Nelson et al., 2007, 2010; 

Ortega-Retuerta et al., 2010). CDOM represents a small portion of the open ocean’s total DOC 

pool (Nelson and Siegel, 2013). However, in coastal regions, where the terrestrial-marine 

interface supply high-CDOM/DOC waters to the oceans, higher proportions of CDOM are often 

observed (Nelson and Siegel, 2013). Although it was initially thought that CDOM in the oceans 

was a direct result of primary production, it was later suggested that microbial degradation of 

organic matter is responsible for the majority of autochthonous CDOM production (Nelson et al., 

1998). Culture-based studies of microbial production and degradation of CDOM (Nelson et al., 

2004) have shown that the microbially-produced labile CDOM fraction is rapidly degraded and 

would not necessarily be detectable in the water column. Therefore, it is hypothesized that the 

CDOM that can be detected tends to be made of recalcitrant DOM. 
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1.3.4 Microbe-DOM interactions 

Understanding how the microbial community interacts with DOM is essential for 

understanding marine biochemical pathways and the interdependence of microbial cells that 

participate in different parts of these reactions. Marine microbes can interact with DOM in 

several ways. First and foremost, marine microbes can be a source of DOM. Autotrophic 

organisms can fix carbon into biomass, releasing it as DOM after cell death. DOM found in the 

water column can also be entirely or partially metabolized by microbial populations as a source 

of carbon or energy. Heterotrophic organisms can also be a source of DOM, releasing it as 

metabolites, extracellular enzymes, exported molecules, or after cell death. This partial 

metabolism or modification of DOM by heterotrophic organisms may lead to DOM with altered 

biochemical properties and biological lability. Alternatively, DOM can be left unmetabolized by 

microbial cells if it is found at concentrations that are too low or require metabolic pathways that 

the cells do not possess. Although it is well known that DOM in marine systems plays an 

important role in marine biogeochemical cycles, the composition of bacterially produced DOM 

is not fully resolved (Carlson, 2002). In general, a small proportion of marine DOM has been 

identified as specific known biomolecules (Opsahl and Benner, 1997; Benner, 1998; Hedges et 

al., 2000), indicating that the molecular structure of marine DOM is often modified.   

 

Just as microbial communities can alter DOM composition, so can the composition of 

DOM alter microbial community structure due to taxon specific preferences for certain 

concentrations and types of DOM. Enrichment experiments with high molecular weight (HMW) 

and low molecular weight (LMW) estuarine DOM showed that communities enriched with 

LMW DOM are dominated by Gamma-proteobacteria, Epsilon-proteobacteria and, to a lesser 

degree, Alpha-proteobacteria, while those enriched with HMW DOM are more diverse, with 

representation from the Alpha-proteobacteria, Beta-proteobacteria, Gamma-proteobacteria, and 

Bacteroidetes (Covert and Moran, 2001). Moreover, a shift in bacterial community structure 

from more oligotrophic taxa to more copiotrophic taxa was observed in coastal Arctic Ocean 

waters amended with Arctic river tDOM (dominated by lignin-like compounds) (Sipler et al., 

2017). Other studies have identified Alpha-proteobacteria as an important proponent for DOM 

metabolism throughout the marine environment  (Alonso-sáez et al., 2007), specifically SAR11, 

which were found to dominate amino acid and glucose uptake in the oligotrophic open surface 
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ocean (Malmstrom et al., 2005). However, Roseobacter, Gamma-proteobacteria and 

Bacteroidetes seem to play important roles in DOM uptake in coastal regions where DOM is 

found at higher concentrations (Alonso and Pernthaler, 2006; Alonso-Sáez and Gasol, 2007; 

Alonso-sáez et al., 2007). Single-cell genomics as well as meta-omic analyses including 

metatranscriptomics and metaproteomics have also revealed taxon specific preferences for 

certain DOM compounds. Incubation experiments that followed transport protein transcripts of a 

coastal marine community amended with differing DOM sources (phytoplankton or plant-

derived) revealed that SAR11 transporters were more important during incubations with 

phytoplankton-derived DOM, while Flavobacterial transport proteins became more important 

during incubations with plant-derived DOM (Poretsky et al., 2010).  

 

However, the ill-defined nature of marine DOM makes linking DOM to microbial 

metabolic processes difficult, especially when investigating microbe-recalcitrant DOM 

interactions. For instance, meta-omic studies attempting to establish links between DOM 

metabolism and microbial communities often use the identification of transport proteins 

annotated based on databases of reference organisms to determine the types of DOM compounds 

important to the community. However, given the fact that up to 75% of marine DOM is 

unknown, using functional annotations based on reference organisms makes inferring actual 

microbial-DOM interactions difficult and begs the question of whether the identified transport 

proteins actually transport the inferred substrate or something else? For this reason, the 

populations of microbes responsible for the degradation of these compounds, and how, is still 

unknown, making the biological degradation of recalcitrant DOM in marine systems an active 

area of research.  

 

1.4 Study systems 

1.4.1 Lower Saint Lawrence Estuary 

The Saint Lawrence Estuary (SLE) is one of the largest estuaries in North America, 

located downstream of the Great Lakes and emptying into the Gulf of St. Lawrence in Eastern 

Canada via the St. Lawrence River. The SLE is a highly productive body of water characterized 

by strong vertical and geographic gradients that include temperature, salinity, nutrient and 
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oxygen concentrations, as well as organic matter composition, making it an ideal environment to 

study how varying environmental conditions can affect microbial community structure and 

metabolism.  

 

The Upper St. Lawrence Estuary (USLE) is vertically homogeneous and extends from Ile 

d’Orleans to the Saguenay River/Ile aux Coudres and transitions to the stratified three-layered 

Lower SLE (LSLE) which starts at the Saguenay River and ends at Pointe–des–Monts. This 

three-layer structure is comprised of a warm and brackish surface layer sitting atop a cold 

intermediate layer composed of sunken winter waters, and a warmer, hypoxic bottom water layer 

of Atlantic origin. The near bottom waters of the LSLE are also characterized by a particle–rich 

layer known as the nepheloid layer which is caused by the friction of tides above the seabed  

(Mulder and Alexander, 2001). Since the deep waters of the SLE are isolated from the 

atmosphere by a permanent pycnocline at 100-150 m of depth, the chemical properties of the 

deep SLE waters are changing. As the bottom water flows landward from the Atlantic, it 

gradually loses oxygen through respiration and microbial degradation of organic matter. Since 

oxygen cannot be replenished at depths below 150 m, the concentration of oxygen in the bottom 

water is sensitive to the fluxes of organic material and rates of oxygen supply with the landward 

flow. Dissolved oxygen concentrations in the bottom water have decreased by more than 50% 

over the last 70 years and an area of 1,300 km2 of the Laurentian trough is now overlaid by 

hypoxic waters (Gobeil, 2006). 

 

1.4.2 North Water 

Moving North along the coast from the SLE is the Eastern Canadian Arctic Ocean, 

specifically the Labrador Sea, Baffin Bay and the North Water between Ellesmere Island and 

Greenland. The North Water region is a coastal ecosystem situated between Canada and 

Greenland that supports one of the largest, most productive and diverse marine ecosystems in the 

Arctic (Bâcle et al., 2002; Ardyna et al., 2011). It owes this productivity to its unique water 

column characteristics, which are produced by interactions from various water sources. Cold, 

phosphate-rich Arctic waters partially derived from the Pacific Ocean flow southward through 

Nares Straight and converge with locally produced Baffin Bay waters via the Baffin Current. The 
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eastern North Water waters, flowing along the Greenland coast, originate from the Atlantic 

Ocean and travel North via the West Greenland Current (WGC) (Bâcle et al., 2002). These 

northward flowing waters transport warmer, saltier, nitrate-rich Atlantic Ocean waters into the 

North Water and are eventually forced South by cyclonic circulation. These unique current 

dynamics also lead to a longer open water season compared to surrounding areas, exemplified by 

the formation of a polyna (open water surrounded by sea ice) in the winter, which enables early 

access to resources by migrating seabirds and marine mammals. The North Water is 

characterized by high productivity due to enhanced vertical mixing and is a major net outflow of 

Arctic waters to the North Atlantic, acting as a gateway connecting these two ocean regions.  

 

The North Water has a fall phytoplankton bloom (Ardyna et al., 2011) and the majority 

of primary production occurs in the eastern region.  Roughly 45% of this production occurs 

during a 43-day build-up between May and July. Primary production in the West is lower than in 

the East (Tremblay et al., 2002; Klein et al., 2002), and a substantial part of this production 

occurs in May and early June. However, chlorophyll a accumulation does occur in July 

(Tremblay and Smith Jr., 2007) and is likely to contribute to the organic matter pool used by 

marine bacterioplankton on the western side of the North Water. The abundance of actively 

respiring bacteria (from depths of 8 to 90 m) increases ~10-fold from May to July, while the 

proteolytic activities of actively respiring bacteria associated with sinking particles (collected at 

depths of 50–136 m) triple in the same time period (Tremblay et al., 2002). 

 

1.4.3 Beaufort Sea 

The Arctic Ocean comprises about 1% of the global ocean in terms of volume, but 

receives over 11% of the world’s river discharge (Carmack et al., 2016), collecting the greatest 

loads of freshwater and terrestrial derived organic matter of any ocean on a per volume basis 

(Hansell et al., 2004). The Arctic Ocean is an enclosed ocean with four restricted openings: the 

Bering Strait which connects it to the Pacific Ocean and the Barents Sea, the channels in the 

Canadian Arctic Archipelago, as well as the Fram Strait which connects it to the North Atlantic 

Ocean. It is comprised of 4 major oceanic basins: the Canada Basin, the Markarov Basin, the 

Amundsen Basin and the Nansen Basin. 
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In stark contrast to the North Water, the Beaufort Sea is a highly stratified, oligotrophic 

marine system. The Beaufort Sea is made up of waters from various sources with inputs of 

Atlantic-origin through the Fram Strait and the Barents Sea, inputs of Pacific-origin through the 

Bering Strait to the Chukchi Sea shelf, and freshwater inputs from the surrounding continents of 

Eurasia and North America (Carmack, 2000; Carmack et al., 2016). Nutrient-rich Pacific and 

Atlantic-origin waters flowing into the Arctic are more saline and therefore more dense than 

surface waters that have been diluted from freshwater input and ice melt. These saltier in-flowing 

waters sink below the surface waters making primary production in this region dependant on 

upwelling or mixing of the nutrient-rich waters up into the freshwater-influenced euphotic zone 

(Carmack et al., 2016). The Beaufort Sea is fed primarily by the inflowing Mackenzie River and 

the brackish Alaska Coastal Current that contains outflow from the Yukon River and numerous 

smaller rivers (Okkonen et al., 2009; Weingartner et al., 1992; Williams and Carmack, 2015).  

 

The surface waters of the Beaufort Sea known as the polar mixed layer (~ first 50 m) are 

composed of low salinity waters that are influenced by runoff, sea-ice formation and melt, and 

surface exchange processes. This is followed by a complex halocline structure (from 50 m - 250 

m) made up of two Pacific water-derived haloclines (Bering Sea Summer Waters at 32.4 PSU 

and Bering Sea Winter Waters at 33.1 PSU) and an Atlantic water-derived halocline (34.4 PSU). 

Below this lies a more saline (34.4-34.9 PSU), 400 m - 600 m thick Atlantic water layer followed 

by saltier and warmer Deep Arctic Waters (Guéguen et al., 2012; Rudels et al., 1991). 

 

The surface of the Beaufort Sea bacterioplankton community is composed primarily of 

Alpha-proteobacteria, specifically SAR11 and Rhodobacterales, Gamma-proteobacteria and, to a 

lesser extent, Bacteroidetes, particularly Flavobacteriales (Kirchman et al., 2010; Han et al., 

2014; Lovejoy et al., 2011). Although not as abundant as bacteria in the surface waters, the 

archaeal surface water community is composed primarily of MGII Euryarchaeota followed by 

MGI Thuamarchaeota (Galand et al., 2006). However, the relative abundance of 

bacterioplankton decreases with depth, while the relative abundance of MGI Thaumarchaeota 

increases with depth and can represent up to 40% of the microbial community in the deep 

Beaufort Sea (Kirchman et al., 2007). The majority of the deep Beaufort Sea bacterioplankton 
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community is composed of Alpha-proteobacteria, primarily SAR11, Delta-proteobacteria 

composed primarily of SAR324, a diversity of Gamma-proteobacteria including Arctic96BD-19, 

and Chloroflexi, composed primarily of the SAR202 cluster (Galand et al., 2010). In terms of 

photosynthetic organisms, the Beaufort Sea, and the Arctic Ocean at large, lack representation 

from Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus cyanobacteria whose roles are instead performed by 

picoeukaryotic algae (Li et al., 2009; Pedrós-Alió et al., 2015) including Micromonas.  

 

Time series experiments have revealed changes in microbial community composition in 

the Beaufort Sea in correlation with changing physicochemical properties of the water column. 

For instance, a 9-year 16S rRNA gene time series analysis showed a marked increase in surface 

water SAR11 and a decrease in Bacteroidetes, which are typically associated with more 

productive ecosystems as a result of record-breaking sea ice melt in 2007 (Comeau et al., 2011). 

Similar increases in the ratios of picoeukaryotes to nanoeukaryotes in response to fresher 

Beaufort Sea surface waters were observed in a 9-year time series from 2004 to 2012 (Li et al., 

2013).  

 

Although several explorations of the Beaufort Sea microbial communities composition 

have been performed, there has been little work on the metabolic potential and expressed 

metabolism of these communities. Previous studies have focused on identifying types of 

biomolecules that can by used by the communities (Kirchman et al., 2007; Sala et al., 2008) or 

specific metabolisms like nitrogen assimilation, nitrification and dark carbon fixation (Alonso-

Sáez et al., 2012, 2010; Connelly et al., 2014; Kirchman et al., 2007).  

 

1.4.3.1 DOM in the Beaufort Sea 

The Arctic Ocean is of particular interest in terms of carbon cycling due to its naturally 

high loads of terrestrial organic matter input, and the relatively high rates of surface water 

warming and freshening, impacting its ecosystem in terms of dissolved organic matter 

concentrations, nutrient availability, primary production, and microbial community structure and 

function.  
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Rivers draining into the Arctic Ocean make up ~10% of global river flux and have high 

DOC loads (Anderson, 2002). Estimates of the annual flux of DOC to the Arctic Ocean from 5 

major Arctic rivers (Yenisey, Lena, Ob’, Mackenzie, and Yukon rivers) report fluxes ~2.5 times 

greater than temperate rivers with similar watershed sizes and water discharge (Raymond et al., 

2007). High concentrations of lignin oxidation products and a depletion of 13C in ultrafiltered 

dissolved organic matter (UDOM) throughout the surface Arctic Ocean also indicate that 

terrigenous UDOM accounts for a much greater fraction of the UDOM in the surface Arctic (5–

33 %) waters than in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans (0.7–2.4 %) (Opsahl et al., 1999). The 

dominant source of tDOM to the coastal western Arctic is the Mackenzie River (Gordeev, 2006). 

The Mackenzie River supplies the Beaufort Sea with approximately 1.4x109 kgs of DOC 

annually (Raymond et al., 2007). This tDOM is long-lived in the ocean margins, but less than 50 

% of tDOC entering the Arctic Ocean survives export to the North Atlantic (Amon, 2003; 

Hansell et al., 2004). The major source of tDOM in the Arctic is gymnosperm vegetation 

(Opsahl et al., 1999) and concentrations of tDOM made of lignin-derived phenols decrease from 

the Mackenzie River plume to the Canadian Archipelago (Walker et al., 2009).  In spring, a 

pulse of freshwater that occurs due to melting of winter snow and ice accumulations contributes 

to >50 % of annual freshwater river discharge within a 2-week period on the Alaskan Arctic 

coast,  (McClelland et al., 2014). This discharge is accompanied by a large input of tDOM and 

inorganic nutrients (McClelland et al., 2014), thereby exposing coastal Arctic microbial 

communities to concentrated pulses of tDOM annually. The tDOM supplied by these Arctic 

rivers were once thought to be highly refractory (Opsahl et al., 1999; Dittmar and Kattner, 2003; 

Amon and Meon, 2004). However, several studies have since found that a portion (7 – 40 %) of 

this riverine tDOM is bioavailable on time scales of weeks to months (Hansell et al., 2004; 

Holmes et al., 2008; Mann et al., 2012; Vonk et al., 2012; Sipler et al., 2017).  

 

1.5 How the chapters are linked 

This thesis work focuses on the microbial community composition, metabolic processes 

and dynamics of northern marine ecosystems. The work aims to relate microbial community 

composition to metabolic processes and to further link both of those to the availability and 

composition of organic and inorganic nutrients in the environment. The main unifying objectives 
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of the following chapters are to resolve the community composition of relatively underexplored 

marine systems and to gain insight into the metabolic processes important to those systems. 

These data can then be used to generate and test hypotheses that would otherwise be impossible 

in these underexplored marine systems. In addition, these data represent some of the first 

describing the community metabolism of the Arctic Ocean and can be used as refrence when 

studying changes over time. 

 

In order to first explore how stratification and terrestrial-derived water can influence the 

microbial community structure and function of marine ecosystems, as well as to develop a meta-

omic pipeline for future studies, the microbial community structure and metabolism of the water 

column at one geographic location in the highly stratified LSLE was investigated using a joint 

metagenomic-metaproteomic analysis (Chapter 2). Just like the LSLE, the Beaufort Sea is a 

highly stratified system that is influenced by an increasing amount of terrestrial-derived 

freshwater making it more and more brackish. The fresher surface waters overlay deeper, more 

saline waters that originate from the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean. Given the similarities, I utilized 

my investigation into the microbial community structure and metabolism of the LSLE to develop 

both molecular and bioinformatic techniques that could then be used in the Arctic Ocean.  

 

The metaproteomic techniques developed in the LSLE were then applied to perform a 

comparative analysis of the Eastern (Greenland) and Western (Canadian) sides of the North 

Water (Chapter 4). The North Water is a highly productive marine region influenced by two 

main sources of water; the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans. The Eastern side of the North Water is 

influenced by Atlantic Ocean waters while the Western side is influenced by Arctic Ocean 

waters. As the first metaproteomic study performed in an Arctic ecosystem, my goal was to 

explore the microbial metabolic processes identified in these regions, as well as the taxa 

responsible for those processes, and to determine whether some were more relevant to a specific 

side of the North Water. One of the main limitations of metaproteomic analysis is its reliance on 

a representative searchable protein database for protein identification. At the time of this study 

no Arctic Ocean metagenomic sequence data was available to build a more accurate searchable 

database. In 2015, as part of the Joint Ocean Ice Study, samples from a latitudinal transect from 

coastal waters to more open ocean waters at three depths within the Beaufort Sea were collected 
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and used to generate the first metagenomic dataset of the Beaufort Sea (Chapter 5). The data was 

used to construct 360 metagenome assembled genomes. An abundance of Chloroflexi MAGs 

(which are typically associated with the deep ocean) were identified in the FDOM maximum of 

the Beaufort Sea and at least one MAG which was specialized in the degradation of aromatic 

terrestrial-derived dissolved organic matter appeared to have acquired this capacity, at least in 

part, from lateral gene transfer events from terrestrial organisms. These findings highlight the 

potential effects increasing terrestrial runoff could have on the Arctic Ocean. 
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Chapter 2: Metaproteomics of aquatic microbial communities in a deep and stratified 

estuary 

Colatriano D, Ramachandran A, Yergeau E, Maranger R, Gélinas Y, Walsh DA. (2015). 

Metaproteomics of aquatic microbial communities in a deep and stratified estuary. Proteomics 

15:1-14. 

2.1 Abstract 

Here we harnessed the power of metaproteomics to assess the metabolic diversity and 

function of stratified aquatic microbial communities in the deep and expansive Lower St. 

Lawrence Estuary, located in eastern Canada. Vertical profiling of the microbial communities 

through the stratified water column revealed differences in metabolic lifestyles and in carbon and 

nitrogen processing pathways. In productive surface waters, we identified heterotrophic 

populations involved in the processing of high and low molecular weight organic matter from 

both terrestrial (e.g. cellulose and xylose) and marine (e.g. organic compatible osmolytes) 

sources. In the less productive deep waters, chemosynthetic production coupled to nitrification 

by MG-I Thaumarchaeota and Nitrospina appeared to be a dominant metabolic strategy. Similar 

to other studies of the coastal ocean, we identified methanol oxidation proteins originating from 

the common OM43 marine clade. However, we also identified a novel lineage of methanol-

oxidizers specifically in the particle rich bottom (i.e. nepheloid) layer. Membrane transport 

proteins assigned to the uncultivated MG-II Euryarchaeota were also specifically detected in the 

nepheloid layer. In total, these results revealed strong vertical structure of microbial taxa and 

metabolic activities, as well as the presence of specific “nepheloid” taxa that may contribute 

significantly to coastal ocean nutrient cycling.   

 

2.2 Statement of significance of the study 

Aquatic microbial communities are diverse and critical to ecosystem function. While 

genomics and metagenomics has revolutionized our understanding of the metabolic diversity and 

versatility of microbial communities, these technologies only provide insight into the functional 

potential of microbes rather than in situ functional activities. Metaproteomics, that is the 

identification of expressed proteins and metabolic pathways operating in a microbial community, 

is one promising approach that moves beyond functional potential and towards functional 
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activity. In this study, we used metaproteomics to assess the metabolic diversity of microbial 

communities inhabiting the stratified waters of a large and deep estuary. The results  provide 

insights into metabolic pathway expression patterns, and hence function, of these poorly 

described microbial communities with respect to carbon and nitrogen cycling in aquatic 

ecosystems.   

 

2.3 Introduction 

         Marine microbial communities are diverse and their metabolism is central to global 

biogeochemical cycles and food web structure (Falkowski et al., 2008; Acinas et al., 2004; 

Thompson et al., 2005). Recently, genomic and metagenomic studies have provided considerable 

insight into the metabolic diversity of marine bacteria and archaea and the discovery of 

sometimes novel and ubiquitous metabolic pathways. For example, Beja et al. (Beja et al., 2000) 

reported the presence of genes for phototrophy in marine bacteria that were previously presumed 

to rely exclusively on the oxidation of organic matter for energy. More recently, novel 

chemolithotrophic energy-generating pathways were reported for marine microbes, including 

hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and hydrogen (H2) oxidation pathways in marine bacteria (DA Walsh et 

al., 2009; Anantharaman et al., 2013), as well as ammonia oxidation (NH3) in marine archaea 

(Walker et al., 2010; Hallam et al., 2006) . These studies and others have not only revealed novel 

metabolic capabilities, but have also shown that many microbial taxa are metabolically versatile, 

possessing the genetic information to subsist on numerous organic carbon compounds, perform 

autotrophic carbon fixation, and/or use inorganic compounds as energy source (Newton et al., 

2010). Such discoveries have challenged our understanding of the role these important microbes 

play in marine ecosystems. Meeting this challenge will require a thorough investigation of how 

the metabolic activities of microbes vary in response to environmental and biotic conditions in 

the ocean. 

  

One useful approach for assessing the metabolic activities of marine microbes in relation 

to their environment is through metaproteomic analysis, which has the potential to provide 

information on in situ protein expression for whole microbial communities (VerBerkmoes and 

Denef, 2009). In metaproteomics, samples are obtained directly from the environment, proteins 
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are extracted from the biomass and subjected to tandem mass spectrometry (MS) and resulting 

spectra are searched against a protein sequence database to deduce the amino acid sequences of 

peptides, providing the identification of proteins. Since its first application in the ocean (Kan et 

al., 2005), metaproteomics has been successfully applied to a range of marine environments. 

Seasonal studies performed in the coastal waters of the Northwest Atlantic Ocean and the 

Antarctic Peninsula have shown temporal structure in microbial metabolism, including the 

importance of chemoautotrophic metabolism in the winter months, and a shift to a heterotrophic 

community as waters warm (Williams et al., 2012; Georges et al., 2014). Similarly, Teeling et al. 

used metaproteomics to investigate the metabolic diversity of bacteria over the course of a 

phytoplankton bloom in the North Sea (Teeling et al., 2012). Other studies have reported on the 

variation in protein expression patterns across spatial scales, including along a geographical 

transect from a highly productive coastal system to a low nutrient ocean gyre (Morris et al., 

2010). 

  

         In the study presented here, we integrated metagenomic and metaproteomic analyses to 

elucidate protein expression patterns of microbial communities residing in the stratified waters of 

the Lower St. Lawrence Estuary (LSLE) located in eastern Canada. The waters of the LSLE 

contain strong geographic and vertical gradients in salinity, nutrient concentration, organic 

matter composition, pH and oxygen (Gobeil, 2006; Gilbert et al., 2005; Tremblay and Gagné, 

2009; Lehmann et al., 2009; Mucci et al., 2011). In this study, we focus on the structure and 

functional potential of microbial communities inhabiting distinctive strata with contrasting 

environmental characteristics. 

  

2.4 Materials and Methods 

2.4.1 Sampling and metadata collection. 

Seawater samples were collected from Station 21 (49°05.60'N/67°17.00'W) in the LSLE 

using a CTD rosette during an oceanographic cruise in May 2011. For this study, water samples 

(10 L) for metagenomics and metaproteomics were collected from the surface layer (3 m), the 

deep layer (180 m) and the bottom nepheloid layer (314 m). Water was processed by prefiltering 
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through a Whatman GF/D filter (2.7-µm cutoff) via peristaltic pump and cells were collected in-

line on a 0.22-µm Sterivex-GV filter. After filtration, 1.8 mL of sucrose lysis buffer (40 mM 

EDTA pH 8.0, 50 mM Tris pH 8.3, 0.75 M sucrose) was added and filters were stored at -80°C 

until DNA or protein extraction in June 2012. 

  

         Bacterial production was measured using the 3H-leucine incorporation method (Smith 

and Azam, 1992). Water samples (1.2 mL) were dispensed, in triplicate, into clean 2 mL 

microcentrifuge tubes preloaded with 50 µL 3H-leucine (115.4 Ci mmol-1, Amersham) to 

produce a final leucine concentration of 40 nM. Samples were incubated in the dark in an ice-

filled isothermic container at in situ temperature for approximately 1 h. Leucine incorporated 

into cell protein was collected after precipitation by trichloroacetic acid (TCA) and 

centrifugation. Tubes were filled with 1.25 mL liquid scintillation cocktail (ScintiVerse, Fisher 

Scientific), and radioactivity was measured using Perkin Elmer Liquid Scintillation Analyzer. 

Rates of leucine incorporation were corrected for radioactivity adsorption using TCA-killed 

controls and converted to bacterial C production (BP) using 3.1 kg C per mol-1 3H-leucine 

(Simon and Azam, 1989). Bacterial abundance was measured by flow cytometry. Cells were 

stained with SYBR Gold and counted using a FACScan flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, 

Mountain View, Calif.), equipped with a 15-mW, 488-nm, air-cooled argon-ion laser, and a 70-

um nozzle. 

 

2.4.2 Elemental and isotopic analyses 

A known volume of water from the rosette was vacuum filtered over combusted (500 ºC, 

4 hrs) pre-weighed GF/F filters (nominal pore-size 0.7 µm). Filters capturing suspended 

particulate matter (SPM) were stored at -20 ºC until time of analysis. Particulate-bearing filters 

were lyophilized and the dry filters were weighed to determine total SPM mass, sub-sampled 

with a hole-puncher and placed in Ag capsules to obtain 20-30 mg of SPM. SPM were de-

carbonated by exposure to HCl fumes in a sealed container for 10-12 hrs, placed in an oven at 55 

ºC for ~1 hour to remove traces of acid, and then folded and wrapped in a tin capsule. Elemental 

(C, N) and stable isotopic composition (δ13C) were determined on a GV Instruments (now 

Elementar) EuroVector IsoPrime EA-IRMS. Isotope data was calibrated with and corrected for 
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daily instrumental drift with certified sucrose (IAEA-CH-6, δ13C = -10.47 ‰) and in-house β-

alanine (SigmaAldrich, δ13C = -26.0 ‰) standards. Elemental composition is reported in terms 

of as mg L-1 for SPM as well as particulate organic carbon (POC) and particulate total nitrogen 

(PTN). Isotopes are reported using the V-PDB convention against reference gas of known 

isotope composition. 

 

2.4.3 Metagenomics 

A single metagenome was generated for each of the three sampling depths. DNA was 

extracted from Sterivex filters as described in (Zaikova et al., 2010). Total DNA was sheared, 

size selected and subjected to library construction using an Ion Plus Fragment Library Kit. 

Samples were pooled and a total of 3.5 x 107 molecules were used in an emulsion PCR using an 

Ion OneTouch 200 template kit (Life Technologies) and OneTouch and OneTouch ES 

instruments (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The 

sequencing of the pooled samples was performed using an Ion Torrent personal genome machine 

(PGM) system and a 316 chip with the Ion Sequencing 200 kit according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. All DNA sequence reads that were less than 100 bp or had an average quality < Q17 

were removed prior to further analysis. Identification of putative protein-encoding genes was 

performed using FragGeneScan (Rho et al., 2010) and allowing 1% sequencing error rate. The 

16S rRNA gene sequences in the metagenomics were identified by blastn searching against the 

Silva rRNA database. The identified 16S rRNA sequences were assigned to taxonomic groups 

using Mothur and the Wang method with a bootstrap value cutoff of 60% (Wang et al., 2007). 

Metagenomic data was deposited at the European Nucleotide Archive under study accession 

number PRJEB9523. 

 

2.4.4 Metaproteomics 

Protein extraction from Sterivex filters and in-gel trypsin digestion was performed as 

described in Georges et al. 2014. LC-MS was performed using an LTQ Orbitrap Velos (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) mass spectrometer and digested peptides were previously separated using a 

EASY-nLC (Proxeon) nanoHPLC. Samples were directly injected onto a nano column (75 µm 
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inner diameter by 15 cm) containing C18 media (Jupiter 5µ m, 300A, Phenomenex). Separation 

was achieved by applying a 1 to 27% acetonitrile gradient in 0.1% formic acid over 80 minutes 

at 400 nl / min then followed by a linear gradient  of  27% to 52% over 20 minutes at 400 nl / 

min. Electrospray ionization was enabled through applying a voltage of 2.0 kV through a PEEK 

junction at the inlet of the nano column. operated in positive mode with data-dependent 

acquisition mode. A survey scan was obtained with the Orbitrap mass detector at m/z of 360 to 

2000 with a resolution of 60 000 at m/z 400. The automatic gain control settings were 3 x 106 

ions and 2.5 x 105 ions for survey scan. Ions were selected for fragmentation on the LTQ linear 

trap when their intensity was greater than 500 counts. The 10 most intense ions were isolated for 

ion trap CID with charge states of 2 to 4 and sequentially isolated for fragmentation within the 

linear ion trap using collision induced dissociation energy set at 35% with q activation set at 0.25 

and an activation time of 10ms at a target value of 30,000 ions. Ions selected for MS/MS were 

dynamically excluded for 30 s. Raw MS/MS data files are available from the authors upon 

request. 

 

To identify peptide sequences, MS/MS spectra were compared with a protein database 

consisting of translated predicted protein-coding sequences from 205 marine and archaeal 

genomes (Georges et al., 2014), the three LSLE metagenomes, as well as metagenomic and 

metatranscriptomic data previously generated from stratified waters off the coast of Chile 

(Canfield et al., 2010; Ganesh et al., 2014). All MS/MS spectra were searched with the 

SEQUEST (Eng et al., 1994) algorithm implemented in Proteome Discoverer (Thermo 

Scientific) with the following settings: enzyme type, trypsin; maximum missed cleavage sites, 2; 

maximum modification for peptide, 4; static modifications, +57 Da (iodoacetamide modification 

of cysteine) and +16 Da (oxidation of methionine). Percolator, a supervised machine learning 

tool to discriminate between correct and decoy spectrum (Käll et al., 2007) was employed to 

increase the rate and confidence of peptide identification. Percolator settings were as follows: 

maximum delta Cn, 0.05; Target False Discover Rate (strict), 0.01; and validation was based on 

q-values. Using these stringent settings we include peptides identified only once in a sample. In 

Proteome Discoverer, we used the “Enable Protein Group” setting to group proteins that share 

sets of identified peptides (i.e. redundant proteins) and select the highest scoring protein in the 

group to serve as the representative protein (i.e. master protein).   
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For taxonomic assignment of proteins, each master protein was searched against the 

RefSeq (v52) protein database using BLASTP and the top 10 hits were reported in the output. 

The BLASTP search results were loaded into MEGAN and taxonomic assignment was 

performed using the lowest common ancestor (LCA) algorithm using a minimum bit score equal 

to 80 (Huson et al., 2011). The master proteins were also queried against the Clusters of 

Orthologous Genes (COG) database to identify a probable function. Only proteins with high 

sequence similarity (E-value cut-off < 1x10-10) to a known COG were annotated with the 

corresponding function. The COG annotation and the RefSeq analysis were both used to assign 

function to the proteins. Protein expression levels were estimated using the spectral counts 

method by summing all the spectra for the collection of peptides matching each protein 

(VerBerkmoes and Denef, 2009). 

 

2.5 Results and discussion 

2.5.1 Study area and environmental conditions 

During an oceanographic cruise in May 2011, we assessed the vertical structure of the 

water column and collected samples for metagenomic and metaproteomic analyses from a station 

located at the seaward (Station 21, S21) end of the LSLE (Figure 2.1a). The typical three-layer 

structure that defines the LSLE was apparent, with a warm and brackish surface layer sitting on 

top of a cold intermediate layer and warmer, hypoxic bottom water (Figure 2.1b). To investigate 

vertical structure and activity of microbial communities we collected three samples from the S21 

water column, including the surface layer (S21-3 m), the deep layer (S21-180 m), and the 

hypoxic particle rich bottom nepheloid layer (S21-314 m). Differences in the composition of the 

organic matter (OM) were apparent along the depth profile. For example, the concentration of 

solid particulate matter (SPM) was highest at the bottom, an indication that we did indeed sample 

the particle-rich nepheloid layer (Table 2.1). However, particular organic carbon and nitrogen 

(POC and PON, respectively) were twice as high at the surface than at the bottom, while the 

bottom water POC was additionally more depleted in 13C than surface POC. These observations 

indicate that the organic matter at the surface was more labile and accessible to heterotrophic 

bacteria than that in the bottom waters. As such, bacterial abundance decreased nearly two-fold 
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(from 3.6 x 105 cells/ml to 2 x 105 cells/mL) (Table 2.1) with depth. Bacterial productivity 

measured using 3H-leucine incorporation decreased by nearly two orders of magnitude (from 26 

µg C/L/day to 0.7 x µg C/L/day) (Table 2.1), revealing a strong vertical gradient in the 

heterotrophic activity of the microbial community. 

 
Figure 2.1. (A) Sampling station for this study (S21) in the Lower St. Lawrence Estuary and (B) 

the physiochemical conditions of S21 plotted against depth. 

 

 

Table  2.1. Metadata from the LSLE 

Sample Cell 

abundance 

(x105 ml-1) 

BP (ug 

C/l/day) 

SPM 

(mg/L) 

POC 

(mg/L) 

13C-POC (‰ 

vs. VPBD) 

PON 

(mg/L) 

S21-

003m 

3.6 26 2.69 0.215 -21.55 0.0238 

S21-

180m 

2.6 1.68 n.d. n.d n.d n.d. 

S21-

314m 

2.0 0.67 6.27 0.110 -23.48 0.0106 
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2.5.2 Coupled metagenomic-metaproteomic profiling 

We combined metagenomics with MS/MS-based proteomics to examine the genomic 

diversity and protein expression patterns of microbial communities at S21 in the LSLE. In total, 

we generated 441 Mb of metagenomic DNA sequence data, which contained over 1.2 million 

protein-encoding genes (Table 2.2). These genes, as well as protein-encoding genes from 

microbial reference genomes and additional Chilean coastal ocean metagenomes and 

metatranscriptomes, formed the protein sequence database used for identification of peptides and 

proteins from the MS/MS data. Searching of peptide spectra against this database resulted in the 

identification of 8,404 distinct proteins. The inclusion of metagenomic data from the LSLE and 

Chile resulted in a significant increase in the number of spectra assigned to peptides, compared 

to the use of reference genomes alone. This was particularly true for the bottom waters; 75% of 

spectra from 3 m were identified from reference genomes, while only 26% of spectra from 314 

m were assigned to reference genome proteins, highlighting the bias in reference genome 

databases towards surface lineages (Table 2.2). In contrast, over half of the 314 m spectra were 

assigned to proteins from coastal Chile, while an additional 10% of spectra from each depth was 

identified using proteins from the LSLE metagenomes. The higher percent of spectra assigned to 

Chilean proteins compared to LSLE is likely a result of the LSLE metagenomes being comprised 

of fewer sequences that the Chilean data. This combined metagenomic and metaproteomic 

dataset provided the basis for taxonomic and functional analysis of the microbial communities 

inhabiting the LSLE water column (Supplementary Tables 2.1 and 2.2). 
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Table 2.2. Summary of meta-omic data 

 

 

2.5.3 Taxonomic stratification of microbial lineages and expressed proteins 

Vertical structure in the composition of LSLE community was apparent from both the 

metagenomic and metaproteomic profiles. Based on the relative abundance of 16S rRNA gene 

sequences extracted from the metagenomes, it was clear that the microbial taxa inhabiting the 

productive and brackish surface layer (3 m) were distinct compared to microbial taxa located in 

 
S21-003m S21-180m S21-314m 

Metagenomes    

No. of metagenomic reads 

 
275,842 246,721 815,722 

No. of protein-encoding ORFs 239,542 224,923 735,891 

 

 

Metaproteomes 

   

Total no. of spectra 198,837 103,459 111,594 

Total no. of spectra assigned to proteins (% 

assigned) 
30,809 (16) 

22,758 

(22) 

26,407 

(24) 

% of identified spectra assigned to reference 

genomes 
74.9 35.5 25.6 

%  of identified spectra assigned to SAGs 0.7 7.5 10.5 

%  of identified spectra assigned to  Chilean 

metagenome 
10.3 32.8 38 

%  of identified spectra assigned to  Chilean 

metatranscriptome 
4.5 13.2 15.7 

%  of identified spectra assigned to  SLE 

metagenome 
9.5 11 10.2 

No. of master proteins 2282 2421 2522 
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deeper marine waters (180 m and 314 m) (Figure 2.2). Most striking was the dominance of 16S 

rRNA genes from the Flavobacteriales and the Rhodobacterales orders of the Alpha-

proteobacteria. These lineages are often associated with productive coastal systems where they 

are involved in decomposition of phytoplankton-derived organic matter (El-Swais et al., 2015; 

Gilbert et al., 2012; Fernández-Gómez et al., 2013; Gómez-Pereira et al., 2010; Kirchman, 

2002). Moreover, Flavobacteriales and Rhodobacterales proteins also appeared to make up the 

majority of peptide spectra in the surface layer, indicating a relatively high contribution to 

metabolic processes occurring at the surface. Proteins assigned to Flavobacteriales and 

Rhodobacterales were present in both the deep water (180 m) and the nepheloid layer (314 m). 

Although this may reflect extension of their ecological niches into the deep water, it may also be 

a result of sinking microbial cells from the productive surface layer. 

 
Figure 2.2. Taxonomic composition of the LSLE microbial community based on 16S rRNA 

genesequences (left) and expressed proteins (right). 

 

Lineages within the Beta- and Gamma-proteobacteria were also present in the 

metagenomic and metaproteomic data from the surface layer. These included the 
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Alteromonadales which share a similar copiotrophic lifestyle to the Flavobacteriales and 

Rhodobacterales and are also common heterotrophs associated with productive waters (Ivars-

Martinez et al., 2008). In addition, the OM43 clade of Beta-proteobacteria was detected at 

relatively low abundance. The OM43 clade is comprised of known methylotrophs that are 

common to the coastal ecosystems and capable of subsisting on one-carbon (C1) compounds 

such as methanol (Giovannoni et al., 2008). 

 

The taxonomic composition of the metagenomes and metaproteomes from the deep water 

was unique compared to the surface layer and numerous lineages were only detected in 

metagenomes and metaproteomes from below the surface. These include 16S rRNA sequences 

and expressed proteins assigned to known chemolithoautotrophs such as the ammonia-oxidizing 

Marine Group I (MG-I) Thaumarchaeota (Hallam et al., 2006; Karner et al., 2001) and the 

nitrite-oxidizing Nitrospina group (Lücker et al., 2013). Additional lineages that were enriched 

in the deep waters included the SAR11 clade of Alpha-proteobacteria, the ARCTIC96BD-19 

clade of Gamma-proteobacteria and the SAR324 clade of Delta-proteobacteria. Recently, 

genome analyses of the ARCTIC96BD-19 and SAR324 bacteria demonstrated that these 

lineages are metabolically versatile and likely possess a mixotrophic lifestyle (DA Walsh et al., 

2009; Swan et al., 2011; Sheik et al., 2013; Mattes et al., 2013). Both lineages possess genes for 

the membrane transport of sugars and amino acids, autotrophic CO2 fixation, and the oxidation 

of reduced sulfur compounds (DA Walsh et al., 2009; Swan et al., 2011; Sheik et al., 2013; 

Mattes et al., 2013). Mixotrophy may be a widespread adaptation to survival in the bottom 

waters of the LSLE where the availability of labile organic carbon compounds may be limiting. 

However, we did not detect any sulfur oxidation proteins or autotrophic CO2 fixation pathways 

that could be assigned to the ARCTIC96BD-19 or SAR324 clades. 

 

Although the taxonomic composition of the metagenomic and metaproteomic profiles 

agreed for the most part, there were some marked differences. For example, the Marine Group A 

(MGA) bacteria and the Marine Group II (MG-II) Euryarchaeota were significant components of 

the deep-water metagenomes, yet were either barely detected (i.e. MG-II) or not detected at all 

(i.e. MGA) in the metaproteomes. This observation highlights the current limitations of 

metaproteomics studies. Until very recently, no MGA genomic data was publically available for 
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use in protein identification. Moreover, although we would expect MGA representation in the 

LSLE metagenomes, without MGA reference genomes it is difficult to assign metagenomic 

sequences to this lineage. These limitations are set to decrease as novel cultivation (Santoro et 

al., 2015) and single cell genomics technologies (Rinke et al., 2013; Hedlund et al., 2014; 

Stepanauskas, 2012; Swan et al., 2013) provide more and more genome sequence data for poorly 

represented marine lineages.    

 

2.5.4 Functional stratification of expressed proteins 

To investigate the metabolic diversity of stratified microbial communities in the LSLE, 

we assigned the 8,404 proteins identified in the metaproteomes to metabolic functions using the 

Clusters of Orthologous Genes (COG) database (Tatusov et al., 2000). Using a stringent protein 

sequence similarity cutoff (expect value < 1x10-10), 4,515 proteins were assigned to a total of 614 

COG functions. We then mapped the presence/absence patterns of COG functions across the 

three sample depths (Figure 2.3). Approximately 27% (185) of the COG functions were 

ubiquitous throughout the water column, and proteins assigned to these common COGs also 

made up the vast majority of peptide spectra. Proteins in this “core” set of COGs included many 

essential housekeeping proteins such as DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunits, ribosomal 

proteins, translation elongation factors (e.g. EF-Tu), chaperonins (e.g. HSP60), and ATP 

synthase subunits, as well as a wide variety of membrane transporters. However, metabolic 

partitioning of the surface assemblage from the deep assemblages was apparent from the 

distribution of COG functions. Some 161 functions were only detected at the surface. In contrast 

to the surface, only 53 and 65 functions were unique to 180 m and 314 m, respectively. 

Moreover the metabolic similarity between the 180 m and 314 m communities was shown by the 

detection of 71 common functions, compared to only 33-46 functions in common with the 3 m 

proteins. Many of the proteins that distinguished the surface from the deep water were from the 

archaea, owing to the abundant MG-I Thaumarchaeota at depth. 
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Figure 2.3. Venn diagram depicting the presence/absence pattern across the three sample depths. 

 

Among the COGs uniquely identified at the surface was the ribulose bisphosphate 

carboxylase (RuBisCo) small subunit (RbcS), an essential component of the Calvin-Benson-

Bassham cycle of CO2 fixation. As expected, one RbcS subunit was most similar to a homolog 

from Ostreococcus, a photosynthetic eukaryotic member of the picoplankton. A second RbcS 

subunit was most similar to a Rhodopseudomonas palustris (Alpha-proteobacteria) homolog, 

suggesting that CO2 fixation by photoautotrophic bacteria may also contribute to primary 

production in LSLE surface waters. The RuBisCo large subunit (RbcL) was identified at the 

surface, but also surprisingly in the bottom nepheloid layer. These RbcL proteins were most 

similar to Ostreococcus, Rhodopseudomonas and Micromonas, which is another photosynthetic 

eukaryotic picoplankton. Since the RbcL proteins identified in the nepheloid layer were the same 

as detected at the surface, their presence in the bottom of the LSLE is most likely a result of 

sinking cells, rather than an active CO2 fixing population. Interestingly, it has previously been 
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suggested that RuBisCo proteins may serve as a unique tracer for the origin, accumulation, and 

transport of organic matter in the deep ocean (Orellana and Hansell, 2012). 

 

2.5.5 Microbial processing of organic matter 

The composition of organic matter in estuaries is complex and can originate from 

autochthonous production by phytoplankton and bacterioplankton or from allochthonous input of 

terrestrial organic matter from freshwater runoff (Gobeil, 2006; Goñi et al., 2003). To provide 

insight into the processing of organic matter by microbial communities in the LSLE, we 

analyzed the abundance, distribution, and phylogenetic identity of membrane transporters 

specific to the uptake of organic substrates. As in other metaproteomic studies, some of the most 

prevalent proteins we identified were the solute-binding components of high affinity ATP-

binding cassette (ABC) transporters and tripartite ATP-independent periplasmic (TRAP) 

transporters (Williams et al., 2012; Georges et al., 2014; Morris et al., 2010; Sowell et al., 2009, 

2011). These proteins are implicated in the transport of a wide range of low molecular weight 

(LMW) organic compounds including sugars, amino acids, peptides, dicarboxylates and 

compatible osmolytes such as glycine betaine and taurine (Figure 2.4). Interestingly, all 

transporters were detected at all depths. However, the relative expression levels and the 

phylogenetic identity of the transport proteins varied, indicating a depth-dependent preference 

for certain compounds, as well as metabolic partitioning between phylogenetic groups. For 

example, the xylose ABC-type transporter was present at all depths, yet the number of peptide 

spectra was >10-fold higher in the surface layer compared to the deep layer. These transporters 

were almost all assigned to the Rhodobacterales. In addition, xylose isomerase, a key enzyme in 

xylose degradation, most similar to homologs from Rhodobacterales, was also only detected in 

the surface layer. Xylose is an abundant component of plant-derived hemicellulose, and taken 

together these results indicate an important role for the Rhodobacterales in the processing of 

terrestrial-derived organic matter entering the LSLE. 

 

In addition to xylose utilization, Rhodobacterales in the surface layer also expressed a 

diversity of transporters for sugars, amino acids, peptides, and dicarboxylates, which is in 

agreement with this lineage’s generalist role in the transformation of labile carbon compounds in 
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the ocean (Gilbert et al., 2012). In contrast to the Rhodobacterales, we did not detect any ABC-

type or TRAP transporters that could be assigned to the Flavobacteriales, even though this 

lineage was one of the most abundant in the surface waters. This observation is in agreement 

with the known specialization of Flavobacteriales for high molecular weight (HMW) 

compounds. Comparative genome analyses have shown that marine Flavobacteriales have a 

reduced number of transporters for LMW compounds, which is compensated for by transporters 

for HMW compounds (Fernández-Gómez et al., 2013). Indeed, we did identify TonB dependent 

outer membrane receptors assigned to Flavobacteriales (Figure 2.4). TonB transporters are 

implicated in the import of bulky organic compounds such as oligosaccharides into the 

periplasmic space (Eisenbeis et al., 2008). Additional TonB transporters were assigned to the 

Alteromonadales, which are also implicated in degradation of HMW organic matter (McCarren 

et al., 2010). We also identified Cellulase M proteins assigned to Flavobacteriales, further 

supporting their role in the degradation and utilization of HMW compounds in the LSLE surface 

layer. 

 

Compared to the surface, transporters identified in the deep water were assigned to a 

more phylogenetically diverse group of bacteria and archaea. In addition to Rhodobacterales, we 

identified transporters most similar to the SAR11, SAR116, and BAL199 lineages of Alpha-

proteobacteria, ARCTIC96BD-19 and other Gamma-proteobacteria, the SAR324 clade, and the 

MG-II Euryarchaeota. In addition to higher phylogenetic diversity of transporters, differences in 

the level of substrate specialization were apparent between phylogenetic lineages. For example, 

SAR324 and ARCTIC96BD-19 appeared to have a generalist lifestyle in the LSLE, capable of 

transporting numerous compounds, including sugars, peptides, amino acids, and dicarboxylates. 

In contrast, SAR116 appears to be much more specialized for the transport of amino acids, while 

BAL199 seems to exhibit a preference for compounds imported through the 

mannitol/chloroaromatic transporter. Proteins assigned to the MG-II amino acid transporters 

were specifically identified within the nepheloid layer, suggesting a preference for this particle 

rich environment. In support of this idea, Orsi et al. (Orsi et al., 2015) showed that the MG-II 

indeed interact with particles in the ocean. Further investigation of the metabolic diversity of the 

particle-associated fraction of the nepheloid layer is warranted in order to better understand the 

ecophysiology of these deep water MG-II populations. 
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Figure 2.4. The relative abundance of solute transport proteins based on spectra counts identified 

at each of the three sample depths separated by taxa. 

 

2.5.6 Complete nitrification linked to autotrophic CO2 fixation 

Nitrification is a critical step in the global nitrogen cycle and consists of the oxidation of 

ammonia to nitrite, followed by nitrite oxidation to nitrate. In the ocean, the MG-I 

Thaumarchaeota are known to couple ammonia oxidation to energy conservation and therefore 
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play an important role in marine nitrification (Hallam et al., 2006). In the deep water of the 

LSLE, proteins assigned to the MG-I Thaumarchaeota were among the most abundant we 

detected. In support of their previously described role in ammonia oxidation, expression of the 

beta subunit of the archaeal ammonia monooxygenase (AmoB) protein was identified in the 

bottom nepheloid layer. Archaeal ammonia oxidation can be coupled to autotrophic CO2 fixation 

via the 3-hydroxypropionate/4 hydroxybutyrate pathway (Berg et al., 2010). In the LSLE, two 

key enzymes of this pathway, acetyl-CoA carboxylase and 4-hydroxybutyryl CoA dehydratase 

were identified in the metaproteomes. Archaeal acetyl-CoA carboxylase was found exclusively 

at 314 m and the archaeal 4-hydroxybutyryl CoA dehydrates was identified at both 314 m and 

180 m. 

 

Much less studied in the ocean is the second step of nitrification, the transformation of 

nitrite to nitrate by nitrite-oxidizing bacteria (NOB). The key enzyme for nitrite oxidation is 

nitrite oxidoreductase (NxrABC), which is a member of the large DMSO reductase enzyme 

family (Jormakka et al., 2004). In the LSLE, we detected NxrA- and NxrB-like proteins at all 

depths. The NXR-like proteins were all derived from metagenomic data, so we performed 

phylogenetic analysis to validate that they were indeed NXR subunits and to assess their likely 

phylogenetic origin. In both the NxrA and NxrB trees, the expressed proteins identified in the 

LSLE were affiliated with homologs from Nitrospina (Figure 2.5a and 2.5b). Previous 

molecular methods have demonstrated that the genus Nitrospina is common in the ocean (Lücker 

et al., 2013; Fuchs et al., 2005; Labrenz et al., 2007; DeLong et al., 2006) and we did identify a 

Nitrospina 16S rRNA sequence at 180 m. The detection of these Nitrospina-like NXR proteins 

supports the role of Nitrospina as an important NOB in the ocean. The distribution of peptide 

spectra from NXR proteins paralleled the distribution of ammonia-oxidizing archaea, as the 

abundance was much higher in the deep water compared to the surface (Figure 2.5c). 

 

Two main types of NXR proteins are known which can be distinguished based on their 

subcellular orientation into the cytoplasm or periplasm (Lücker et al., 2013; Sorokin et al., 2012; 

Lücker et al., 2010; Spieck and Bock, 2005). The NXR of Nitrospina has been posited to be 

periplasmically oriented (Lücker et al., 2013). NOB with the periplasmic NXR can grow at 

lower nitrite concentrations than NOB with the cytoplasmic enzyme. This periplasmic 
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orientation should be energetically advantageous because H+ released by NO2
- oxidation in the 

periplasm and proton consumption by O2 reduction in the cytoplasm contribute to the membrane 

potential. Also, there is no requirement to transport NO3
-/NO2

- across the membrane. Hence the 

periplasmic orientation seems to be better adapted to low NO2
- concentrations. Since NO2

- rarely 

accumulates in the environment, the highly efficient use of this substrate is likely a prominent 

reason for the competitive success and wide distribution of Nitrospina in the ocean. 

 

The type strain of the genus Nitrospina (Nitrospina gracilis) couples nitrite oxidation to 

autotrophic growth with CO2 as a sole source of carbon (Lücker et al., 2013; Watson and 

Waterbury, 1971). Genomic data for N. gracilis showed that this organism uses the reductive 

tricarboxylic acid (rTCA) cycle for carbon fixation. In the LSLE, we identified two key enzymes 

of the rTCA cycle: 2-oxogluturate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase (OGOR) and pyruvate:ferredoxin 

oxidoreductase (POR). Nitrospina-like proteins encoding multiple subunits (alpha, beta, and 

gamma) of both the OGOR and POR enzymes were identified in the deep water (Figure 2.5d). 

These results, in combination with the detection of MG-I CO2 fixation pathways suggest that, in 

tandem, nitrifying archaea and bacteria play an important role in chemosynthetic production in 

the deep, dark LSLE. 
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Figure 2.5. Phylogenetic analysis of nitrite oxidoreductase (NXR) proteins. (A) NxrA homologs 

and (B) NxrB homologs matching peptide spectra identified in the LSLE (in bolface). 

Phylogenies were inferred using maximum likelihood implemented in MEGA. Names of 

validated enzymes and bootstrap values are indicated. (C) The relative abundance of nitrite 

oxidoreductase subunits (NxrA and NxrB) and (D) key rTCA cycle enzymes (2-

oxogluturate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase, OGOR; pyruvate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase, POR) 

based on spectra counts. 

2.5.7 Methanol metabolism 

Methylotrophic bacteria in seawater were reported decades ago (Murrell et al., 1992). 

However, there is a renewed interest in this metabolic group, owing to the recent discovery of 

short methanol turnover times (J. L. Dixon et al., 2011) and high rates of methanol carbon 

assimilation in the ocean (Dixon et al., 2013). All known methanol-oxidizing bacteria employ a 

pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ)-containing methanol dehydrogenase (Keltjens et al., 2014). In 

the LSLE metaproteomes, we identified eight PQQ-dependent dehydrogenase proteins, two of 

which were XoxF4 proteins from OM43 reference genomes (strain HTCC2181 and KB13). 
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Recent cultivation, genomic, and metaproteomic work has shown that the OM43 marine clade is 

comprised of methanol-oxidizing bacteria that are probably ecologically important in the ocean 

(Georges et al., 2014; Giovannoni et al., 2008; Sowell et al., 2011). Phylogenetic analysis of the 

metagenome-derived proteins demonstrated that an additional two also belonged to the XoxF4 

clade, while four were affiliated with a novel XoxF5 clade of putative methanol dehydrogenase 

proteins (Figure 2.6).  These XoxF4 proteins were identified in all samples, but peaked in the 

surface layer. However, the XoxF5 proteins were only detected in the deep water, and two were 

specifically associated with the nepheloid layer (Figure 2.6). These observations suggest that 

methanol may serve as an important carbon and/or energy source for microbes in the particle-

rich low productivity nepheloid layer and that these deep-water populations are distinct from the 

more common OM43 clade commonly associated with surface waters. 
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Figure 2.6. Phylogenetic analysis of PQQ-dependent dehydrogenase matching peptides (A) 

(boldface). The tree was inferred using maximum likelihood implemented in MEGA. Names of 
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validated enzymes and bootstrap values are indicated. (B) The relative abundance of PQQ-

dependent dehydrogenase (XoxF4 and XoxF5) based on spectra counts. 

 

2.6 Concluding remarks 

In this study, we used metaproteomics to provide the first assessment of microbial 

metabolic pathway diversity in the stratified waters of the LSLE. Profiling of the microbial 

communities revealed differences in metabolic lifestyles and in carbon and nitrogen processing 

pathways throughout the water column. In the productive brackish surface waters, we identified 

heterotrophic Flavobacteriales and Rhodobacterales populations involved in the processing of 

HWM and LMW terrestrial OM (e.g. cellulose and xylose), respectively. Rhodobacterales were 

also implicated as the dominant processors of the labile organic carbon pool at the surface, while 

a much higher diversity of lineages appear to be involved in the uptake of labile compounds in 

the deep water. Chemosynthetic production coupled to nitrification by MG-I Thaumarchaeota 

and Nitrospina appeared to be an important metabolic strategy in the deep-waters. Although 

putatively mixotrophic lineages such as ARCTIC96BD-19 and SAR324 were common in the 

deep, the detection of proteins involved in transport of organic compounds and the lack of 

identified proteins for lithoautotrophic pathways suggests these groups are preferentially 

scavenging carbon compounds, rather than fixing CO2. Common to other metaproteomic studies 

of the coastal ocean, we identified methanol oxidation proteins (e.g. XoxF4) originating from the 

OM43 clade. However, we also identified a novel and previously undescribed lineage of XoxF5-

containing methanol-oxidizing population specifically in the bottom nepheloid layer. Membrane 

transport proteins assigned to the uncultivated MG-II Euryarchaeota were also specifically 

detected in the nepheloid layer, suggesting the presence of microbial taxa that are specialized for 

the particle rich nepheloid layer.  

 

Although metaproteomics is a powerful approach for assessing metabolic diversity of 

microbial communities, the approach is not without limitations. One limitation is that many 

peptide spectra were simply not assigned to proteins because representative proteins were not 

present in the protein reference database. A second limitation is that although we validated the 

specificity of peptides originating from various clades (Nitrospina), it is possible that some may 
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have originated from different phylogenetic lineages not represented in the protein database. This 

is particularly problematic if these proteins are highly conserved (and share common peptides) or 

their genes are prone to lateral gene transfer between marine microbes. Approaches to addressing 

these limitations are, as performed in this study, to analyze metagenomic and metaproteomic 

datasets from the same samples. Another solution is the increasing number of single-cell 

amplified genomes that are becoming available for a wide variety of poorly characterized 

bacteria and archaea (Rinke et al., 2013), which will continually provide more comprehensive 

databases for peptide matching. Finally, the incorporation of de novo peptide prediction tools 

into metaproteomic studies may also increase the resolution of metaproteomic datasets by 

identifying novel peptide sequences that may not be represented in the protein database. 
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Bridging text 

 In Chapter 2 we identified differences in metabolic lifestyles and carbon and nitrogen 

processing between the surface and deep waters of the LSLE using a combined metagenomic-

metaproteomic analysis. Heterotrophic populations made up of Flavobacteriales and 

Rhodobacterales were identified in the surface waters and were involved in the processing of 

HMW and LMW terrestrial-derived DOM (e.g. cellulose and xylose). A higher diversity of 

organisms were involved in DOM processing in the deep waters, where chemosynthetic 

production coupled to nitrification by MGI Thaumarchaeota and Nitrospina were also identified. 

Marine microbial community samples from the North Water were collected in the summer of 

2013 with the intention of performing a metaproteomic analysis of these samples. Before the 

metaproteomic analysis was conducted, I developed a novel method for the isolation of both 

community DNA and protein from marine microbial samples preserved in RNAlater in order to 

maximize the amount of data that could be retrieved from each sample ((Colatriano and Walsh, 

2015);  Chapter 3).  
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Chapter 3: An aquatic microbial metaproteomics workflow: from cells to tryptic peptides 

suitable for tandem mass spectrometry-based analysis 

Colatriano D, Walsh DA. (2015). An Aquatic Microbial Metaproteomics Workflow: From Cells 

to Tryptic Peptides Suitable for Tandem Mass Spectrometry-based Analysis. J Vis Exp 1–8. 

3.1 Short Abstract 

This protocol is for the extraction and concentration of protein and DNA from microbial 

biomass collected from seawater, followed by the generation of tryptic peptides suitable for 

tandem mass spectrometry-based proteomic analysis. 

 

3.2 Long Abstract 

Meta-omic technologies such as metagenomics, metatranscriptomics and metaproteomics 

can aid in the understanding of microbial community structure and metabolism. Although 

powerful, metagenomics alone can only elucidate functional potential. On the other hand, 

metaproteomics enables the description of the expressed in situ metabolism and function of a 

community. Here we describe a protocol for cell lysis, protein and DNA isolation, as well as 

peptide digestion and extraction from marine microbial cells collected on a cartridge filter unit 

(such as the Sterivex filter unit) and preserved in an RNA stabilization solution (like RNAlater). 

In mass spectrometry-based proteomics studies, the identification of peptides and proteins is 

performed by comparing peptide tandem mass spectra to a database of translated nucleotide 

sequences. Including the metagenome of a sample in the search database increases the number of 

peptides and proteins that can be identified from the mass spectra. Hence, in this protocol DNA 

is isolated from the same filter, which can be used subsequently for metagenomic analysis.  

 

3.3 Introduction 

Microorganisms are ubiquitous and play essential roles in Earth’s biogeochemical cycles 

(Madsen, 2011). Currently, there are numerous molecular approaches available for 

characterizing microbial community structure and function. Most common is the analysis of 16S 

rRNA gene sequences PCR-amplified from environmental DNA (El-Swais et al., 2015; Galand 

et al., 2010; Lane et al., 1986). A disadvantage of 16S rRNA gene analysis is that it only 
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provides information on phylogenetic identity and community structure, with little information 

on metabolic function. In contrast, approaches such as metagenomics, metatranscriptomics and 

metaproteomics provide information on community structure and metabolism. Metagenomics, or 

the analysis of the gene content of an assemblage of organisms, provides information about the 

structure and functional potential of the community (Williams et al., 2012; Sheik et al., 2013; 

Venter et al., 2004; Tyson et al., 2004). Although powerful, this functional potential may not 

correspond to the metabolic activities of the organisms. An organism’s genotype is represented 

by its genes, each of which can be transcribed to RNA and further translated to protein, resulting 

in a phenotype. Thus, to aid in the understanding of microbial functional activity in an 

environment, post-genomic analysis should be performed (Schneider and Riedel, 2010). 

Metatranscriptomics, or the analysis of RNA transcripts is useful because it reveals which genes 

are transcribed in any given environment. However, mRNA levels do not always match their 

corresponding protein levels due to translational regulation, RNA half-life, and the fact that 

multiple protein copies can be generated for every mRNA (Vogel and Marcotte, 2012).  

 

For these reasons metaproteomics is now recognized as an important tool for 

environmental microbiology. Common metaproteomic analyses use a shotgun proteomic 

approach where the near full complement of proteins in a complex sample are purified and 

analyzed simultaneously, usually through enzymatic digestion into peptides and analysis on a 

mass spectrometer. Subsequent tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) “peptide fingerprinting” is 

used to determine the peptide sequence and potential protein of origin by protein database 

searching (for a review see (Hettich et al., 2013)). Proteomic work has come a long way in the 

past 25 years thanks to the increase in genomic data availability and the increase in the 

sensitivity and accuracy of mass spectrometers allowing for high-throughput protein 

identification and quantification (von Bergen et al., 2013; Hettich et al., 2013). Since proteins 

are the final product of gene expression, metaproteomic data can help determine which 

organisms are active in any given environment and what proteins they are expressing. This is 

advantageous when trying to determine how a particular set of environmental variables will 

affect the phenotype of an organism or community. Early on, MS/MS-based metaproteomic 

studies in the ocean were used to identify specific proteins in targeted microbial lineages, with 

the first study focusing on the light driven proton pump proteorhodopsin in SAR11 marine 
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bacteria (Giovannoni, Bibbs, et al., 2005). More recently, comparative metaproteomic analyses 

have elucidated differential protein expression patterns between complex communities. 

Examples include the identification of temporal shifts in metabolism in the coastal Northwest 

Atlantic Ocean (Georges et al., 2014) or the Antarctic Peninsula (Williams et al., 2012). Other 

studies have described variations in protein expression patterns across spatial scales, for instance, 

along a geographical transect from a low-nutrient ocean gyre to a highly productive coastal 

upwelling system (Morris et al., 2010). For further reviews of metaproteomics we recommend 

Schneider et al. (2010) (Schneider and Riedel, 2010) and Williams et al. (2014) (Williams and 

Cavicchioli, 2014). Targeted proteomics has also been employed in recent years to quantify 

expression of specific metabolic pathways in the environment (Saito et al., 2014; Bertrand et al., 

2013).  

 

There are three main phases in metaproteomic analysis. The first phase is sample 

preparation, which includes sample collection, cell lysis and concentration of protein. Sample 

collection in marine microbiology often entails the filtration of seawater through a pre-filter to 

remove larger eukaryotic cells, particles and particle-associated bacteria, followed by filtration 

for the capture of free living microbial cells, commonly with the use of a 0.22 µm cartridge filter 

unit (Hawley et al., 2013; David A Walsh et al., 2009). These filters are incased in a plastic 

cylinder and a cell lysis and protein extraction protocol that can be performed within the filter 

unit would be a valuable tool. Once biomass is obtained, the cells must be lysed to allow for 

protein extraction. Several methods can be employed, including guanidine-HCl lysis (Thompson 

and Chourey, 2008) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-based lysis methods. Although detergents 

like SDS are very efficient at disrupting membranes and solubilizing many protein types, 

concentrations as low as 0.1% can interfere with downstream protein digestion and MS analysis 

(Lu and Zhu, 2005). Of major concern is the negative effects of SDS on trypsin digestion 

efficiency, resolving power of reversed phase liquid chromatography and ion suppression or 

accumulation inside the ion source (Sharma et al., 2012).  

 

The second phase is fractionation and analysis, where proteins are subjected to enzymatic 

digestion followed by LC MS/MS analysis, resulting in a m/z fragmentation pattern that can be 

used to ascertain the primary amino acid sequence of the initial tryptic peptide. Various digestion 
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methods can be performed depending on the types of detergents used, as well as the downstream 

mass spectrometry workflow. In our protocol, 1-D PAGE electrophoresis followed by removal of 

SDS from the gel is utilized in order to remove any detergent contamination. The analysis of 

proteins that are difficult to solubilize, such as membrane proteins, requires the use of high 

concentrations of SDS or other detergents. This leads to compatibility issues with SDS-gel 

electrophoresis. If the objective of a study requires the solubilization of these hard to solubilize 

proteins, the tube-gel system can be used (Santoro et al., 2015; Lu and Zhu, 2005). The tube-gel 

method incorporates proteins within the gel matrix without the use of electrophoresis. 

Subsequently any detergents used for solubilization are removed before protein digestion.  

 

The third phase is the bioinformatic analysis. In this phase the MS/MS peptide data are 

searched against a database of translated nucleotide sequences to determine which peptides and 

proteins are present in the sample. The identification of peptides is dependent on the database it 

is searched against. Marine metaproteomic data are commonly searched against databases 

comprised of reference genomes, metagenomic data such as the Global Ocean Sampling dataset 

(Rusch et al., 2007), as well as single cell amplified genomes from uncultivated lineages (Swan 

et al., 2011; Rinke et al., 2013). Protein identification can also be increased by the inclusion of 

metagenomic sequences from the same sample as the metaproteomic data was derived (Williams 

et al., 2012). 

 

Here we provide a protocol for the generation of peptides suitable for MS/MS-based 

analysis from microbial biomass collected by filtration and stored in an RNA stabilization 

solution. The protocol described here allows for DNA and protein to be isolated from the same 

sample so that all steps leading up to the protein and DNA precipitations are identical. From a 

practical perspective, less filtration is required since only one filter is required for both protein 

and DNA extraction. We would also like to acknowledge that this protocol was created through 

the combination, adaptation and modification of two previously published protocols. The cell 

lysis steps are adapted from Saito et al. (2011) (Saito et al., 2011) and the in-gel trypsin digest 

component is adapted from Shevchenko et al. (2007) (Shevchenko et al., 2007).  
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3.4 Protocol 

Refer to Appendix A. 

3.5 Representative results 

As a demonstration, we performed the protocol on two seawater samples collected from 

the surface and the chlorophyll maximum of the coastal ocean in Northern Canada. While at sea, 

6-7 L of seawater was passed through a 3 µm GF/D prefilter, then microbial cells were collected 

onto a 0.22 µm cartridge filter unit following the protocol of Walsh et al. (David A Walsh et al., 

2009). Cells were immediately stored in an RNA stabilization solution until further processing. 

Upon returning to the lab, we performed the protocol as it is presented here. The concentrated 

cell lysate was divided; protein was precipitated from 90% of the volume, while DNA was 

precipitated from the remaining 10% of the volume. We recovered 24-26 µg of protein and 250-

308 ng of high quality DNA from these samples (Figure. 3.1). After the in-gel trypsin digestion 

and peptide extraction, we subjected the peptides to MS/MS analysis using a nano-LC coupled to 

the Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). From the 

peptides, we generated over 23,000 MS/MS spectra per sample. Peptides and proteins were then 

identified by searching these spectra against a custom in-house sequence database using the 

PEAKS bioinformatics tool (BSI, Waterloo, ON, Canada). The database was comprised of 

predicted proteins from marine reference genomes and metagenomes. The search resulted in the 

identification of around 1000 peptides and 700-800 proteins for each sample. Naturally, these 

results are dependent on microbial cell abundance, MS instrumentation, and protein search 

database and algorithms. Nonetheless, these results demonstrate that this protocol has the 

potential to produce adequate tryptic peptides suitable for identify hundreds of proteins in the 

environment. Moreover, since metagenomic libraries can be constructed from as little as 100 ng 

of DNA (Thomas et al., 2012), this protocol also has potential to provide adequate quantities of 

DNA to generate matched metagenomic-metaproteomic datasets.  
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Figure 3.1. Genomic DNA from 2 depths at Arctic station S633.  The first lane contains 4 µl 

of a 1 kb DNA ladder, lane 2 contains 3 µl of genomic DNA extraction from S633_2 m, lane 3 

contains 3 µl of genomic DNA extraction from S633_20 m and lanes 4-6 contain 0.5 µl (85 ng), 

2 µl (333 ng) and 4 µl (667 ng) of HindIII digested lambda DNA. 

 

Taxonomic and functional composition of the metaproteomes was analyzed using a 

combination of BLASTp and the MEGAN (Metagenome analyzer) software package (Huson et 

al., 2007, 2011) (Figure. 3.2). Proteins assigned to Alpha-proteobacteria were the most highly 

represented in the dataset, the vast majority of which were assigned to the SAR11 clade. The 

Rhododobacterales clade of Alpha-proteobacteria was also highly represented and identified 

most often in surface waters. Proteins assigned to Bacteroidetes were evenly distributed between 

the surface and chlorophyll maximum, but Flavobacteria proteins were identified to a greater 

degree at the chlorophyll maximum. Gamma-proteobacterial proteins were evenly distributed 

throughout the water column while Beta-proteobacterial proteins were found predominately in 
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the surface. From a functional perspective, a wide range of metabolic pathways were identified. 

Vertical structuring of these metabolic pathways was apparent. For example, proteins associated 

with amino acid metabolism, carbohydrate metabolism and prokaryotic carbon fixation pathways 

were identified primarily at the surface, and nitrogen metabolism was found exclusively at the 

surface. Photosynthetic carbon fixation proteins were observed primarily at the chlorophyll 

maximum while proteins involved in photosynthesis were identified evenly between the surface 

and chlorophyll maximum. These results demonstrate that a wide variety of proteins from a 

diversity of microbial taxa can be detected using the protocol presented here. 

 

 
Figure 3.2. Taxonomic and functional analysis of 2 depths at Arctic station S633. 

Taxonomic diversity comparison of the Arctic station 633 surface and chlorophyll maximum 

waters (A) created using MEGAN. Functional diversity comparison of the Arctic station 633 

surface and chlorophyll maximum waters (B) created using MEGAN to query against the KEGG 

database. 
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3.6 Discussion  

Sample preservation is key to metaproteomic studies and previous work demonstrated 

that an RNA stabilization solution is a useful storage buffer for storing cells prior to protein 

extraction (Saito et al., 2011). Ideally, samples would be preserved in situ to negate shifts in 

protein expression during handling (Ottesen et al., 2011; Feike et al., 2012). In fact, in situ 

sampling and fixation technologies have been developed, which allow for the autonomous 

collection and preservation of samples by ship-deployed instruments. However, access to these 

technologies is not always feasible. In the common case that it is not, samples should be 

preserved as soon as possible after collection. 

 

Here we present a protocol for extracting protein from RNA stabilization solution stored 

cells collected on a cartridge filter unit, which is commonly used in aquatic microbiology. The 

protocol includes cell lysis using an SDS-lysis solution and heating, followed by a protein 

concentration step using ultracentrifugal filter units that doubled as a necessary desalting step. It 

must be noted that the concentrating and desalting steps cannot be overlooked. We found that a 

minimum of three buffer exchange steps was required to desalt our concentrate. Due to the high 

salt concentration of the RNA stabilization solution, if proper desalting does not occur, too much 

salt will be precipitated during the overnight protein precipitation step and the desalting and 

precipitation step will have to be repeated. Additionally, if desalination is not properly performed 

the 1D-PAGE will not work and the samples will be lost.  

 

Next, the concentrated lysate was divided so that both protein precipitation and DNA 

precipitation could be performed. This is useful as it is often desirable that metagenomic and 

metaproteomic data be generated from the same samples. If a protein is not represented in the 

protein sequence database then the peptide will not be identified. Including the genomic data 

from the same sample as the proteomic data reduces the risk of not being able to identify a 

protein due to its absence from the database. 

 

Although this protocol was optimized for use with cartridge filter units and validated to 

work on coastal ocean microbial communities, it can be adapted for use with other types of 

environmental samples and filters. However, it should be clearly stated that the success of this 
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protocol is dependent on an adequate amount of starting biomass. Therefore in aquatic 

ecosystems where biomass may be very low, we recommend increasing the volume of water 

filtered accordingly.    
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Bridging text 

Using the computational techniques developed in the analysis of Chapter 2 and the new 

DNA/protein extraction method developed in Chapter 3, I performed the first metaproteomic 

analysis of the North Water. 
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Chapter 4: Metaproteomics reveals a strong association between community phenotype 

and taxonomic composition of main bacterioplankton in the North Water  

4.1 Abstract 

The North Water, situated between Canada and Greenland, supports one of the most 

productive marine ecosystems in the Arctic and is a major gateway for Arctic waters entering the 

North Atlantic Ocean. Although the North Water plays an integral role in supporting local 

animal populations and influences the biogeochemical cycles of the North Atlantic there is a lack 

of information about the microbial diversity and metabolism in this region. Here, we investigated 

microbial community structure and function across the North Water using a combination of 16S 

rRNA gene sequencing and metaproteomic analyses. Three distinct microbial community types 

with differing metabolic functions were identified: one in the polar mixed layer on the Canadian 

side (W-PML), one in the polar mixed layer on the Greenland side (E-PML) side and one in the 

bottom waters (BTM). Analysis of taxonomically resolved COG functions revealed differences 

in resource allocation and microbial food web structure between the different microbial 

community types. The W-PML community was more typical of those associated with dynamic 

ecosystems that sustain pulses of productivity and relied more heavily on the scavenging of 

phytoplankton-derived high molecular weight dissolved organic matter. The W-PML also 

harboured a microbial community with potentially higher growth rates than the E-PML. The E-

PML was defined by its participation in methanol oxidation, a community composition more 

typical of a stable phytoplankton community, and constituted a community that utilized a larger 

proportion of high affinity membrane transport proteins, perhaps as a means of cycling and 

competing for limited low molecular weight DOM. The bottom waters were characterized by a 

more diverse and metabolically versatile array of microbes with an abundance of SAR324 and 

Arctic96BD-19 bacteria. Additionally, the identification of an abundance of proteins involved in 

nitrification assigned to Thaumarchaeota and Nitrospinae in the bottom waters could suggest an 

important role of these microbes in providing nitrate to help drive the high productivity of this 

region. 
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4.2 Introduction 

The North Water (locally referred to as Pikialasorsuaq), situated between Canada and 

Greenland, supports one of the most productive marine ecosystems in the Arctic (Bâcle et al., 

2002; Ardyna et al., 2011). This productivity is due, in part, to a longer open water season 

compared to surrounding areas, exemplified by the formation of a polyna (open water 

surrounded by sea ice) in the winter, which enables early access to resources by migrating 

seabirds and marine mammals. The North Water is contiguous with Nares Strait, which, along 

with Jones Sound and Lancaster Sound comprises a major net outflow of Arctic waters to the 

North Atlantic. Arctic Ocean water flows directly southward on the Canadian side of the North 

Water, transporting phosphate rich waters into the North Atlantic which influences the nutrient 

balance and species composition in the North Atlantic Ocean. A northward flow along the west 

coast of Greenland (West Greenland Current) transports warmer, saltier, nitrate-rich Atlantic 

Waters into the North Water. The northward flow is then forced South, driven by cyclonic 

circulation, and this mixing of water masses results in the high primary productivity 

characteristic of the North Water region. 

  

The Arctic is highly sensitive to climate change, with impacts on primary production and 

carbon fluxes (Frey and McClelland, 2009; Vonk et al., 2012; Tremblay et al., 2011; Arrigo et 

al., 2008). In the North Water, the location of the spring-summer chlorophyll signal is variable 

but is observed to be occurring further North over time (Marchese et al., 2017). Recent 

increasing northern penetration of Atlantic waters along the west coast of Greenland and melting 

of the Greenland Ice Sheet could alter the environment of Nares Strait and the North Water 

region as a whole. Given the rapidly changing Arctic climate, the importance of the North Water 

to regional Arctic productivity, and the role of this region as a gateway linking the Arctic-

Atlantic system, an understanding of microbial distributions and metabolic activities, which form 

the base of the marine food web, within this region is warranted. 

  

A paucity of information exists for bacterioplankton diversity and metabolism in the 

North Water, although numerous studies in other regions of the Arctic exist. What little data 

there is focuses on specific taxa. For example, Fu et al. (Fu et al., 2013) determined that the 

Rhodobacterales communities in the different water masses of the North Water had distinct 
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phylogenetic compositions and that community structure changed with depth. Similarly, a study 

focusing on archaeal community composition between three distinct water masses within the 

North Water suggested that community structure and metabolic potential is not necessarily 

dependent on depth stratification, but rather on parent water masses (Galand et al., 2009). 

Ammonia monooxygenase genes were also more highly represented in one of the three water 

masses sampled, indicating that distinct water masses could harbour distinct biogeochemical 

functions. One meta-analysis exploring the differences in community composition of various 

Arctic Ocean regions, including Baffin Bay/North Water, Chukchi Sea, Lancaster sound, 

Cambridge Bay, Hudson Bay and Laptev Sea resolved the distribution of major taxonomic 

groups (Pedrós-Alió et al., 2015). Work exploring the temporal and spatial trends in 

phytoplankton and protist community structure over a four month period at several regions 

within the North Water  (Lovejoy et al., 2002), as well as a comparison of the diurnal changes in 

phytoplankton and protist composition between the Western and Eastern side of the North Water 

(Joli et al., 2018) has also been performed, and showed that the western North Water seemed to 

be a more dynamic system in terms of phytoplankton community composition through time than 

the eastern region. Several of these studies, as well as others concentrating on other Arctic or 

marine systems, imply that water masses with distinct physico-chemical properties, nutrient 

composition and concentrations harbour different microbial community structures despite their 

close geographic proximity (Fu et al., 2013; Lovejoy et al., 2002; Hamilton et al., 2008; Varela, 

Van Aken, Sintes, et al., 2008; Galand et al., 2009, 2010). However, little is known about the 

difference in metabolic potential or protein expression of the microbial communities in these 

different water masses. 

  

 One useful approach for assessing the metabolic activity of marine microbes in relation 

to environmental conditions is through metaproteomic analysis. Metaproteomic analysis has the 

potential to provide information on in situ protein expression for whole microbial communities 

(VerBerkmoes and Denef, 2009). In metaproteomics, samples are obtained directly from the 

environment, proteins are extracted from the biomass and subjected to MS/MS analysis. The 

resulting mass spectra are searched against a protein sequence database to determine the amino 

acid sequences of the peptides, and their protein of origin. Metaproteomics has been applied to a 

range of marine environments to determine temporal variability in microbial metabolism through 
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seasons (Williams et al., 2012; Georges et al., 2014) and phytoplankton blooms (Teeling et al., 

2012). It has also been used to investigate the variation in protein expression patterns across 

spatial scales, including along a geographical transect from a highly productive coastal system to 

a low nutrient ocean gyre (Morris et al., 2010) or depth in a stratified estuary (chapter 2; 

(Colatriano et al., 2015)). Proteomic analysis of marine microbial isolates have also been used to 

elucidate the protein expression changes that occur when marine microbes change physiological 

states (i.e. from exponential to stationary phase) (Sowell et al., 2008; Muthusamy et al., 2017). 

These experiments demonstrate the different ways marine bacteria cope with unfavourable 

growth conditions. For instance, SAR11 increases the abundance of several proteins that 

contribute to homeostasis rather than undergoing a major remodeling of its proteome (Sowell et 

al., 2008) while a change from a dominant translation-related protein profile to a nutrient-

scavenging-related profile was observed for typical copiotrophic marine bacteria (Muthusamy et 

al., 2017). 

  

         Given the fact that atmospheric warming is rapidly changing Arctic ecosystems and will 

likely impact marine microbial community structure and function, understanding the degree to 

which metabolic functions are redundant in marine systems is necessary for properly assessing 

how changes in microbial community structure might affect the metabolic processes of the 

system. The high diversity of bacterioplankton identified in marine systems with limited sets of 

resources have led to the hypothesis that marine microbial communities are highly functionally 

redundant, or that different microbial communities are capable of performing the same metabolic 

processes (Allison and Martiny, 2008) and can therefore readily replace each other (Louca et al., 

2018). However, this hypothesis is not universally accepted, with others positing that the high 

diversity of bacterioplankton instead reflects a large diversity of microbial metabolisms that is 

not fully captured by annotations of genes and pathways from the cultured representatives found 

in databases (Galand et al., 2018). Furthermore, the idea that changes in microbial community 

composition should not affect microbial-mediated processes does not take into account 

organisms that share some functions but differ in others, or have other ecological requirements. 

The differences in water mass origin, and phytoplankton dynamics between the two sides of the 

North Water allows for an interesting exploration into the functional redundancy of communities 
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and how differences in ecosystem properties might change both community composition and/or 

the metabolic processes taking place. 

In this study, we investigated microbial community structure and function across the 

Canadian and Greenland sides of the North Water using a combination of 16S rRNA gene 

sequencing and metaproteomic analyses. We posit that, although the Canadian and Greenland 

sides of the North Water region are found within the same eco-region (Lawrence et al., 2015), 

differences in average primary production, hydrological processes and water origins will result in 

distinct bacterioplankton community compositions with distinct metabolic functions and nutrient 

acquisition strategies. Based on previous work investigating primary production in the North 

Water (Joli et al., 2018), we hypothesized that microbial communities on the Greenland side 

would be comprised of organisms typically associated with ecosystems of stable nutrient 

concentration and composition, while the Canadian side would be comprised of communities 

typically associated with dynamic ecosystems subjected to nutrient pulses. 

 

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Sample collection and DNA/protein extraction 

Arctic marine microbial samples were collected during an expedition from July 26th 2013 

to September 5th 2013 aboard the CCGS Amundsen. Water samples were collected using a CTD 

rosette and subsequently pumped through a 20 µm pore size mesh, a 3µm pore size GF/D 

prefilter, followed by a 0.22 µm pore size GP Sterivex filter with the use of a peristaltic pump. 

Once filtration was completed, the 3 µm pore size filters were stored in 2 ml of RNAlater. 

Approximately 1.6 ml of RNAlater was added to the Sterivex filter for storage. Both filters were 

then stored at -80 °C. Protein and DNA extraction was performed as in chapter 3, (Colatriano 

and Walsh, 2015). 

  

Oceanographic data was collected as in Joli et al. 2018 (Joli et al., 2018) aboard the 

CCGS Amundsen using a rosette system equipped with a conductivity, temperature, depth 

(CTD) profiler (Sea-Bird SBE-911 CTD), relative nitrate (In-Situ Ultraviolet Spectrometer, 

ISUS, Satlantic), oxygen (Seabird SBE-43), chlorophyll fluorescence (Seapoint), fluorescent 

colored dissolved organic matter (fCDOM; Wetlabs ECO) and photosynthetically available 
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radiation (PAR, 400–700 nm; Biospherical Instruments QDP2300) sensors. The oxygen sensor 

was calibrated onboard against Winkler titrations  (Martin et al., 2010). 

4.3.2 Bacterial 16S rRNA gene analysis 

     Isolated DNA was used as a template for 16S rRNA gene amplification and analysis. 

Community DNA was diluted to a concentration of 1 ng/µl and used as a template for nested 

PCR amplification (two-step) modified from Tran et al. 2019 (Tran et al., 2019). The primers 

used in the first amplification reaction were 515R and 341F. The reaction mix consisted of 0.5 

µM of each primer, 1 X Phire Reaction Buffer containing 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.2mM 

deoxynucleotide triphosphates and 1 U of Phire Hot Start II DNA polymerase (Finnzymes 

Thermofischer Scientific). Cycling conditions involved an initial denaturing step at 98 °C 

followed by 30 cycles of 10 s at 98 °C, 20 s at 55 °C and 15 s at 72 °C, and a final elongation 

step of 5 minutes at 72 °C. The template was amplified using non-barcoded PCR primers for 20 

cycles, then 1 µl of the PCR product was amplified for an additional 10 cycles with barcoded 

reverse PCR primers with specific IonXpress sequences to identify samples.  PCR products were 

purified using QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen), quantified using Quantifluor dsDNA 

System (Promega), pooled at equimolar concentration and sequenced using an Ion Torrent PGM 

system on a 316 chip with the Ion Sequencing 400 kit. 

  

     16S rRNA sequences were analyzed using the open-source MOTHUR pipeline (Schloss 

et al., 2009). Sequences with an average quality of < 17, length < 100 bp or that did not match 

the IonXpress barcode and both the PCR forward and reverse primer sequences were discarded. 

Sequences were clustered into OTUs at 97% identity using the furthest neighbour algorithm. 

Sequences were subsampled to  a depth of 24119 sequences per sample. Sequences and OTUs 

were assigned to taxonomic groups using the Silva database (Quast et al., 2013), the Wang 

method and a bootstrap value cut-off of > 60% (Wang et al., 2007). 

 

4.3.3 Metaproteomics 

 Once protein extraction was completed, trypsin digestion of extracted proteins into 

peptides followed by LC MS/MS was performed. Chromatographic separation of peptides was 
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performed on a Proxeon EASY nLC 1000 (Proxeon, Mississauga, ON, Canada) nano high-

performance liquid chromatograph. Samples were directly injected into a nano column (C18 

column, 10 cm x 75 µm ID, 3 µm, 100 Å) employing a water/acetonitrile/0.1% formic acid 

gradient over 100 min at a flow rate of 0.30 µl/min. Peptides were then separated using 1% 

acetonitrile, increasing to 3 % acetonitrile in the first 2 min and then a linear gradient from 3 % 

to 24 % acetonitrile for 74 min, followed by a linear gradient from 24 % to 100 % acetonitrile for 

14 minutes, followed by a 10 minute wash of 100 % acetonitrile. Eluted peptides were directly 

sprayed into an Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using positive 

electrospray ionization (ESI) at an ion source temperature of 250 °C and an ion spray voltage of 

2.1 kV. Full-scan MS spectra (m/z 350–2000) were acquired in the Orbitrap at a resolution of 60 

000 (m/z 400). The automatic gain control setting was 1e6 for full FTMS scans and 5e4 for 

MS/MS scans. Fragmentation was performed with collision-induced dissociation (CID) in the  

linear ion trap when an ion’s intensity was >1500 counts. The 15 most intense ions were isolated 

for ion trap CID with charge states ≥2 and sequentially isolated for fragmentation using the 

normalized collision energy set at 35%, activation Q at 0.250 and an activation time of 10 ms. 

Ions selected for MS/MS were dynamically excluded for 30 s.  

 

4.3.4 Protein identification 

To identify peptide sequences, spectra were searched against a custom in-house made 

protein database comprised of 676 reference genomes, 77 metagenomes, 107 single cell 

amplified genomes from uncultivated lineages and the common Repository of Adventitious 

Proteins (cRAP) database. The PEAKS (Bioinformatics Solutions, Waterloo, ON, Canada) 

database search tool was employed to search MS/MS spectra against the constructed database 

with settings: enzyme type, trypsin, error tolerance parent ion, 10.0 ppm using monoisotopic 

mass, fragment ion 0.8 Da; maximum missed cleavage sites, 3; static post translational 

modification, Carbamidomethylaiton (+57 Da, iodoacetamide modification of cysteine); variable 

post translational modification, Oxidation (+16 Da, oxidation of methionine); maximum allowed 

PTM per peptide, 3; estimate false discovery rate (FDR) with decoy-fusion. An FDR cutoff of 

0.1% was used. The search input consisted of 209,159 spectra.  
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4.3.5 Taxonomic and functional annotation of proteins 

All identified proteins assigned to a member of the common repository of adventitious 

proteins (cRAP) database were excluded from further analysis. All other identified proteins were 

searched against the RefSeq (10_2015) protein database using DIAMOND (Buchfink et al., 

2015) and the top 10 hits with an e-value less than e-5 were reported. The DIAMOND search 

results were then loaded into MEGAN and taxonomic assignment was performed using the 

lowest common ancestor (LCA) algorithm (Huson et al., 2011). 

  

Proteins were first assigned to function based on their COG annotation from JGI. Proteins 

that did not have a JGI annotation were queried against the Cluster of Orthologous Genes (COG) 

database to identify a probable function. Only proteins with a sequence similarity of 1xe-5 to a 

COG function were annotated with the corresponding function. Additionally, proteins assigned 

to MGI Thaumarchaeota and identified as having no COG functional category were then queried 

against Refseq nr (using BLASTp) to identify ammonia monooxygenase proteins. Methanol 

dehydrogenase proteins were identified by first aligning all identified proteins assigned to 

COG4993 (Glucose dehydrogenase), along with 32 PQQ-dependent dehydrogenase reference 

sequences using MUSCLE (implemented in MEGA6). Phylogenetic reconstructions were 

conducted by maximum likelihood using MEGA6-v.0.6 and the following settings: JTT 

substitution model, gamma distribution with invariant sites model for the rate variation with four 

discrete gamma categories, and the nearest-neighbor interchange (NNI) heuristic search method 

(Tamura et al., 2013) with a bootstrap analysis using 100 replicates (Supplementary Figure 

4.1). Taxonomic identification of the 2 proteins assigned to nitrate reductase beta was performed 

by aligning them against 13 reference NxrB reference genomes from various phyla using 

MUSCLE (implemented in MEGA6). Phylogenetic reconstruction was performed as in the 

methanol dehydrogenase phylogeny (Supplementary Figure 4.2). 

  

4.3.6 Statistical analysis 

Principal coordinate analyses of samples based on OTU abundance were plotted by first 

constructing a Bray-Curtis distance matrix based on the relative abundance of OTUs per sample. 

A PCoA was then constructed using vegdist and plotted using ordiplot which are both part of the 
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vegan package in R (Oksanen et al., 2019). Environmental data was then fitted to the PCoA 

using the envfit function as implemented in the vegan package (Oksanen et al., 2019). 

 

Hierarchical clustering of samples based on COG functions was performed using the 

hclust module implemented in R (Müllner, 2013) and an average distance measure on a matrix of 

the relative abundance (based on peptide spectra matches) of proteins assigned to COG functions 

per sample (with those assigned to No COG removed). Principal coordinate analyses of samples 

based on COG functions were plotted by first constructing a Bray-Curtis distance matrix based 

on the relative abundance of peptide spectra matches (PSMs) assigned to COG functions per 

sample (with those assigned to No COG removed). A PCoA was then constructed using vegdist 

and plotted using ordiplot which are both part of the vegan package in R (Oksanen et al., 2019). 

Environmental data was then fitted to the PCoA using the envfit function as implemented in the 

vegan package (Oksanen et al., 2019). 

  

         Principal coordinate analyses of samples based on taxonomically-resolved COG (tr-

COG) functions were plotted by first constructing a Bray-Curtis distance matrix based on the 

relative abundance (based on PSMs) of proteins assigned to COG functions linked to their 

taxonomic assignment per sample (with those that could only be taxonomically resolved below 

phylum or that were assigned to No COG removed). A PCoA was then constructed using vegdist 

and plotted using ordiplot which are both part of the vegan package in R (Oksanen et al., 2019). 

Environmental data was then fitted to the PCoA using the envfit function as implemented in the 

vegan package (Oksanen et al., 2019). 

  

         COG and Tr-COG function log-base 2 differences between the W-PML and E-PML were 

calculated by first performing a Laplace correction on the PSMs of identified proteins in each 

region. Corrected PSM values were then used to calculate percent spectra for each region before 

determining the absolute log2 ratios between the two regions. 
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4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Oceanographic setting 

     Sampling was conducted in mid to late August 2013, coinciding with the period that 

follows the highly productive spring/early summer bloom. Samples were collected from four 

locations, consisting of a northern and southern station on each of the Canadian (stations SC-108 

and NC-117) and Greenland (stations SG-115 and NG-126) sides of the North Water (Figure 

4.1). At the time of sampling, the polar mixed layer (PML) reached a depth of ~50 m at all 

stations, although a more complex thermocline was observed at station NC-117. Nutrient 

concentrations increased with depth at all stations and a subsurface chlorophyll maximum (SCM) 

was consistently observed between 20-33 m (Figure 4.1). The vertical structure of the water 

column at SG-115 was unique compared to the others. Specifically, the SG-115 surface water 

was fresher and warmer, and the maximum chlorophyll concentration (5.4 mg/m3) observed 

during the study was within the SG-115 SCM, which was associated with more saline waters. 

The fresher surface water observed at SG-115 is a result of freshwater input from melting 

Greenland glaciers, while the elevated salinity of the underlying water is a result of northward 

flow of saltier Atlantic water with the West Greenland Current.  
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Figure 4.1. Sampling stations for this study in the Canadian North Water (NC-117, SC-108, NG-

126, SC-115) and the physicochemical conditions each station plotted against depth. 
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4.4.2 Bacterial community structure 

Bacterial community composition was assessed in North Water samples originating from 

the surface (1 m), subsurface chlorophyll mximum (SCM) (20-33 m), and bottom waters (319-

636 m) using 16S rRNA gene analysis. Principal coordinate (PCo) analysis of communities 

based on the distribution of operational taxonomic units (Figure 4.2a) separated samples 

originating from deeper (> 300 m) and saltier water (including the SG-115 SCM) from the rest of 

the PML samples along axis 1. PML samples from the Canadian and Greenland sides were 

further separated from each other in a longitudinal fashion along axis 2 of the PCo ordination 

plot. Based on the PCo analysis, we assigned North Water samples to three distinct community 

types, consisting of the Western PML (W-PML), Eastern PML (E-PML) and bottom water 

(BTM) samples, although we acknowledge that the SG-115 SCM sample is unique in bacterial 

community composition. 

  

In agreement with the PCo analysis, the taxonomic composition differed between W-

PML, E-PML, and BTM communities (Figure 4.2b). Among the differences, E-PML 

communities exhibited a higher relative abundance of oligotrophic SAR11 and SAR86 taxa 

compared to the W-PML. In contrast, W-PML communities harboured a higher average 

abundance of Rhodobacterales, ZA2333c and other Gamma-proteobacteria, Flavobacteriales, 

and Verrucomicrobia. In addition to 16S rRNA sequences of bacterial origin, a significant 

portion of chloroplast-related 16S rRNA sequences were recovered. Sequences related to 

diatoms (i.e. Haslea) and dinoflagellates (i.e. Dynophysis) chloroplasts, as well as sequences 

related to the unidentified eukaryote OM81 were common, but on average more abundant in the 

W-PML (Figure 4.2b). A striking observation was that more than 30% of the 16S rRNA 

sequences from the SCM at the northern side of Greenland (NG-126) were related to chloroplasts 

of coccolithophores (i.e. Emiliania). The BTM communities were differentiated from the PML 

communities by a higher average abundance of typical deep-water lineages such as SAR324, 

Gamma sulfur-oxidizer (GSO) clade, Nitrospina, Chloroflexi, Planctomycetes, and 

Marinimicrobia.  
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Figure 4.2. Principal coordinate analysis of communities based on the distribution of operational 

taxonomic units with correlated environmental variables (A). Taxonomic composition of the 12 

samples, grouped by community (W-PML, E-PML, BTM) based on % 16S rRNA gene 

abundances (B). 

 

4.4.3 Comparative metaproteomic profiling 

To investigate the metabolic diversity of microbial communities inhabiting the North 

Water, we profiled relative protein abundance patterns using a MS/MS-based metaproteomic 

approach. Searching of 209,159 peptide spectra against a protein database comprised of marine 

reference genomes, single cell amplified genomes, and cold-water metagenomes resulted in the 

identification of 8,033 unique peptide sequences mapping to 4,765 proteins (Supplementary 

Table 4.1 and Supplementary Table 4.2). Relative protein abundance patterns were first 

compared between samples from a functional perspective using the COG database (Tatusov et 

al., 2000) (Supplementary Table 4.3). Hierarchical cluster analysis of the relative abundances 

of peptide spectra assigned to 379 COG functions revealed a separation of samples into two 

clusters, consisting of either PML or BTM samples (Figure 3.3a). However, one BTM sample, 

NC-117 440 m, fell within the PML cluster. Similar separation of BTM and PML samples was 

observed along axis 1 in a PCo analysis ordination (Supplementary Figure 4.3). These results 

indicate that the metaproteomic profiles revealed significant differences in functional content 

associated with the unique microbial communities inhabiting surface and deep Arctic waters.  

  

We then investigated whether or not metaproteomic profiles captured metabolic 

differences in microbial communities inhabiting the PML of different areas of the North Water. 

In a PCo analysis of COG functions including PML metaproteomes only, W-PML and E-PML 

samples were separated from one another along axis 1, with longitude as a significant 

environmental variable (p-value = 0.003) that correlate strongly with axis 1 (Figure 4.3b). PML 

samples were also separated along axis 2, which was correlated with latitude, another significant 

environmental variable (p-value = 0.05). 
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Although the metaproteomic profiles showed significant functional variation between W-

PML, E-PML, and BTM communities, we hypothesized that there were additional COG 

functions that were common to two or more communities but expressed by taxonomically 

distinct members. To investigate this we assigned the identified proteins to taxonomic groups, 

which resulted in a taxonomic structure that was consistent with that obtained through 16S rRNA 

gene analysis. For instance, relative abundances of Flavobacteriales and Rhodobacterales were 

higher in the W-PML, relative abundances of SAR11 were higher in the E-PML and the relative 

abundance of SAR324, Nitrospina, and GSO were higher in the BTM (Figure 4.3c). However, 

there were differences between the datasets that reflect limitations associated with the taxonomic 

analysis of metaproteomic data; taxa that are not well represented in the protein search database 

or the reference genome database used for taxonomic assignment will be underrepresented in the 

metaproteomic profiles compared to the 16S rRNA datasets. This is the case for the 

Marinimicrobia or ZA2333c Gamma-proteobacteria for example. Nevertheless, the 

metaproteomic profiles capture some major taxonomic differences between the W-PML, E-PML 

and BTM communities. 

  

A similar PCo analysis on a larger matrix consisting of taxonomically-resolved COG (tr-

COG) functions (Supplementary Table 4.4) was then performed allowing for the determination 

of functional redundancy between communities. In the resulting ordination of all samples, the 

separation of PML and BTM samples previously observed by COG function alone was amplified 

(Supplementary Figure 4.4). A strong separation between the W-PML and E-PML samples 

based on the tr-COG functions was also observed and longitude became a marginally more 

significant explanatory variable (p-value = 0.001) (Figure 4.3d), compared to when COG 

functions were analyzed alone (Figure 4.3b). In contrast, the significance of latitude decreased 

(p-value = 0.056). Overall, these results demonstrate that the metaproteomic profiles captured 

both the core functional differences between W-PML and E-PML communities as well as the 

functions that were common across the North Water PML but performed by taxonomically 

distinct community members. 
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Figure 4.3. Hierarchical cluster analysis of the relative abundances of peptide spectra assigned to 

379 COG functions for all 12 samples (A). PCo analysis of the relative abundances of peptide 
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spectra assigned to COG functions including PML metaproteomes only (B). Taxonomic 

composition of the 12 samples, grouped by community (W-PML, E-PML, BTM) based on the 

relative abundances of peptide spectra assigned to each taxa (C). PCo analysis of the relative 

abundances of peptide spectra assigned to taxonomically resolved COG functions including 

PML metaproteomes only (D). 

 

4.4.4 Differentiation between W-PML and E-PML metaproteomes 

A broad range of COG functional categories were represented in the North Water 

metaproteomes (Figure 4.4a), but the relative abundance of peptide spectra assigned to specific 

protein functions was dissimilar between W-PML, E-PML and BTM samples. To elucidate these 

differences in more detail, we compared the proportional contribution of COG functions to the 

communities using log2 ratios, starting with a comparison between the W-PML and E-PML. 

Sixty seven of the 379 COG functions exhibited strong differences in their relative contributions 

(defined as log2 ratios of > |2|) to the W-PML (41 functions) and E-PML (26 functions) 

metaproteomes (Figure 4.4b, Supplementary Table 4.5). Ribosomal proteins were among the 

functions most prevalent in the W-PML metaproteomes. In contrast, functions more common in 

the E-PML metaproteomes were related to amino acid transport and metabolism. 

  

Comparison of tr-COG functions provided further insight into diversity and metabolic 

activity of microbial taxa in the W-PML and E-PML. Of the 1,105 tr-COG functions, 258 (43%) 

had a log2-fold difference > |2| between the two communities (Supplementary Table 4.6). 

Overall, 139 of the total tr-COG functions identified in the PML metaproteomes were 

represented by four housekeeping proteins (EF-Tu, GroEL, and ATPase alpha and beta 

subunits). In combination, these four tr-COG functions comprised 18.4% and 16.2% of PSMs in 

metaproteomes from the W-PML and E-PML, respectively. Of the 139, 16 were found at a  log2-

fold difference > |2| between the W-PML and E-PML. The high taxonomic diversity assigned to 

the four housekeeping proteins (as indicated by the large number of tr-COG functions assigned 

to the four housekeeping proteins), as well as their high relative abundance in the North Water 

communities, supports the notion that the taxonomic composition of the different microbial 
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communities in the North Water play a large role in the separation of the three communities 

observed in the PCoA. 

 
Figure 4.4. Relative abundance of peptide spectra assigned to high-level COG functions for each 

community (W-PML, E-PML and BTM) (A). Log2 ratios of the Sixty-seven COG functions 

identified with a Log2 ratio of > |2|. Green circles represent COGs implicated in translation, 

ribosome structure and biogenesis and red circles represent COGs implicated in amino acid 

transport and metabolism (B). 
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4.4.5 Membrane transport 

Substrate-binding components of ATP binding cassette (ABC)-type transport systems, as 

well as tripartite ATP-independent periplasmic (TRAP)-type transport systems and TonB-

dependent transport (TBDT) proteins represented a significant portion of the PML 

metaproteomes with 27.8 % of the W-PML and 39.4 % of the E-PML metaproteomes. Substrate 

specificities and taxonomic assignment of these transport proteins differed between the W-PML 

and E-PML. In general, high affinity transport proteins identified in the W-PML were primarily 

assigned to Rhodobacterales while those identified in the E-PML were primarily assigned to 

SAR11. Overall, the majority of high affinity transport proteins identified in the North Water 

PML were identified at a higher relative abundance in the E-PML and assigned primarily to 

SAR11 (Figure 4.5a). This included transport proteins for amino acids (2.39 log2-fold 

difference), including proline/glycine betaine (4.37 log2-fold difference), branched-chain amino 

acids (6.80 log2-fold difference), the polyamines spermidine/putrescine (3.58 log2-fold 

difference), tricarboxylate transport proteins (5.7 log2-fold difference) and general sugar 

transport proteins (Figure 4.5a, Figure 4.5b). Additionally, TRAP-type mannitol/chloroaromatic 

compound transporters were identified ~2.5-fold more in the E-PML than the W-PML and 

represented a large portion of the E-PML metaproteome (4.83 %). The majority of the 

mannitol/chloroaromatic compound transport proteins were assigned to SAR11 (3.13 log2-fold 

difference). In contrast, only two transport proteins, the ABC-type transport proteins for xylose 

and Fe3+, were identified at a higher relative abundance in the W-PML and were assigned 

primarily to Rhodobacterales.  

  

In addition to SAR11 and Rhodobacterales, transport proteins assigned to other taxa were 

also identified primarily in one of the two PML communities. General sugar transport proteins 

assigned to unknown Beta-proteobacteria and Arctic96BD-19, as well as oligopeptide, amino 

acids and proline/glycine betaine transport proteins assigned to unknown Gamma-proteobacteria, 

and branched-chain amino acid transport proteins assigned to unknown Beta-proteobacteria were 

only identified in the E-PML. Spermidine/putrescine ABC-type transport proteins assigned to 

unknown Alpha-proteobacteria, unknown Gamma-proteobacteria and SAR324 were also only 

identified in the E-PML. Although dipeptide transport proteins were identified at a higher 

relative abundance in the E-PML, they were primarily assigned to Rhodobacterales in both 
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regions. However, additional dipeptide transport proteins assigned to SAR11, Arctic96BD-19 

and SAR324 were exclusively identified in the E-PML. General sugar transport proteins 

assigned to Rhizobiales, Oceanospirillales and unknown Gamma-proteobacteria, were 

exclusively identified in the W-PML while xylose transport proteins assigned to unknown 

Alpha-proteobacteria were identified at a higher relative abundance in the W-PML (log2-fold 

differences of 3.27). Additionally, branched-chain amino acid transport proteins assigned to 

Alteromonadales were identified to a greater degree in the W-PML (log2-fold differences of 

1.53). Taurine transport proteins were common to the PML but identified to a higher degree in 

the E-PML with proteins assigned to SAR324 and Arctic96BD-19 only identified in the E-PML. 

In addition to SAR11, Mannitol/chloroaromatic transport proteins assigned to unknown Alpha-

proteobacteria were also identified at higher relative abundances in the E-PML (2.07. log2-fold 

difference). 

  

Glycerol-3-phosphate transport proteins were identified at a similar relative abundance 

between the two PML communities. The main difference between the two regions was a higher 

relative abundance of Rhodobacterales assigned proteins in the W-PML (1.81 log2-fold 

difference) and the high relative abundance of SAR11 assigned proteins identified exclusively in 

the E-PML (1.16 %). However, differences also included a higher relative abundance of 

unknown Alpha-proteobacteria, Alteromonadales and unknown Gamma-proteobacteria in the W-

PML and a higher abundance of SAR324, Oceanospirillales, Arctic96BD-19 and OMG group in 

the E-PML. Phosphate/phosphonate ABC-type transport proteins were also identified at similar 

relative abundances on either side of the PML. Those assigned to Rhodobacterales were common 

to the PML, while those assigned to Thaumarchaeota were only identified in the E-PML. 

Similarly, C4-dicarboxylate transport proteins were identified at a similar relative abundance 

between the two PML communities but those transport proteins assigned to Rhodobacterales 

were more abundant in the W-PML (2.44 log2-fold difference) and those assigned to SAR11 

were more prevalent in the E-PML (5.73 log2-fold difference). Transport proteins for long-chain 

fatty acids were common in the PML with those assigned to Chromatiales identified only in the 

E-PML and those assigned to Flavobacteriales only identified in the W-PML. 
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A striking number of TBDT proteins were identified in the North Water PML. In fact, 

9.36 % and 6.43 % of the W-PML and E-PML metaproteomes were identified as TBDT proteins 

respectively (Figure 4.5a). TBDT proteins are known to transport high molecular weight 

compounds (>600 daltons) like Ni-, Cu-, Fe-chelates, proteins, vitamins B1, cobalamin (vitamin 

B12), and polysaccharides across the outer membrane (Schauer et al., 2008). TBDT proteins 

annotated as transporting iron-complexes, biopolymers and cobalamin were identified in the 

PML and a difference in the relative contribution of certain taxa to the expression of these 

proteins between regions was observed. The majority of TBDT proteins identified in the W-PML 

were assigned to Flavobacteriales while those in the E-PML were assigned to a broader array of 

taxa, including more pronounced contributions from Alteromonadales, the OMG group of 

Gamma-proteobacteria, unknown Gamma-proteobacteria and unknown Proteobacteria. 
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Figure 4.5. The relative abundance of solute transport proteins based on spectra counts identified 

in each of the two PML communities (W-PML and E-PML) separated by taxa (A). Log2 ratios 

versus average % abundance based on spectra counts of all identified transport tr-COGs (B). 

  

4.4.6 Inorganic nitrogen transport and assimilation 

Differences in transport proteins for inorganic nitrogen compounds were observed 

between the W-PML and E-PML. Of the 39 nitrate/sulfonate/bicarbonate ABC-transporters, 15 

were confirmed to be nitrate transport proteins by querying the 39 transport proteins against 

Refseq nr (using BLASTp). Nitrate transport proteins were common to the PML, but found at a 

relative abundance of ~2-fold higher in the E-PML. Those assigned to Rhizobiales and 

Flavobacteriales were only identified in the W-PML, and those assigned to Rhodobacterales 

were identified most often in the W-PML. The majority of nitrate transport proteins identified in 

the E-PML were assigned to unknown Alpha-proteobacteria. Unlike nitrate transport proteins, 

ammonia channel proteins (AmtB) were common to the PML and expressed at a similar relative 

abundance in the W-PML and E-PML. Ammonia transport proteins were only assigned to 

SAR11 and unknown Alpha-proteobacteria. Those assigned to SAR11 were only identified in 

the E-PML, and those assigned to unknown Alpha-proteobacteria only identified in the W-PML. 

Proteins involved in ammonia assimilation, including aspartate aminotransferase and glutamate 

synthase proteins were exclusively identified in the E-PML and assigned to a variety of taxa. 

Aspartate aminotransferase proteins were assigned to unknown Proteobacteria while glutamate 

synthase proteins were assigned to unknown Proteobacteria, SAR11, Actinobacteria and 

Rhodobacterales.  

  

4.4.7 Metabolism of one carbon (C1) compounds 

Proteins assigned to COG functions involved in C1 metabolism were identified at a 

higher relative abundance in the E-PML than the W-PML. Seventeen proteins in the dataset were 

annotated as PQQ-dependent dehydrogenases, a protein family that includes glucose 

dehydrogenases, methanol dehydrogenases and other alcohol dehydrogenases. Phylogenetic 

analysis revealed that 12 of the 17 were most closely related to methanol dehydrogenase proteins 
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(Supplementary figure 4.1). Two of the 12 were identified in all three North Water 

communities, 7 were exclusively identified in the E-PML, 2 were exclusively identified in the 

BTM and 1 was identified in the E-PML and BTM. In the PML, methanol dehydrogenase 

proteins were exclusively assigned to Methylophilales at a high log2-fold difference of 4.21. All 

10 of the methanol dehydrogenase proteins identified in the PML fell within the XoxF4 clade of 

methanol dehydrogenase proteins. However, the two methanol dehydrogenase proteins identified 

exclusively in the BTM were assigned to Rhodobacterales and Thiotrichales and fell within the 

XoxF5 clade. Formate dehydrogenase (anaerobic selenocysteine-containing dehydrogenase) 

proteins assigned to Rhodobacterales and Alteromonadales were also identified exclusively in 

the E-PML. Additionally, CO or xanthine dehydrogenase subunit proteins were also identified in 

the North Water PML and assigned to unknown Alpha-proteobacteria and Rhodobacterales. 

However, no great difference in relative abundance between the W-PML and E-PML was 

observed. 

  

4.4.8 BTM community metaproteomes 

         In contrast to the W-PML, but similar to the E-PML, the most abundant proteins 

identified in the BTM were those involved in amino acid transport (12.9 % spectra) followed by 

the chaperonin GroEL (6.65 % spectra). Proteins involved in substrate transport, translation 

elongation (EF-Tu), protein folding (GroEL) and dissimilatory nitrogen metabolism 

(dissimilatory nitrate reductase) were highly expressed in the bottom waters, representing the top 

15 proteins in terms of relative abundance. 

 

         COG functions from the BTM were further divided by taxonomy, resulting in 433 tr-

COG functions. Proteins assigned to SAR324, SAR11, Rhodobacterales, Arctic96BD-19, MGI 

Thaumarchaeota, Flavobacteriales and Nitrospinae were all expressed at high relative 

abundances in the BTM. Additionally, high relative abundance of proteins were assigned to 

unknown Gamma-proteobacteria and Alpha-proteobacteria. Among the top 10 tr-COG functions 

were those involved in amino acid transport (Arctic96BD-19, unknown Alpha-proteobacteria, 

SAR11 and Rhodobacterales), dipeptide transport (SAR324), proline/glycine betaine transport 
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(unknown proteobacteria, unknown Gamma-proteobacteria and SAR11), nitrate reductase 

(Nitrospinae) and GroEL (SAR324). 

 

4.4.8.1 SAR324 and Arctic96BD-19 

Tr-COG functions assigned to the metabolically versatile bacteria SAR324 and 

Arctic96BD-19 were among the most highly identified in the BTM. Tr-COG functions assigned 

to SAR324 were the most abundantly identified with 14.5 % of spectra while those assigned to 

Arctic96BD-19 were among the top 10 with 5.52 % of spectra. More than half of the relative 

abundance of proteins assigned to SAR324 (~64 %) were devoted the membrane transport of 

various substrates including oligopeptides, amino acids, branched-chain amino acids, 

proline/glycine betaine, spermidine/putricine, maltose, glycerol-3-phosphate, 

mannitol/chloroaromatics, taurine, tricaboxylates, nitrate/sulfonate/bicarbonate, 

phosphate/phosphonate, Fe3+ and biopolymers. An even larger percentage of the Arctic96BD-19 

proteome in the BTM was mapped to transport proteins with ~98 % of all spectra assigned to 

Arctic96BD-19 identified as involved in amino acid, glycerol-3-phosphate, taurine, 

tricarboxylates, sugars or mannitol/chloroaromatics transport. 

 

4.4.8.2 Nitrification 

Ammonia channel proteins (AmtB), and an ammonia monooxygenase protein assigned to 

the ammonia oxidizing MGI Thaumarchaeota were also identified in the BTM. Initial COG 

annotation of the identified proteins revealed no MGI Thaumarchaeota-assigned ammonia 

monooxygenase proteins. This was surprising considering the known role MGI Thaumarchaeota 

play in nitrification in deep marine waters (Wuchter et al., 2006; Swan et al., 2014; Hallam et 

al., 2006). The proteins assigned to MGI Thaumarchaeota and identified as having no COG 

functional category were then queried against Refseq nr (using BLASTp) and one ammonia 

monooxygenase/methane monooxygenase protein was identified in the BTM. Additionally, 4 

multi-copper oxidases assigned to MGI Thaumarchaeota were identified in the BTM and could 

be implicated in ammonia oxidation (Kozlowski et al., 2016). 
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Dissimilatory nitrate reductase proteins assigned to Nitrospinae, were among the most 

highly identified proteins in the BTM in terms of % spectra, and were common throughout the 

BTM. Proteins assigned to Nitrospinae and annotated as nitrite oxidoreductase alpha and beta 

subunits both represented 1.8 % of each of the BTM metaproteome. Nitrite oxidation in 

Nitrospinae has also been linked to autotrophic CO2 fixation via the rTCA cycle, but the only 

enzyme associated to the rTCA cycle identified in the BTM was pyruvate:ferredoxin 

oxidoreductase and it could only be assigned to unknown Bacteria. In addition to nitrite 

oxidoreductase proteins, ammonia channel proteins were also identified and assigned to 

Nitrospinae. 

 

4.5 Discussion 

Given the sensitivity of the Arctic to climate change and the key role the North Water 

plays in linking the Arctic-Atlantic systems, thereby affecting the nutrient budget of the Atlantic 

Ocean, an understanding of its microbial community composition as well as the metabolisms 

they mediate is needed. Microbial community structure and function across the North Water was 

analyzed using a combination of 16S rRNA gene sequencing and metaproteomics. Clear 

distinctions between the western and eastern polar mixed layers in terms of community structure 

and community metabolism were observed. In general, the W-PML was comprised of 

bacterioplankton typically associated with dynamic ecosystems with pulses of primary 

production and the metaproteomes were enriched in translational machinery. In contrast, the E-

PML had a higher prevalence of typical oligotrophic bacteria found in more stable environments 

like SAR11 and the metaproteomes were enriched in proteins involved in amino acid 

metabolism. 

  

4.5.1 Distinct W-PML and E-PML community composition and resource allocation 

Although all sampling locations in this study are from the same ecozone, in close 

geographic proximity to one another, and essentially consist of productive coastal waters, the 

western and eastern side of the North Water are comprised of water of differing origins. 

Generally, polar surface waters on the Western side of the North Water are richer in silicate, 
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phosphate and fluorescent dissolved organic matter FDOM (Joli et al., 2018) and flow 

southward, while the eastern waters of the North Water are richer in nitrate and flow northward 

from the Atlantic Ocean. Like most polynyas, the North Water has a Fall phytoplankton bloom 

due to a long open-water period allowing phytoplankton to exploit nutrients supplied by the late 

season increase in convective mixing and upwelling (Ardyna et al., 2011). The majority of 

primary production in the North Water occurs in the Eastern region (Klein et al., 2002; Tremblay 

et al., 2002) between May and July. Following nitrate exhaustion and the collapse of the bloom 

in late June, a secondary bloom can be observed in September. We observed a more prominent 

subsurface chlorophyll maximum (as inferred by fluorescence) and a corresponding oxygen 

maximum peak in the E-PML (primarily at SG-115) in association with a well-stratified water 

column and a sharper halocline. A higher proportion of proteins assigned to Cyanobacteria, as 

well as a higher proportion of 16S rRNA genes assigned to Cyanobacteria and chloroplasts was 

observed in the E-PML. Additionally, a dynamic phytoplankton community structure over a 

short time-frame of 24 hours in the W-PML in conjunction with a stable phytoplankton 

community structure in the E-PML was observed at the time of sampling (Joli et al., 2018). 

These different dynamics are likely due to the more highly stratified water column in the E-PML 

and a higher degree of mixing of different water masses in the W-PML (Joli et al., 2018). The 

dynamic nature of the W-PML was also exemplified by the observation of a phytoplankton 

bloom just north of the W-PML sampling sites (personal correspondence with members of the 

Jean-Eric Tremblay lab). 

  

The bloom-like dynamics of the W-PML likely results in pulses of phytoplankton-

derived dissolved organic matter (DOM) to the W-PML and could account for the observed 

higher proportion of proteins assigned to bacterioplankton that are typically associated with more 

dynamic ecosystems like Rhodobacterales, Alteromonadales, Flavobacteriales, Chromatiales, 

Oceanospirillales and SAR92. These organisms generally have more versatile metabolisms and 

are capable of transporting higher molecular weight compounds, and are therefore better adapted 

to respond to nutrient pulses. In contrast, the E-PML community was characterized by organisms 

typically associated with more stable environments like the open ocean, such as SAR11, SAR86, 

as well as methylotrophic Beta-proteobacteria (Figure 4.2a). These findings highlight the 

importance of continuous time-series sampling, as well as broad geographical sampling in order 
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to identify and understand the dynamic relationships between microbial community structure, 

DOM production and hydrological dynamics of the water column. 

  

In general, the COG functional categories most represented in the North Water 

metaproteomes were translation, ribosomal, structure and biogenesis, post-translational 

modification, protein turnover, and chaperones, energy production and conversion, amino acid 

transport and carbohydrate transport and metabolism (Figure 3.4a). However, as expected based 

on the multivariate statistical analyses presented above, the relative abundance of peptide spectra 

assigned to specific protein functions was dissimilar between W-PML, E-PML and BTM 

samples, suggesting differences in metabolic strategy and cellular physiology between these 

microbial communities. 

 

A distinguishing characteristic between the W-PML and E-PML was the relative 

abundance and diversity of ribosomal proteins identified. The W-PML communities seemed to 

invest relatively more cellular resources in ribosome biogenesis and cell division while the E-

PML communities invested relatively more cellular resources in energy conservation and 

nutrient acquisition. The difference in the number of identified ribosomal proteins could be due 

to several factors, including 1) the taxonomic differences in community composition between the 

W-PML and E-PML and 2) the cellular characteristics of the two communities, including cell 

size, physiological state and growth rate. Not all bacteria have the same complement of 

ribosomal proteins, however, of the 19 bacterial ribosomal proteins that were identified at a log2-

fold change of 2 or greater, 18 were found in all 995 bacterial genomes analyzed by Yutin et al. 

(Yutin et al. 2012) and one was identified in 994 of the bacterial genomes (not found in 

Mycoplasma penetrans). The ribosomal proteins were also assigned to a broad taxonomic 

diversity. It is therefore unlikely that this difference in ribosomal protein abundance was solely  

due to taxonomic differentiation between the W-PML and E-PML. 

  

However, differences in cellular characteristics like cell size, physiological state and 

growth rate between the different communities could still be a contributing factor. Growth rate 

and the physiological state of an organism are linked. Doubling times in exponential phase are 

shorter than in stationary phase, and faster-growing cells require higher rates of protein synthesis 
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which necessitates higher numbers of ribosomes and thus more ribosomal proteins (Schaechter et 

al., 1958; Kemp et al., 1993; Molenaar et al., 2009). Because of this, it is conceivable to use the 

relative number of ribosomal proteins found between environments to determine the growth rate 

of the organisms, similarly to studies that correlate RNA content with growth rate (Kemp et al., 

1993). Therefore, the higher number and greater diversity of ribosomal proteins identified in the 

W-PML could indicate a faster growing community than in the E-PML. Furthermore, a shift 

from the expression of proteins related to cell growth, cell division and protein biosynthesis to 

proteins involved in nutrient scavenging is observed in model organisms transitioning from 

exponential growth to stationary phase (Folio et al., 2004; Houser et al., 2015). In environmental 

isolates, a decrease in the expression of genes involved in protein and RNA metabolism with a 

corresponding increase in the expression of genes involved in membrane transport, carbohydrate 

and amino acid metabolism, among others (Muthusamy et al., 2017) are also observed. However, 

the W-PML community is also primarily comprised of organisms that are generally larger and 

faster-growing compared to those organisms that dominate the E-PML, and cell size can also 

play a role in determining the number of ribosomes present in a cell. Although difficult to assess 

because of differences in ribosome abundance caused by differences in growth rate, in general, 

smaller cells contain less ribosomes than larger cells (Zhao et al., 2017; Kemp et al., 1993). 

  

In summary, the higher relative abundance of ribosomal proteins identified in the W-

PML, a community made up of taxa typically associated with productive waters supports the 

idea that the W-PML contains more available nutrients, allowing for a community of larger, 

more rapidly dividing cells than in the more stable E-PML, where nutrient pulses are more rare. 

Due to this the W-PML community can invest more cellular resources in ribosome biogenesis 

and cell division while E-PML communities invest more cellular resources in energy 

conservation and nutrient acquisition instead of costly ribosomal protein and rRNA biosynthesis. 

 

4.5.2 Divergent strategies for nutrient acquisition 

Although both the W-PML and E-PML are within productive coastal waters of the same 

eco-region, an enrichment of TonB-dependent transport proteins and xylose transport proteins 

were identified in the W-PML. In contrast, the E-PML was characterized by an enrichment in 
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transport proteins for nitrogen-containing compounds like oligopeptides, branched-chain amino 

acids, amino acids, proline/glycine betaine, spermidine/putrescine and nitrate. The difference in 

transport protein profiles suggests divergent strategies for nutrient acquisition between the two 

communities and correspond to those observed during phytoplankton blooms and the metabolic 

succession that follows. Specifically, the initial increase in the expression of proteins involved in 

the degradation and transport of high molecular weight DOM (TBDT) followed by the 

expression of high affinity transporters to compete for smaller molecules once the initial nutrient 

pulse has worn off (Teeling et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2012). In general, porins, permeases and 

major facilitator superfamily proteins, especially those for nitrogenous compounds like nitrate, 

nitrite, urea and ammonium were more common in less productive samples and transport 

proteins for dissolved organic carbon compounds like taurine, and carboxylates, as well as 

phosphonate transporters and TonB dependent transporters are more abundant in productive 

coastal water samples (Morris et al., 2010). 

 

Based on these findings, the W-PML community seems to rely more heavily on the 

scavenging of phytoplankton-derived HMW DOM associated with phytoplankton bloom and 

decay, while the E-PML community utilizes a higher proportion of high-afinity membrane 

transport proteins, perhaps as a means of cycling LMW DOM excreted by phytoplankton and 

other bacterioplankton. 

  

Additionally, transport proteins in the E-PML metaproteome were predominately 

assigned to SAR11 and involved in the transport of amino acids, spermidine/putrescine, 

mannitol/chloroaromatic compounds and the compatible osmolytes proline/glycine betaine. 

Similar patterns of high-affinity membrane transport protein abundances were identified in 

SAR11 proteomes from the oligotrophic Sargasso Sea (Sowell et al., 2009). However, unlike in 

the oligotrophic Sargasso Sea, where phosphate transport proteins were the most abundantly 

detected proteins, very few phosphate/phosphonate transport proteins from SAR11 were 

identified in the North Water. SAR11 in the North Water instead invested more resources in the 

acquisition of organic nutrients, including nitrogen containing compounds. Even though 

phosphate/phosphonate transport proteins represented a small fraction of the North Water 

metaproteome, they were still identified to a higher degree in the E-PML than the W-PML, so 
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although the North Water might not be phosphorus-limited, there seems to be greater 

competition for phosphate in the E-PML than in the W-PML. 

  

4.5.3 Methanol oxidation differentiates the W-PML from the E-PML 

In addition to their divergent strategies for nutrient acquisition, methanol oxidation also 

differentiated the W-PML and E-PML communities. The key enzyme responsible for the initial 

oxidation of methanol, methanol dehydrogenase, was identified primarily in the E-PML and 

assigned to Methylophilales. Methanol is an abundant organic volatile compound in marine 

ecosystems and can serve as a carbon and energy source for methylotrophic microorganisms. 

Major sources of atmospheric methanol include both plant growth (Fall and Benson, 1996; Millet 

et al., 2008), and phytoplankton growth (Mincer and Aicher, 2016). Atmospheric methanol as 

well as phytoplankton-derived methanol are the major contributors to marine methanol (Millet et 

al., 2008). We hypothesize that the stable nature of the E-PML allows for relatively constant 

phytoplankton production which would lead to stable methanol production, allowing for the 

establishment of methylotrophs within this community. On the other hand, the higher degree of 

mixing and dynamic nature of the W-PML, as well as the high biological turnover rates of 

methanol already observed in marine systems (Joanna L Dixon et al., 2011; Dixon et al., 2013) 

may limit the establishment of obligate methylotrophs in that community. 

  

Evidence for methanol oxidation was also observed in the BTM. Methanol 

dehydrogenase proteins assigned to  Methylophilales, Rhodobacterales and Thiotrichales were 

identified in the bottom North Waters, although to a lesser degree than in the PML. The source 

of methanol in these deep waters has not yet been resolved. One possibility is that methanol 

production could persist in sinking phytoplankton detritus (Mincer and Aicher, 2016). In the 

absence of phytoplankton blooms and close proximity to terrestrial runoff, methanol may also 

form as a product of fermentation in anoxic microenvironments or from the oxidation of methane 

(Krause et al., 2016). Another possible source of methanol in the deep North Water could be the 

demethylation of organic compounds in the deep waters. Lastly, the identification of methanol 

dehydrogenase proteins in the BTM could also be due to the sinking of methylotrophic microbial 

cells from the productive surface layer. 
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 4.5.4 TonB-dependent transport is important in the North Water PML 

A striking number of TBDT proteins were identified in the North Water PML. Although 

TBDT proteins were traditionally thought to be involved in the transport of iron complexes and 

cobalamine, recent genomic and proteomic studies have determined that the breadth of substrates 

that TBDT proteins can transport is actually much greater and includes the transport of maltose 

and maltodextrins (Neugebauer et al., 2005) and algal-derived polysaccharides like laminarin 

and alginate (Kabisch et al., 2014; Unfried et al., 2018). Other studies have suggested a role of 

TBDT in transporting dissolved proteins or oligopeptides (Orsi et al., 2016). Therefore, although 

the TBDT proteins identified in the North Water are primarily annotated as being involved in the 

transport of iron complexes and cobalamin, it is conceivable, and likely, that they represent 

transporters of higher substrate diversity. 

 

Some of these more novel functions of TBDT proteins were discovered through 

experimentation (Blanvillain et al., 2007), but many of the substrate specificities identified have 

been inferred from the genomic context of the TBDT gene (i.e. found within a cluster of genes 

involved in the metabolism of a particular compound) (Schauer et al., 2008; Kabisch et al., 

2014). Because this study was a metaproteomic study, it is difficult to determine actual TBDT 

protein substrate specificity by genomic context. However, by using a combined metagenomic-

metaproteomic approach where metaproteomes are searched against a database that includes the 

metagenome of the same sample, it would be possible to gain insight into the expression level of 

TBDT proteins as well as the genomic context in which they are found, to better determine their 

substrate specificity. 

  

4.5.5 The metaproteome of the BTM is distinct from the PML 

Proteins responsible for membrane transport represented a large fraction of the 

metaproteome for the BTM community, with 58.9 % of spectra. This is considerably higher than 

in the PML communities (27.79 % in the W-PML and 36.68 % in the E-PML). A similar 

increase in membrane transport protein abundance with depth was reported in the Atlantic Ocean 

(Bergauer et al., 2017), with transport proteins representing ~23 %, 32 % and 39 % abundances 

in the euphotic, mesopelagic and bathypelagic waters respectively. Similar to the Atlantic Ocean 
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communities, a depth-dependent stratification of substrate-responsive phyla was observed in the 

North Water. Most notably, a higher relative abundance of transport proteins assigned to Alpha-

proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes was identified in the PML, while those assigned to Gamma-

proteobacteria (predominantly Arctic96BD-19) were identified in the BTM. However, although 

the relative abundance of transport proteins assigned to SAR11 in the BTM was lower than the 

E-PML, it was higher than in the W-PML. This could be due to sinking of SAR11 cells from the 

more SAR11-rich E-PML community, or because the E-PML and BTM environments are more 

similar than the BTM and W-PML environments in terms of available organic matter, and 

therefore support the growth of similar organisms. 

  

         A higher relative proportion of Arctic96BD-19 and SAR324 assigned proteins were 

identified in the BTM than the PML. Genomic analysis of the Arctic96BD-19 clade of Gamma-

proteobacteria and the SAR324 clade of Delta-proteobacteria have demonstrated that they are 

both metabolically versatile lineages, possessing genes for the membrane transport of sugars and 

amino acids, autotrophic CO2 fixation, and the oxidation of reduced sulfur compounds (DA 

Walsh et al., 2009; Swan et al., 2011; Sheik et al., 2013; Mattes et al., 2013). Therefore, it is 

hypothesized that these lineages possess a mixotrophic lifestyle. The high abundance of 

membrane transport proteins for organic substrates assigned to these lineages and the lack of 

proteins for sulfur oxidation or CO2 fixation pathways suggests that SAR324 and Arctic96BD-19 

preferentially scavenge carbon compounds in the deep North Water. Additionally, the high 

relative abundance of proteins assigned to these metabolically versatile clades indicated that they 

are likely important contributors to the BTM community in the North Water. 

  

One of the main metabolic processes that differentiates the PML and the BTM is 

nitrification. Tr-COG functions involved in nitrification were only identified in the BTM and 

were among those proteins identified with the highest relative abundance in the BTM. The first 

step in nitrification is the oxidation of ammonia to nitrite by either ammonia oxidizing bacteria 

(AOB) or archaea (AOA), followed by the oxidation of nitrite to nitrate by nitrite oxidizing 

bacteria. Work investigating ammonia monooxygenase gene abundance in the North Water 

observed the highest ammonia monooxygenase abundances in water masses corresponding to the 

Arctic Basin halocline (ABH) intrusions, made up of mixing upper Pacific-derived (Arctic) and 
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lower Atlantic waters (Galand et al., 2009). Unfortunately ammonia oxidation abundance in the 

bottom waters were not explored in the 2009 study and the mesopelagic waters of the ABH were 

not analyzed in the current study making comparisons between the two difficult. However, the 

relatively high number of ammonia monooxygenase genes identified in the mesopelagic waters 

making up the ABH and the low relative abundance of ammonia monooxygenase proteins 

identified in the BTM waters in this study could indicate a greater importance of ammonia 

oxidation in the mesopelagic waters of the North Water than in the bottom waters. Ammonia 

oxidation in archaea can be coupled to autotrophic CO2 fixation via the 3-hydroxypropionate/4 

hydroxybutyrate pathway (Berg et al., 2010), but none of the enzymes involved in the 3-

hydroxypropionate/4 hydroxybutyrate pathway were identified the BTM. However, the lack of 

identified transporters for organic compounds assigned to Thaumarchaetoa, would suggest a 

reliance on autotrophic carbon assimilation for Thaumarchaeota communities in the BTM. 

  

The second step in nitrification is the oxidation of nitrite to nitrate by nitrite oxidizing 

bacteria. A striking amount of nitrite oxidoreductase protein subunits A and B assigned to 

Nitrospinae, a nitrifying bacteria common to the oceans (Lücker et al., 2013; Fuchs et al., 2005; 

Labrenz et al., 2007; DeLong et al., 2006) that utilizes the NxrABC protein complex (a member 

of the large DMSO reductase enzyme family) (Jormakka et al., 2004), were identified 

exclusively in the BTM. In fact, nitrite oxidoreductase proteins assigned to Nitrospinae 

represented one of the tr-COG functions with the highest relative abundance identified in the 

BTM. Genomic data from Nitrospina gracilis has also revealed the potential for autotrophic CO2 

fixation coupled to nitrite oxidation via the reductive tricarboxylic acid (rTCA) cycle (Lücker et 

al., 2013; Watson and Waterbury, 1971). Pyruvate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase (POR), one of the 

key enzymes of the rTCA cycle, was identified in the bottom waters of the North Water 

suggesting that, Nitrospinae could play a role in chemosynthetic production in the deep waters of 

the Canadian North Water. The high relative abundance of nitrite oxidoreductase proteins 

identified in the BTM are indicative of high nitrite oxidation to nitrate  in the bottom waters. 

Given that the North Water is the most productive region in the Arctic and dissimilatory 

ammonia oxidation to nitrate is an important source of nitrate for primary production it is 

possible that nitrification by MGI Thaumarchaeota and Nitrospinae in the deeper waters are 

important drivers of primary production in the North Water PML.  
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4.5.6 Functional redundancy within different North Water communities 

In this study we assigned identified proteins to taxonomically resolved COGs in order to 

better understand which functions were characteristic of each region, which functions were 

redundant between regions, and which populations of organisms were contributing to the 

expression of proteins related to any given function. The three North Water community types 

were more dissimilar from one another when tr-COG functions, rather than when COG functions 

alone, were used to construct PCo ordinations. This increased dissimilarity when taxonomy is 

included as a variable indicates some degree of functional redundancy between the communities. 

However, the significance of latitude diminished when tr-COG functions were used instead of 

COG functions (p-value of 0.094 to 0.792), while the significance of longitude and depth 

increased (p-value of 0.292 to 0.010 and 0.002 to 0.001). The slight increase in the significance 

of depth between the COG and tr-COG PCo analyses for all three communities compared to the 

large increase in significance of longitude indicates lower functional redundancy between the 

PML and the BTM compared to the W-PML and E-PML. 

 

When just the PML samples were analyzed, an increase in the amount of variance 

explained by axis 1, as well as increased separation between the W-PML and E-PML samples 

was observed when tr-COG functions were used to build the PCoA rather than COG functions 

alone. This suggests some degree of functional redundancy, a large portion of which likely has to 

do with housekeeping functions, as can be seen by the significant percent spectra associated with 

just four housekeeping proteins (EF-Tu, GroEL, and ATPase alpha and beta subunits) in both 

sets of metaproteomes (i.e. W-PML and E-PML). The separation between Northern and 

Southern E-PML samples also increased when tr-COG functions were used instead of COG 

functions alone, indicating a higher degree of functional redundancy between the Northern and 

Southern E-PML communities compared to the Northern and Southern W-PML communities. 

However, the marginal increase in separation between the W-PML and E-PML, as well as the 

slight increase in percent variation explained by axis one suggests that although the W-PML and 

E-PML communities do have some degree of functional redundancy, they also contain functional 

differences. In essence, the W-PML and E-PML communities have higher functional redundancy 

with each other than do the PML communities and the BTM. The idea that deeper marine 
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samples are functionally distinct from surface samples has already been explored, and clear 

vertical partitioning of metabolic functions haa already been demonstrated in coastal marine and 

estuary samples (Colatriano et al., 2015; Georges et al., 2014). 

 

The contrast between stable/similar functional compositions and variable taxonomic 

compositions of microbial communities observed in several studies, compiled in a recent 

synthesis (Louca et al., 2018) suggests that a high degree of global functional redundancy exists 

between microbial populations. Recent work also suggests that because taxonomic composition 

within functional groups seem to be shaped by different factors than those shaping the functional 

structure of communities, taxonomic  composition and functional composition (genetic potential) 

appear to be decoupled (Louca et al., 2016, 2018) However, the marginally greater separation 

between the W-PML and E-PML based on tr-COG functions observed here implies that there are 

taxon-specific differences in the relative expression of common proteins, as well as taxon-

specific functions found primarily on one side, for example, methanol oxidation by 

Methylophilales in the E-PML. These findings support the ideas put forth by Galand et al. that a 

shift in community composition can alter the overall functional attributes of communities across 

temporal and spatial scales and that partial redundancy between populations, where organisms 

share some specific functions but differ in others or might have other ecological requirements is 

more likely the case (Galand et al., 2018). This has important implications for community 

metabolism in a changing ecosystem where the current community structure and thus, 

community metabolism could shift. It also implies that functional structure and taxonomic 

composition might not be completely decoupled. The implication that a function in a community 

is redundant simply because several taxonomic groups in the community possess the potential to 

perform it does not take into account the fact that distinct taxa can have different reaction 

kinetics resulting in different biochemical flux rates, and can depend on different environmental 

conditions and syntrophic interactions. Additionally, because organisms share some functions 

but differ in others, the dynamics of many metabolic processes can change due to a change in 

microbial community composition. 
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4.6 Conclusions 

To our knowledge, this is the first work to compare microbial taxonomy and protein 

expression in the North Water at several geographic locations and depths. Metaproteomes from 

distinct water masses in the North Water differed in microbial community structure and 

metabolic functions of expressed proteins. Based on the differences in observed community 

composition and tr-COG functions, specifically those associated with membrane transport, we 

determined that the community in the W-PML was more typical of one associated with dynamic 

waters that undergo nutrient pulses compared to the E-PML community. Based on the difference 

in the number of ribosomal proteins identified on each side of the PML, we hypothesize that the 

W-PML might harbour a microbial community with higher growth rates than the E-PML at the 

time of sampling. These findings also show that 16S rRNA gene analysis, in conjunction with 

metaproteomics could be used to indicate past production that cannot be resolved by traditional 

methods, but is instead captured by the metaproteomic signature. The deep waters were 

characterized by metaproteomes originating from a more diverse and metabolically versatile 

array of microbes compared to the surface. Notably, proteins assigned to the uncultivated marine 

SAR324 and Arctic96BD-19 clades were among the most abundantly detected. Additionally, 

proteins involved in nitrification assigned to MGI Thaumarchaeota and Nitrospinae were 

identified in the bottom waters, suggesting a role for nitrifying archaea and bacteria in 

chemosynthetic production in the deep North Water and providing nitrate to drive the high 

productivity of this region. The potential importance of methanol as a carbon and energy source 

for two distinct populations of organisms, both in the surface and deep waters was also 

identified. This work illustrates how dynamic and different marine microbial communities can 

be, even when sampled in close geographic proximity and underscores the importance of higher 

resolution time series and geographic sampling to better understand the dynamics of microbial 

communities and their relationships to changes in their environment. 
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4.7 Supplementary figures 
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Supplementary figure 4.1. Phylogenetic analysis of identified methanol dehydrogenase 

homologs matching peptide spectra identified in the North Water (boldface). Phylogeny was 

inferred using maximum likelihood implemented in MEGA. Bootstrap values are indicated. 
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Supplementary figure 4.2. Phylogenetic analysis of nitrite oxidoreductase beta (NxrB) 

homologs matching peptide spectra identified in the North Water (boldface). Phylogeny was 

inferred using maximum likelihood implemented in MEGA. Bootstrap values are indicated. 
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Supplementary figure 4.3.  PCo analysis of the relative abundances of peptide spectra assigned 

to COG functions including all 12 samples.  
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Supplementary figure 4.4.  PCo analysis of the relative abundances of peptide spectra assigned 
to tr-COG functions including all 12 samples. 
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Bridging text 

 In Chapter 4, 16S rRNA gene analysis and metaproteomics were used to compare 

microbial community composition and protein expression in the North Water. Three distinct 

microbial communities (the Western PML, the Eastern PML and the bottom waters) were 

identified based on differences in observed community composition and taxonomically resolved 

COG functions. The PML communities differed in their community composition, and strategies 

for nutrient acquisition and resource allocation. The bottom waters were characterized by a more 

diverse and metabolically versatile array of microbes including the SAR324 and Arctic96BD-19 

clades. The importance of methanol as a carbon and energy source for two distinct populations of 

organisms, both in the surface and deep waters was also identified. This work was performed 

using a custom searchable protein database made up of various reference genomes, metagenomes 

and single cell amplified genomes. At the time of this analysis, no Arctic Ocean metagenomes 

were publicly available, which, if included in the searchable database might have improved the 

database search, increasing the number of peptide spectral matches. To remedy the lack of 

metagenomic representation from the Arctic Ocean we performed the first metagenomic analysis 

of the Arctic Ocean on 12 samples from 4 research stations in the Beaufort sea, resulting in the 

construction of 360 metagenome assembled genomes. 

 

Of these 360 metagenome assembled genomes, 6 Chloroflexi MAGs were of particular 

interest. Marine Chloroflexi are typically comprised of a monophyletic clade called the SAR202 

cluster. The SAR202 cluster of Chloroflexi, first recovered as an environmental gene clone from 

marine waters of the Bermuda Atlantic time series (Giovannoni et al., 1996), represents a 

ubiquitously distributed clade, having then been isolated from the deep subsurface sediments, 

soils, marine sponges, freshwater and marine water sources (Giovannoni et al., 1996; Chandler et 

al., 1998; Urbach et al., 2001; Dunbar et al., 2002; Morris et al., 2004; Varela, Van Aken and 

Herndl, 2008; Schmitt et al., 2011; Okazaki et al., 2013; Landry et al., 2017; Thrash et al., 

2017). SAR202 are an important and abundant component of the free-living microbial 

community in the mesopelagic (Milici et al., 2016) and bathypelagic oceanic zone worldwide 

(Salazar et al., 2015; Varela, Van Aken and Herndl, 2008) and represent ~10.2 % of all DNA 

containing bacterioplankton between 500 m and 4000 m (Morris et al., 2004), and 5 % of 16S 

rRNA gene sequences from the deep Arctic Ocean waters (Galand et al., 2010). However, recent 
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evidence suggests that SAR202 might represent a higher contribution to marine microbial 

communities than previously thought (Guerrero-Feijóo et al., 2016). SAR202 is hypothesized to 

be well adapted to the environmental conditions of the dark ocean and likely contribute a major 

fraction of the deep-water bacterial activity (Varela, Van Aken and Herndl, 2008; Landry et al., 

2017). Although marine Chloroflexi are found to be an important contributor to deep marine 

microbial communities, relatively little is known about their metabolic properties. 
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Chapter 5: Genomic evidence for the degradation of terrestrial organic matter by pelagic 

Arctic Ocean Chloroflexi bacteria 

Colatriano D, Tran P, Guéguen C, Williams WJ, Lovejoy C, Walsh DA. (2018). Genomic 

evidence for the degradation of terrestrial organic matter by pelagic Arctic Ocean Chloroflexi 

bacteria. Commun Biol 1:1-9 

5.1 Abstract 

The Arctic Ocean currently receives a large supply of global river discharge and 

terrestrial dissolved organic matter. Moreover, an increase in freshwater runoff and riverine 

transport of organic matter to the Arctic Ocean is a predicted consequence of thawing permafrost 

and increased precipitation. The fate of the terrestrial humic-rich organic material and its impact 

on the marine carbon cycle are largely unknown. Here, the first metagenomic survey of the 

Canada Basin in the Western Arctic Ocean showed that pelagic Chloroflexi from the Arctic 

Ocean are replete with aromatic compound degradation genes, acquired in part by lateral transfer 

from terrestrial bacteria. Our results imply marine Chloroflexi have the capacity to use terrestrial 

organic matter and that their role in the carbon cycle may increase with the changing 

hydrological cycle.   

  

5.2 Introduction 

The Arctic Ocean accounts for 1.4% of global ocean volume but receives 11 % of global 

river discharge (Carmack et al., 2016). Up to 33 % of the dissolved organic matter in the Arctic 

Ocean is of terrestrial origin and a major fraction of this terrestrial dissolved organic matter 

(tDOM) originates from carbon-rich soils and peatlands (Benner et al., 2004; Opsahl et al., 

1999). With thawing permafrost and increased precipitation occurring across the Arctic (Bintanja 

and Andry, 2017), increases in freshwater runoff and riverine transport of organic matter to the 

Arctic Ocean are predicted, which will increase tDOM fluxes and loadings (Frey and 

McClelland, 2009; Vonk et al., 2012). The additional tDOM may represent new carbon and 

energy sources for the Arctic Ocean microbial community and contribute to increased 

respiration, which would result in the Arctic being a source of dissolved inorganic carbon to the 

ocean. Alternatively, as it moves from its source of origin to the Arctic Ocean tDOM could 

become more recalcitrant to bacterial metabolism and represent a long term sequestration of the 
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newly released carbon making the Arctic more carbon neutral (Jiao et al., 2010). However, an 

estimated 50% of Arctic Ocean tDOM is removed before being released to the Atlantic, at least 

in part by microbial processes (Kaiser et al., 2017). As input of tDOM increases, knowledge on 

its microbial transformation will be critical for understanding changes in Arctic carbon cycling. 

 

The marine SAR202 is a diverse and uncultivated clade of Chloroflexi bacteria that 

comprise roughly 10% of planktonic cells in the dark ocean (Giovannoni et al., 1996; DeLong et 

al., 2006; Morris et al., 2004; Varela, Van Aken and Herndl, 2008; Schattenhofer et al., 2009). 

SAR202 is also common in marine sediments and deep lakes (Urbach et al., 2001, 2007; 

Yamada and Sekiguchi, 2009). It has long been speculated that SAR202 may play a role in the 

degradation of recalcitrant organic matter (DeLong et al., 2006; Varela, Van Aken and Herndl, 

2008), and the recent analysis of SAR202 single-cell amplified genomes (SAGs) lends support to 

this notion (Landry et al., 2017). More generally,  Chloroflexi, including those in the SAR202 

clade, are also present in the upper layers of the Arctic Ocean (Bano and Hollibaugh, 2002), 

leading to the hypothesis that recalcitrant organic compounds present in high Arctic tDOM could 

be utilized by this group. 

  

5.3 Results 

In this study, we analyzed Chloroflexi metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs) 

generated from samples collected from the vertically stratified waters of the Canada Basin in the 

Western Arctic Ocean (Figure 5.1a). A metagenomic co-assembly was generated from samples 

originating from the surface layer (5  - 7 m), the subsurface chlorophyll maximum (25  - 79 m) 

and a layer corresponding to the terrestrially-derived DOM fluorescence (FDOM) maximum 

previously described within the cold CB halocline comprised of Pacific-origin waters (177  - 213 

m) (Guéguen et al., 2012). The Pacific-origin FDOM maximum is due to sea ice formation and 

interactions with bottom sediments on the Beaufort and Chukchi shelves, which themselves are 

influenced by coastal erosion and river runoff (Guéguen et al., 2012). Binning based on 

tetranucleotide frequency and coverage resulted in 360 MAGs from a diversity of marine 

microbes (Figure 5.1b).  
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Figure 5.1. Metagenomic survey of microbial diversity in the Canada Basin. A Sampling 

locations and environmental profiles of the Canada Basin. Sample locations and the associated 
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environmental datasets were plotted using Ocean Data View version 4.7.7 (Schlitzer, 

2016). B Concatenated protein phylogeny of 360 Arctic Ocean MAGs inferred by MetaWatt and 

visualized in iTOL. The three inner tracks present relative coverage of MAGs averaged across 

samples collected from surface waters, subsurface chlorophyll maximum (SCM) and the 

fluorescent dissolved organic matter maximum (FDOM max). The outer track presents estimated 

MAG completeness as inferred by MetaWatt. MAG completeness ranged from 25 to 94%. 

 

Six near complete Chloroflexi MAGs were identified. Based on 16S rRNA gene phylogeny, 

these MAGs represented three distinct SAR202 subclades (SAR202-II, -VI, -VII), the AncK29 

clade and the TK10 clade (Figure 5.2a). Estimated MAG completeness ranged from 77 to 99%, 

while contamination ranged from 0 to 2.3% (Table 5.1). All MAGs exhibited highest coverage 

just below the subsurface chlorophyll maximum (Figure 5.2b) which is consistent with earlier 

findings on SAR202 distribution in the North Pacific Ocean (Morris et al., 2004). However, the 

concentration and composition of the FDOM maximum in the Canada Basin is significantly 

different compared to the North Pacific Ocean (Dainard and Guéguen, 2013) and the North 

Atlantic Subtropical Gyre (Dainard et al., 2015). A concatenated protein phylogeny 

demonstrated that the SAR202 MAGs were distinct from previously published MAGs from the 

deep ocean (Landry et al., 2017) and oxygen minimum zones (Thrash et al., 2017) 

(Supplementary figure 5.1). Fragment recruitment of 21 TARA Ocean metagenomic datasets 

spanning epipelagic to mesopelagic waters at 7 locations and 4 separate bathypelagic 

metagenomes indicated that the Canada Basin Chloroflexi MAGs were not widely distributed in 

the oceans (Figure 5.2c, Supplementary table 5.1). These findings are evidence that the 

Chloroflexi MAGs represent genotypes that are rare outside Arctic marine waters. 
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Figure 5.2. Diversity and distribution of Arctic Ocean Chloroflexi MAGs. A Maximum 

likelihood tree of Chloroflexi based on partial 16S rRNA gene sequences. Blue taxa are from 

Canada Basin metagenomes and red taxa are from the six Chloroflexi MAGs. Bootstrap values 

of >70% are shown (100 replicates). B Distribution of MAGs in the Canada Basin based on 

metagenome coverage at the surface, subsurface chlorophyll maximum (SCM) and fluorescent 

dissolved organic matter maximum (FDOM max). c Distribution of MAGs in global ocean 

metagenomes based on fragment recruitment. Two deep ocean SAR202 SAGs from Landry et al. 

(Landry et al., 2017) were included for comparison. Location of TARA ocean metagenomes 
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(red) and bathypelagic metagenomes (green) are shown on the map generated using Ocean Data 

View version 4.7.7 (Schlitzer, 2016).  

 

Table 5.1. Genomic characteristics of MAGs 

  

Size 

(Mb) 

Cov 

(x) 

GC 

(%) 

Completeness 

(%) 

Contamination 

(%) 

N50 

(kb) 

# of 

Contigs 

SAR202-II-3 1.36 68 39 80 0 35 46 

SAR202-II-

177A 1.62 101 42 82 1 36 52 

SAR202-VII-

2 2.78 16 59 99 0 246 8 

SAR202-VI-

29A 1.52 16 46 97 2 59 2 

TK10-74A 2.45 12 69 81 2.3 38 76 

Anck29-46 1.11 11 32 77 0 75 22 

 

The Chloroflexi MAGs contained many genes implicated in the degradation of aromatic 

compounds typically associated with humic-rich tDOM (Supplementary table 5.2). A single 

MAG (SAR202-VII-2) from a previously undescribed clade (SAR202-VII) exhibited a striking 

enrichment in these genes (Figure 5.3a). Partial pathways for the catabolism of aromatic 

compounds were recently reported from deep ocean SAR202 SAGs (Landry et al., 2017). To 

assess whether the abundance and diversity of SAR202-VII-2 genes involved in aromatic 

compound catabolism is unique to Arctic Ocean MAGs or is a more broad characteristic of 

marine Chloroflexi, we compared gene content between SAR202-VII-2 and two SAGs 

(SAR202-V-AB-629-P13 and SAR202-III-AAA240-O15) reported in Landry et al. (Landry et 

al., 2017). Of the 117 SAR202-VII-2 orthologs implicated in aromatic compound degradation, 

12 were identified in SAR202-III-AAA240-O15 and only one was identified in SAR202-V-AB-

629-P13, implying distinct and less diverse pathways in deep ocean SAR202 compared to the 

Arctic Ocean populations (Supplementary table 5.2). 
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Proteins for the modification and degradation of monoaryl and biaryl compounds were 

predicted, including a diversity of aromatic ring-cleaving dioxygenases (Barry and Taylor, 2014; 

Kasai et al., 2005; Werwath et al., 1998). A total of 42 ring-cleaving dioxygenases targeting 

compounds related to catechol, protocatechuate and gentisate were present in the six MAGs, 

with 25 dioxygenases predicted in SAR202-VII-2 alone (Figure 5.3a-b). Ring demethylation, 

hydroxylation and decarboxylation are important prerequisite steps to prime diverse aromatic 

compounds for downstream oxidative cleavage (Fetzner, 2012; Fuchs et al., 2011). Thirty ring-

demethylating monooxygenases, ten ring-hydroxylating dioxygenases, and eleven ring-

decarboxylases were annotated in the SAR202-VII-2 MAG (Figure 5.3c, Supplementary table 

5.2). Proteins involved in the conversion of ring-cleavage products to central intermediates of the 

citric acid cycle were also present in the SAR202-VII-2 MAG, including dehydrogenases (i.e. 

2,3-dihydroxy-2,3-dihydrophenylpropionate dehydrogenase), decarboxylases (i.e. oxaloacetate 

B-decarboxylase), aldolases (i.e. HMG aldolase and 4-carboxymuconolactone decarboxylase), 

hydratases (i.e. 4-oxalmescanoate hydratase and 2-oxopent-4-enoate hydratase), isomerases (i.e. 

mycothiol maleulpyruvate isomerase and muconolactone isomerase) and hydrolases (i.e. 3-

oxoadipate enol-lactonase and β-ketoadipate enol-lactone hydrolase) (Supplementary table 5.2, 

Supplementary figure 5.2). We note that we were unable to identify a single complete reference 

pathway for humic-like aromatic compound degradation. Since estimated genome completeness 

for SAR202-VII-2 was 99%, it is unlikely the genes were missed due to an incomplete genome. 

Another explanation is that marine Chloroflexi genomes encode novel pathway variants. Indeed, 

numerous metal-dependent hydrolases, hydrolases of the HAD family and NAD(P)-dependent 

dehydrogenase were clustered in genomic regions with the ring-modifying oxygenases, 

decarboxylases, and demethylases described above. In addition to the array of aromatic 

compound degradation genes, the SAR202-VII-2 MAG also contained 34 copies of the flavin 

mononucleotide (FM)/F420-dependent monooxygenase catalytic subunit (FMNO) proteins 

previously implicated in activation of recalcitrant organic compounds in the deep ocean (Landry 

et al., 2017). These results are consistent with Chloroflexi in the Arctic Ocean having the 

metabolic potential to access carbon and energy available in aromatic compounds typically 

associated with tDOM. 
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Figure 5.3. Aromatic compound degradation genes and pathways in Arctic Ocean Chloroflexi 

MAGs. A Abundance of aromatic compound degradation genes in Chloroflexi MAGs from the 

Canada Basin (pie chart) and a breakdown of those found specifically in SAR202-VII-2 (column 

plot). B Predicted aromatic ring-opening enzymatic reactions identified in SAR202-VII-2 with 
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gene loci displayed in the colored boxes. Genes in green and blue boxes were most closely 

related to homologs from terrestrial or marine bacteria, respectively. Genes in the blue/green 

boxes were in clades containing diverse environmental bacteria. c Examples of predicted 

aromatic ring-modifying enzymatic reactions identified in SAR202-VII-2. 

 

The diversity of SAR202-VII-2 genes implicated in aromatic compound degradation lead 

us to hypothesize that they may have originated by lateral gene transfer from terrestrial bacteria. 

To test this, we targeted aromatic compound degradation genes (the ring-cleaving dioxygenases, 

specifically) in the Chloroflexi MAGs for in-depth phylogenetic analyses. The genomic diversity 

of marine Chloroflexi was expanded in our analysis by including 130 Chloroflexi MAGs 

recently assembled and binned from the TARA Oceans project (Tully et al., 2017). A number of 

the SAR202-VII-2 ring-cleaving dioxygenase homologs were most closely related to proteins 

from the TARA Ocean Chloroflexi MAGs and other marine originating genomes, particularly 

the catechol dioxygenases (Supplementary figure 5.3), 3 gentisate 1,2 dioxygenases (Figure 

5.4) and methylgallate dioxygenases (Supplementary figure 5.4) indicating that aromatic 

compound degradation in Chloroflexi is not restricted to the Arctic Ocean. However, lateral gene 

transfer from terrestrial bacteria was also evident. For example, an annotated gentisate 

dioxygenase gene was positioned within a clade of terrestrial Actinomycetes (Figure 5.4). 

Additional genes involved in the degradation of structures related to catechol, protocatechuate 

and gentisate were phylogenetically associated with homologs from terrestrial Acidobacteria 

(Supplementary figure 5.5), Actinobacteria (Supplementary figure 5.6), Armatimonadetes 

(Figure 5.4), Delta-proteobacteria (Supplementary figures 5.3 and 5.6), Beta-proteobacteria 

(Supplementary figure 5.7) and a clade of diverse terrestrial phyla (Supplementary figure 5.8). 

Additionally, 2 gentisate 1,2-dioxygenase genes and 1 protocatechuate dioxygenase ligB gene 

were phylogenetically associated to a clade of genes from both terrestrial Delta-proteobacteria 

and marine microbes (Fig. 5.4 and Supplementary figure 5.8). These putative gene acquisitions 

were unlikely due to contaminating scaffolds because the genes were located on long scaffolds 

that were assigned to Chloroflexi with high confidence based on tetranucleotide frequencies and 

the phylogenetic identity of house-keeping genes. Such a phylogenetic pattern supports the 

hypothesis that marine Chloroflexi acquired the capacity for aromatic compound degradation, at 

least in part, by lateral gene transfer from terrestrial bacteria. 
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Figure 5.4. Maximum likelihood tree of predicted gentisate1,2-dioxygenases. Bootstrap values 

of >60% are shown (100 replicates). Homologs from SAR202-VII-2 are highlighted in red and 

homologs from TARA Ocean MAGs are highlighted in blue. 

 

5.4 Conclusion 

In total, these results are consistent with Chloroflexi playing a role in tDOM 

transformation in waters of the Arctic Ocean. This is the first study to our knowledge to associate 

a specific microbial group with tDOM metabolism in the Arctic Ocean and it expands on recent 

studies contributing to our understanding of the metabolic diversity of the abundant yet 

uncultivated marine Chloroflexi (Landry et al., 2017; Thrash et al., 2017). Moreover, lateral 

gene transfer from terrestrial bacteria appears to have contributed to the evolution of aromatic 

compound degradation capabilities within marine Chloroflexi, particularly in regions of the 

Arctic Ocean impacted by terrestrial input. 

 

The majority of MAGs were restricted to the humic-rich Pacific-origin halocline of the 

CB, however it is the surface waters that will be most immediately affected by increased 

freshwater input (Carmack et al., 2016). Hence, our initial observations suggest a need for 

further research on the distribution of tDOM-utilizing microbes in other Arctic water masses 

with an aim to establish how common and phylogenetically widespread tDOM metabolism is in 

the Arctic Ocean. These water masses could include coastal surface waters at the mouth of the 

Mackenzie River, as well as regions of differing DOM composition such as the East Siberian Sea 

(Guéguen et al., 2012). Moreover, metagenomic studies such as this are, in essence, hypothesis-

generating and future work that includes targeted cultivation, in situ gene expression analysis, 

and rate measurement-based approaches are required to validate and quantify microbial 

metabolic contributions to nutrient cycling. Overall it is likely that marine Chloroflexi have the 

capacity to degrade tDOM, and their role in the Arctic carbon cycle may increase as Arctic 

warming leads to greater inputs of terrestrial organic matter. 
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5.5 Methods 

5.5.1 Sampling and DNA extraction 

Twelve samples for metagenomics were collected in September 2015 during the Joint 

Ocean Ice Study cruise to the Canada Basin . For each sample, 4-8 L of seawater was 

sequentially filtered through a 50 µm pore mesh, followed by a 3 µm pore size polycarbonate 

filter and a 0.22 µm pore size Sterivex filter (Durapore; Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). Filters 

were preserved in RNAlater and stored at -80 °C until processed in the laboratory. DNA was 

extracted from the Sterivex filter using the following method: filters were thawed on ice and 

RNAlater was removed. The Sterivex was then rinsed twice with a sucrose-based lysis buffer, 

and filled with 1.8 mL of the lysis buffer. Filters were treated with 100 µL of 125 mg mL-1 

lysozyme and 20 µL of 10 µg mL-1 RNAse A and left to rotate at 37 °C for 1 hour. After 

incubation, 100 µL of 10 mg mL-1 proteinase K and 100 µL of 20% SDS was added. Filters were 

left to rotate for 2 hours at 55 °C. Lysate was removed from the filters. Protein was precipitated 

and removed with 0.583 volumes of MPC Protein Precipitation Reagent (Epicentre, Madison, 

WI, USA) and centrifugation at 10,000 g at 4 °C for 10 minutes. The supernatant was transferred 

to a clean tube. DNA was precipitated with cold isopropanol, and resuspended in low TE buffer. 

  

5.5.2 Metagenomic sequencing, assembly, annotation, and binning 

DNA sequencing of 12 samples was performed at the Department of Energy Joint 

Genome Institute (Walnut Creek, CA, USA) on the HiSeq 2500-1TB (Illumina) platform. 

Paired-end sequences of 2 × 150bp were generated for all libraries. A metagenome coassembly 

of all raw reads was generated using MEGAHIT (Li et al., 2015) with kmer sizes of 

23,43,63,83,103,123. Gene prediction and annotation was performed using the DOE Joint 

Genome Institute's Integrated Microbial Genomes (IMG) database tool (version 4.11.0) 

(Huntemann et al., 2016). Metagenomic binning was performed on scaffolds greater than or 

equal to 10 Kb in length using MetaWatt (Strous et al., 2012). Relative weight of coverage 

binning was set to 0.75 and the optimize bins and polish bins options were set to on. The 

taxonomic identity of MAGs was assessed using a concatenated phylogenetic tree based on 138 

single copy conserved genes as implemented in MetaWatt (Strous et al., 2012). Visualization of 
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the tree and mapping of data on to taxa was performed with iTOL (Letunic and Bork, 2016). 

Estimation of MAG completeness and contamination was performed using CheckM (Parks et al., 

2015). Six Chloroflexi MAGs were selected for further analysis based on the presence of a 16S 

rRNA gene, high completeness and low contamination. Manual curation of the six Chloroflexi 

MAGs was performed and suspected contaminating scaffolds (single copy genes most similar to 

non-Chloroflexi taxa) were removed prior to further analysis of MAGs. 

  

5.5.3 16S rRNA phylogenetic analysis 

     Chloroflexi diversity in the metagenomic assembly was assessed by 16S rRNA gene 

analysis. All 16S rRNA genes in the co-assembly were assigned to taxonomic groups using 

mothur (Schloss et al., 2009) and the Wang method with a bootstrap value cutoff of 60 % (Wang 

et al., 2007). Chloroflexi 16S rRNA genes greater than 360 bp were included in a phylogenetic 

analysis with Chloroflexi reference sequences. A multiple sequence alignment was generated 

using MUSCLE (implemented in MEGA6) (Edgar, 2004). Phylogenetic reconstructions were 

conducted by maximum likelihood using MEGA6-v.0.6 and the following settings: general time 

reversible model, gamma distribution model for the rate variation with four discrete gamma 

categories, and the nearest-neighbour interchange (NNI) heuristic search method (Tamura et al., 

2013) with a bootstrap analysis using 100 replicates. 

  

5.5.4 Single protein and concatenated protein phylogenies 

         A concatenated protein phylogeny was constructed using 30 Chloroflexi reference 

genomes and the 6 Canada Basin Chloroflexi MAGs. Orthologous genes in the 36 Chloroflexi 

genomes were identified using ProteinOrtho (Lechner et al., 2011). Fifty orthologs present in at 

least 34 of the 36 genomes were selected for concatenated phylogenetic analysis (Supplemetary 

table 4.3). Each orthologous protein family was aligned using MUSCLE (implemented in 

MEGA6) and alignment positions were masked using the probabilistic masker ZORRO (Wu et 

al., 2012), masking columns with weights less than 0.5. The concatenated alignment consisted of 

14,815 amino acid positions. Phylogenetic reconstructions were conducted by maximum 

likelihood using MEGA6-v.0.6 and the following settings: JTT substitution model, gamma 
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distribution with invariant sites model for the rate variation with four discrete gamma categories, 

and the nearest-neighbour interchange (NNI) heuristic search method (Tamura et al., 2013) with 

a bootstrap analysis using 100 replicates. 

 

For phylogenetic analysis of ring-cleaving dioxygenase sequences identified in SAR202-

VII-2, query sequences were searched against UniRef90 and 130 Chloroflexi MAGs constructed 

from the TARA Oceans dataset (Tully et al., 2017). The TARA Ocean Chloroflexi MAGs were 

used as is with no manual curation. UniRef90 sequences and the top TARA Ocean MAG hits for 

each dioxygenase were aligned with their respective SAR202-VII-2 homologs with MUSCLE 

(implemented in MEGA6) and alignment positions were masked using the probabilistic masker 

ZORRO (Wu et al., 2012), masking columns with weights less than 0.5. Phylogenetic 

reconstruction was conducted using the same settings as the concatenated phylogeny. 

  

5.5.5 Comparative genomics and metabolic reconstruction 

The distribution of orthologs across Arctic Ocean genomes, as well as the identification 

of orthologs shared with the deep ocean SAGs, was determined using proteinortho (Lechner et 

al., 2011). Inference of protein function and metabolic reconstruction was based on the IMG 

annotations provided by the JGI, including KEGG, Pfam, EC numbers, and Metacyc annotations. 

Metabolic reconstruction was also facilitated by generated pathway genome databases for each 

MAG using the pathologic software available through Pathway Tools (Karp et al., 2011). 

  

5.5.6 Metagenomic fragment recruitment 

The distribution of the Canada Basin MAGs in the global ocean was determined using 

best-hit reciprocal blast analysis similar to Landry et. al 2017 (Landry et al., 2017). Unassembled 

metagenomic data from 25 samples (Supplementary figure 5.1) was first recruited to the six 

Canada Basin Chloroflexi MAGS as well as two SAR202 SAGs originating from the deep North 

Pacific Ocean from the Hawaiian ocean time series (HOTS) and the deep North Atlantic Ocean  

(Landry et al., 2017). Metagenomes from the TARA Ocean project used here were representative 

of the surface, chlorophyll maximum and mesopelagic waters from the North Atlantic, South 
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Atlantic, North Pacific, Coastal North Pacific, South Pacific, Coast of Brazil and the Antarctic 

peninsula. To reduce computational demand, only part 1 (1 Gbp of a random subset of reads) of 

each metagenomic dataset available at EBI was used (Supplementary table 5.1). Additional 

bathypelagic metagenomes from the North Pacific and South Atlantic Oceans (LineP P04, P12 

and P26, and Knorr S15 2500 m) were also included. All hits from the initial blast were then 

reciprocally queried against the Canada Basin Chloroflexi MAGs, bathypelagic SAR202 SAGs, 

and 130 Chloroflexi MAGs constructed from the TARA oceans data. The best hit was reported. 

Only hits with an alignment length greater than or equal to 100 bp and a percent identity of 95% 

or more were counted (lower % identity cut-offs did not alter the number of reads recruited in 

any significant manner). To compare the results among the different data sets, the number of 

recruited reads was normalized to total number of reads in each sample. The final coverage 

results were expressed as the number of reads per kilobase of the MAG per gigabase of 

metagenome (rpkg). 

  

5.6 Data Availability 

The metagenomic data generated in this study are available in the Integrated Microbial 

Genomes database at the Joint Genome Institute at https://img.jgi.doe.gov, GOLD Project ID: 

Ga0133547. Metagenome assembled genome projects have been deposited at 

DDBJ/ENA/GenBank under the Bioproject PRJNA471535 and accession numbers 

QGNM00000000 (for SAR202-II-3), QGNN00000000 (for SAR202-II-177A), QGNO00000000 

(for SAR202-VI-29A), QEVV00000000 (for SAR202-VII-2), QGNP00000000 (for Anck29-46) 

and QGNQ00000000 (for TK10-74A). The versions described in this paper are versions 

QGNM01000000 (for SAR202-II-3), QGNN01000000 (for SAR202-II-177A), QGNO01000000 

(for SAR202-VI-29A), QEVV01000000 (for SAR202-VII-2), QGNP01000000 (for Anck29-46) 

and QGNQ01000000 (for TK10-74A). 
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5.8 Supplementary figures  

 
Supplementary figure 5.1. A concatenated protein phylogeny of Chloroflexi genomes 

including 30 Chloroflexi reference genomes and the 6 Canada Basin Chloroflexi MAGs. 

This is a maximum likelihood tree based on concatenated sequence alignment of fifty amino acid 

sequences (representing 14,815 amino acid positions), present in at least 24 of the 36 Chloroflexi 

genomes. Bootstrap values are based on 100 replicates.  
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Supplementary figure 5.2. Aromatic compound degradation pathways identified in the 

Arctic Ocean and deep ocean Chloroflexi genomes. Circles represent the six Arctic Ocean 

MAGs and two deep ocean SAGs. The values in the circles represent the number of homologs 

identified in each respective genome. These reference metabolic pathways from MetaCyc were 

populated with proteins based on functional annotations available at the Integrated Microbial 

Genomes database. 
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Supplementary figure 5.3. Phylogenetic analysis of predicted catechol 2,3-dioxygenase 

protein sequences identified in SAR202-VII-2. This is a maximum likelihood tree based on the 

alignmnet of catechol 2,3-dioxygenaase sequences identified in SAR202-VII-2, UniRef90 

sequences and Chloroflexi MAGs constructed from the TARA Oceans dataset. Bootstrap values 

of >60% are shown (100 replicates). SAR202-VII-2 sequences are shown in red while sequences 

originating from the TARA Oceans MAGs are shown in blue. 
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Supplementary figure 5.4. Phylogenetic analysis of predicted 3-O-methylgallate 

dioxygenase protein sequences identified in SAR202-VII-2. Method and description as 

described in Supplementary figure 5.3. 
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Supplementary figure 5.5. Phylogenetic analysis of a predicted merged LigA/LigB fusion 

protein sequence identified in SAR202-VII-2. Method and description as described in 

Supplementary figure 5.3. 
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Supplementary figure 5.6. Phylogenetic analysis of predicted LigA dioxygenase protein 

sequences identified in SAR202-VII-2. Method and description as described in Supplementary 

figure 5.3. 
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Supplementary figure 5.7. Phylogenetic analysis of a predicted LigB dioxygenase protein 

sequence identified in SAR202-VII-2. Method and description as described in Supplementary 

figure 5.3. 
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Supplementary figure 5.8. Phylogenetic analysis of predicted beta subunits of the 

protocatechuate 4,5-dioxygenase protein sequences identified in SAR202-VII-2. Method and 

description as described in Supplementary figure 5.3. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions, discussion and future directions 

 The Arctic Ocean is comprised of a wide diversity of ecosystems, ranging from the 

highly stratified and terrestrially-influenced waters of the Beaufort Sea, to the North Water, the 

most productive region north of the Arctic Circle. However, the Arctic Ocean is one of the most 

understudied marine systems, and as such, our understanding of the microbial metabolic 

pathways and the community members that govern them in these regions is lacking. Moreover, 

in a time of rapid climate change, knowledge of microbial community structure and metabolism 

in the region most affected by warming will be invaluable for predicting how the ecology of the 

Arctic Ocean ecosystem will change.  

 

In this thesis I defined the microbial community composition of the Lower Saint 

Lawrence Estuary, Canada Basin and the North Water. In Chapter 2, differences in community 

composition, nutrient acquisition and metabolic strategies between the surface and deep LSLE 

were identified. In Chapter 3, I used samples recovered from the North Water to develop a novel 

method to isolate microbial community DNA and proteins from the same environmental sample 

preserved in RNAlater. In Chapter 4, a combined 16S rRNA gene sequence and metaproteomic 

analysis of the North Water revealed two distinct microbial community compositions and 

nutrient acquisition and resource allocation strategies in the PML on either side of the North 

Water, as well as a third distinct community in the bottom waters. Both the functional and 

taxonomic analysis of the North Water suggest a microbial community more typical of those 

associated with waters that undergo dynamic pulses of primary production on the Canadian side, 

and those associated with a more steady level of primary production on the Greenland side. In 

Chapter 5, the first Arctic Ocean metagenomic dataset was generated and used to construct three 

hundred and sixty metagenome assembled genomes from the polar mixed layer of the Beaufort 

Sea. These MAGs can now be used as a resource for future studies investigating the Arctic 

Ocean marine microbial community composition and metabolism. While constructing these 

MAGs, an abundance of genes involved in aromatic compound degradation assigned to 

Chloroflexi were revealed, prompting a more in-depth analysis of the aromatic compound 

degrading potential of Chloroflexi in the Arctic Ocean. Evidence that some of the genes involved 

in aromatic compound degradation were acquired through lateral gene transfer events from 

terrestrial organisms was identified. Given these results, and the fact that the Arctic Ocean is 
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highly influenced by terrestrial-derived water, we hypothesize that this ecosystem might be a 

hot-spot for terrestrial DOM degradation. Moreover, that terrestrial runoff might transport genes 

as well as tDOM and could contribute to local adaptations to increased tDOM in the Beaufort 

Sea. 

 

6.1 Beaufort Sea Chloroflexi might be more abundant at depth 

In Chapter 5, Chloroflexi were found to be relatively abundant below the chlorophyll 

maximum, at the FDOM maximum, in the cold halocline waters made up of the Pacific winter 

waters of the Beaufort Sea. Chloroflexi are typically associated with deep marine communities 

and can represent up 5% of the bacterioplankton community in the deep Beaufort Sea (Galand et 

al., 2010). However, no metagenomic data was collected from depths below the FDOM 

maximum in this work. Because of this we do not know whether or not the abundance of 

Chloroflexi and genes involved in aromatic compound degradation observed in chapter 5 are 

actually the proverbial “tip of the iceberg” and would be identified at greater abundance with 

increasing depth. To determine whether or not this is true, a metagenomic analyses of samples 

collected from the deep and bottom waters of the Beaufort Sea could be performed.  

 

However, the deeper Canada Basin waters are made up of Atlantic-derived waters. 

Because the North Water is the gateway between the Arctic and Atlantic Oceans, linking the two 

oceans we performed a new protein database search on the North Water MS/MS data generated 

in Chapter 4, and used the Beaufort Sea metagenomic data generated in Chapter 5 as a 

searchable database. We hypothesized that we would identify an abundance of Chloroflexi 

peptides in the North Water if they were abundant in the Atlantic Ocean, and therefore abundant 

in the deep Beaufort Sea waters. We then combed the resulting metaproteomic data looking for 

Chloroflexi-derived proteins. Only two proteins were assigned to the six Chloroflexi MAGs 

constructed in Chapter 5, none of which were assigned to SAR202-VII-2 or involved in aromatic 

compound degradation. These preliminary results suggest that they might not be as abundant in 

the deep Atlantic-derived waters, or that the Chloroflexi identified in the FDOM maximum of 

Beaufort Sea are not common to other Arctic regions. However, comparing proteomic data to 

genomic data is flawed because we do not know whether the aromatic compound degradation 
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genes identified in the Beaufort Sea Chloroflexi are in fact being expressed. In order to truly 

compare the two datasets, one would have to either perform metaproteomic or metagenomic 

analyses on both regions.  

 

With this in mind, a preliminary metaproteomic analysis of three samples from the 

Beaufort Sea FDOM maximum was conducted using the Beaufort Sea metagenomic data as a 

search database. Only seventy-two identified proteins were assigned to Chloroflexi, one of which 

was assigned to SAR202-VII-2 and none of which were involved in aromatic compound 

degradation. This could indicate a lack of expression of these aromatic compound degradation 

pathways, or, the expression of Chloroflexi assigned proteins might be low, in which case their 

signal could be overwhelmed by proteins expressed at higher abundance. The Walsh lab is 

currently conducting a more in-depth analysis of the microbial communities of the Arctic Ocean, 

utilizing a tandem metagenomic, metatranscriptomic and metaproteomic approach of Beaufort 

Sea microbial community samples from various depths including those below the FDOM 

maximum. However, to explore how common and phylogenetically widespread tDOM 

metabolism is in the Arctic Ocean it would be interesting to perform these meta-omic 

experiments in other regions of the Arctic Ocean, such as the East Siberian Sea, Baffin Bay and 

Canadian Archipelago. It would also be interesting to perform a meta-omic analysis of other 

marine regions that are highly influenced by terrestrial waters, like the mouth of the Amazon 

River, to establish if this enrichment in tDOM-degrading genes is localized to the Arctic, or a 

more widespread phenomena.  

 

6.2 Incomplete aromatic compound degradation pathways 

An abundance of genes involved in aromatic compound degradation were identified in 

Arctic Ocean Chloroflexi bacteria in chapter 5. However, we were unable to identify any 

complete metabolic pathways that went from aromatic compounds to TCA intermediates. The 

four main hypotheses we can draw from this are that either: 1) Genes are missing from the 

pathway due to the incompleteness of the MAGs, 2) Arctic Ocean Chloroflexi utilize novel 

pathways not used by reference organisms, and/or 3) Arctic Ocean Chloroflexi do not possess 

these metabolic steps and instead participate in a distributed metabolism utilizing metabolic 
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handoffs, or 4) Arctic Ocean Chloroflexi do in fact have incomplete pathways and do not 

metabolize terrestrial-derived aromatic compounds. 

 

The estimated completeness of the Cholorflexi MAG harbouring the majority of the 

aromatic compound degrading genes (SAR202-VII-2) was 99%. It is therefore unlikely that the 

incomplete metabolic pathways are due to incompleteness of the genome. However, it is 

conceivable that aromatic compound degradation might follow a different metabolic path in 

Arctic Ocean Chloroflexi than in the reference genomes currently used for metabolic pathway 

reconstructions. In fact, different pathways for aromatic compound degradation are known even 

within reference genomes from soil microbes. In Pseudomonas putida, protocatechuate is 

degraded via the ortho-cleavage pathway (Frazee et al., 1993), while in Sphingomonas 

paucimobilis, protocatechuate is degraded via the meta-cleavage pathway (Noda et al., 1990). 

Moreover, a major challenge in environmental metagenomic analysis is the annotations of 

abundant hypothetical proteins found in MAGs. Although full pathways similar to those found in 

reference genomes could not be identified, it is not to say that many of the hypothetical protein 

genes identified could not act as part of an alternate, previously undescribed pathway. 

 

The third hypothesis is that Chloroflexi might be involved in some form of metabolic 

cross-feeding whereby they perform parts of the biochemical cycles and “handoff” the resulting 

metabolites to other participating organism. Typically, metabolic byproducts are “handed off” to 

other microbial phyla and used as nutrient sources (reviewed in: (D’Souza et al., 2018)) 

including: carbon (Steven J. Biller et al., 2014; Belenguer et al., 2006), nitrogen (Dekas et al., 

2009), amino acids (Mee et al., 2014; Rosenthal et al., 2011; Payne et al., 1957) and vitamins 

(Garcia et al., 2015; Rosenthal et al., 2011), but they can also be used in electron exchange 

(Boone et al., 1989). An example of cross-feeding relationships is that of auxotrophic organisms 

acquiring necessary metabolites that are produced from other members of the community (Glen 

et al., 2014; Morris et al., 2012; Wintermute and Silver, 2010; Pande et al., 2014). Moreover, 

auxotrophic interactions have also been shown to create additional syntrophic interactions that 

control community carbon and energy flux (Embree et al., 2015). Another example would be 

between Escherichia coli mutants capable of surviving on the acetate produced by the wild-type 

community as a byproduct of glucose metabolism (Helling et al., 1987; Treves et al., 1998). 
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More recently, work in subsurface aquifers revealed interconnected networks of activities 

between organisms that produce metabolic products required by others in the community (Hug et 

al., 2016). Additionally, this type of metabolic handoff was hypothesized to take place in another 

subterranean aquifer microbial community where a striking number of incomplete pathways 

within members of the community were identified (Anantharaman et al., 2016).  As in the Arctic 

Ocean Chloroflexi, members of the aquifer community were predicted to only perform parts of 

the biochemical pathways.  

 

By performing meta-omic analyses on the Beaufort Sea samples in conjunction with new 

computational tools like TreeSAPP (Morgan-Lang et al.) or NetCooperate (Levy et al., 2015), 

we can also gain insight into whether Chloroflexi are the sole phyla with the capabilities to 

degrade these aromatic compounds or if metabolic handoffs are occuring. TreeSAPP allows for a 

visual representation of the abundance of expressed proteins of a given metabolic pathway 

plotted on a phylogenetic tree of all organisms identified in metagenomic dataset, while 

NetCooperate helps to define metabolic complementarity between co-occurring microbes. In this 

way, community constituents with complimentary portions of metabolic pathways can be further 

investigated.  

 

Along with Chloroflexi, another microbial phylum predominantly identified in the 

FDOM maximum was Acidobacteria. Very little is known about the metabolism of marine 

Acidobacteria as they are predominantly thought of as terrestrial organisms (Kielak et al., 2016). 

Because the majority of the aromatic compounds identified in the FDOM maximum of the 

Beaufort Sea waters are thought to be of terrestrial origin (Guéguen et al., 2012), and 

Acidobacteria are typically thought of as terrestrial organisms, we hypothesize that if metabolic 

handoffs are indeed taking place between Chloroflexi and other organisms in the Arctic Ocean, 

Acidobacteria would be a good candidate for further investigation. Preliminary data analysis 

suggests that Acidobacteria from a variety of subgroups were identified in the Beaufort Sea 

FDOM maximum. Like the Arctic Ocean Chloroflexi, these Acidobacteria seem to be most 

prevalent in the Arctic Ocean as indicated through reciprocal BLAST analysis (results not 

included). Initial analysis of the metabolic reconstruction of several Arctic Ocean Acidobacteria 

MAGs compared to the Chloroflexi MAGs did not suggest any form of metabolic handoffs 
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between the two in terms of aromatic compound degradation. However, different groups of 

Acidobacteria MAGs do seem to complement one another. 

 

Since the results in Chapter 5 are based on metagenomic data, whether or not these genes 

are actually expressed in the Arctic Ocean remains unknown. The final possibility for the 

incomplete metabolic pathways could be that these aromatic compound degradation pathways 

are no longer advantageous, and are in the process of being lost by genomic streamlining. One 

method to address this would be to search for pseudogenes in the Chloroflexi genomes. An 

abundance of pseudogenes have already been identified in insect symbionts in the process of 

streamlining (Burke and Moran, 2011; Toh et al., 2006) as well as coral symbionts (Kwan et al., 

2012). In order to confirm the expression of these genes, post-genomic analysis of these samples 

should be performed. Performing a metaproteomic analysis using the metagenomes as a 

searchable protein database would provide this information. In light of this, a metaproteomic 

analysis of Beaufort Sea microbial communities is currently being conducted in the Walsh lab.  

   

6.3 DOM characterization and degradation 

One of the conclusions derived from Chapter 5 is that the Beaufort Sea might be a 

hotspot for terrestrial-derived dissolved organic matter transformation in the Arctic Ocean. This 

conclusion was based on the abundance of genes implicated in the degradation of aromatic 

compounds including lignin breakdown products identified in the metagenomic dataset. 

However, one of the major limitations of studying marine microbial organic matter processing, 

and in particular microbe-DOM dynamics, is the ill-defined nature of marine DOM owing to the 

low proportion of DOM identified as specific known biomolecules (Williams and Druffel, 1988; 

Benner, 1998; Hedges et al., 2000). The majority of current research involved in the uptake and 

utilization of DOM in marine systems is based on the functional annotation of genes and proteins 

in metagenomic and metaproteomic datasets inferred by searching databases of canonical 

metabolic pathways found in reference organisms. Therefore, it is conceivable that in enigmatic 

bacteria collected from environments replete with a diversity of unknown DOM compounds, the 

reference metabolic pathways may not apply, and that the specific gene products in question may 

act on substrates different than their reference database orthologs. Although bacterial 
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transformation of DOM can profoundly modify the biogeochemical behaviour of organic matter 

(Azam, 1998) and microbial DOM transformation is integral to the biogeochemical cycles of our 

planet, a lack of knowledge on the chemical composition of marine DOM, and the undefined 

nature of the annotated genes used for marine meta-omic studies results in a limited 

understanding of the molecular mechanisms of DOM transformation in the oceans.  

 

To increase our current understanding of microbe-DOM interactions, analyses to 

elucidate the chemical composition of DOM found in meta-omic samples, as well as the 

metabolic pathways responsible for their transformation should be performed. One way to 

accomplish this would be to collect paired sets of samples alongside those meant for meta-omic 

analysis that can be used for ultra-high resolution mass spectrometry like fourier transform ion 

cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR-MS) analysis. Using FT-ICR-MS, the 

elemental composition of molecules making up the complex DOM pool can be resolved (Koch et 

al., 2005). Although chemical structures cannot be resolved, Van Krevelen plots of the elemental 

compositions can then be used to determine the different compound classes found in the complex 

samples. Similar methods have already been used in fresh water systems to elucidate the 

succession of DOM degradation along a soil-stream-river continuum (Hutchins et al., 2017). In 

this study, biopolymer and low molecular weight (LMW) compounds were the first to be 

degraded at the soil-stream interface, followed by humic-like aromatic DOM degradation 

(Hutchins et al., 2017). In marine systems, this method was adopted to explore the molecular 

structure of marine DOM for thermogenic signatures in different water masses of the Southern 

Ocean (Dittmar and Koch, 2006) and to identify the elemental composition of ~300 DOM 

molecules in the deep Atlantic Ocean (Reemtsma et al., 2008). By performing this type of DOM 

analysis on multiple samples over a geographic or temporal range and in tandem with meta-omic 

analysis, correlations between DOM degradation gene (or gene product) abundances and changes 

in the abundance of certain compound classes or chemical formulas can be made. Therefore, it 

would be very interesting to perform a joint meta-omic DOM analysis along a geographic 

transect from the mouth of the Mackenzie River to more open Arctic ocean waters, or from the 

surface waters to the deeper waters of the Arctic Ocean. 
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Additionally, meso- or microcosm experiments that utilize joint FT-ICR-MS and post-

genomic analyses, like metatranscriptomics or metaproteomics, can be employed to determine 

metabolic pathway expression levels that correlate with the production or disappearance of 

compound classes. Terrestrial-derived DOM amended mesocosm experiments in Northern 

ecosystems have already been successfully implemented to showcase changes in community 

composition after allochthonous DOM additions (Lindh et al., 2015; Müller et al., 2018). These 

studies utilized 16S rRNA gene sequencing to identify changes in community structure, but by 

using post-genomic approaches, changes in metabolic gene expression could be established to 

determine which genes are most important for tDOM metabolism. Joint transcriptomic-FT-ICR-

MS work has already been used to identify the DOM compounds that are most important for 

microbial communities off the coast of Georgia, as well as the probable genes that drive DOM 

metabolism (Vorobev et al., 2018).  

 

By performing short time series experiments combining meta-omic analyses, FT-ICR-MS 

and meso- or microcosms enriched with tDOM, we would be able to track DOM compound class 

profiles over time as well as the gene expression levels that correlate to them. The genes or 

metabolic pathways that correlate with DOM compound class changes could then be targeted for 

further exploration. Not only would this allow for the potential identification of genes important 

for tDOM degradation/transformation, but mesocosm experiments could, in theory, also create 

enrichment cultures of community constituents important for tDOM degradation. These 

enrichment cultures with simplified communities could then be further explored to determine if 

metabolic handoffs are being performed by their members.  

 

6.4 Improved metaproteomic analysis  

Since protein sequences contain taxonomic information and proteins represent a major 

metabolic investment, proteomic analysis can be used to infer the functional community 

composition and resource allocation strategies of the community, as seen in Chapters 2 and 4. 

However, our ability to do so is restricted by the limitations of metaproteomics. Those 

limitations include incorrect phylogenetic assignment of spectra, a semi-quantitative assessment 

of the data rather than absolute quantification, and an abundance of unassigned spectra, with 
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generally only ~10–30% of MS/MS spectra matched to peptide sequences with high confidence.  

Several factors contribute to this low assignment. Parent peptides might not have proper 

representation in the search database, have post-translational modifications, missed cleavage 

sites, or truncations (Picotti et al., 2007). Additionally, peptides with similar m/z ratios may co-

elute, resulting in a contaminated parent ion that will be co-fragmented. As a result, the chimeric 

spectra will have reduced searched scores (Houel et al., 2010).  

 

Issues of co-eluting parent peptides can be minimized by reducing the complexity of the 

sample by fractionation prior to trypsin digestion, or by increasing elution times. Additionally, 

programs such as reSpect, aimed at disentangling chimeric spectra, can be used to increase 

peptide identification (Shteynberg et al., 2015).  Performing a joint metagenomic-metaproteomic 

analysis on the same samples could also help mitigate some limitations associated with a non-

representative protein search database. By using a metagenomic dataset from the same sample as 

the metaproteomic dataset as the searchable protein database, the results would be less prone to 

errors in phylogenetic assignment. We would also be able to use ratios of PSMs to number of 

reads to further our understanding of which organisms are most present and which are the most 

active for a particular metabolism in a given ecosystem. Another way to address the problem of 

conserved peptide sequences between taxa is to employ a peptide-centric method combined with 

lowest common ancestor approaches. One such method is UniPept (Mesuere et al., 2012). 

Programs like UniPept can be used to identify peptide biomarkers for target taxa (taxon-specific 

peptides) which may then allow absolute quantification by targeted proteomics (Mesuere et al., 

2016). Additionally, Unipept, and more recent programs like MetaGOmics, can also be used as a 

peptide-centric approach for not only taxonomic, but functional analysis of metaproteomic data 

(Gurdeep Singh et al., 2019; Riffle et al., 2017).  

 

Once a taxon or metabolism of interest is identified, specific metaproteomic biomarkers 

can be identified, and targeted proteomics can be employed to quantify their expression. 

Targeted metaproteomics uses isotopically-labelled peptide reference standards and selected 

reaction monitoring (SRM) or multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mass spectrometry to 

identify and quantify peptides representing the proteins of interest from a given taxon in a 

specific environment. This method has already been successfully employed in the Central Pacific 
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Ocean to identify differences in nitrogen regulatory protein utilization preferences between 

different cyanobacteria (Saito et al., 2015), to confirm the expression of vitamin B12-synthesizing 

genes from novel bacteria in the Ross Sea (Bertrand et al., 2011), and vitamin B12 metabolism 

genes in diatoms from McMurdo Sound (Bertrand et al., 2013). Given the observed enrichment 

in aromatic compound degrading genes identified in the Canada Basin in Chapter 5, and the 

hypothesis that these genes were enriched to degrade terrestrial dissolved organic matter, 

targeted metaproteomics could be of particular interest for determining the expression levels of 

these proteins and how expression levels change from the coast to the open ocean. Using a 

combination of the peptide-centric approach for the taxonomic and functional characterization of 

the communities, and the identification of peptide biomarkers for proteins involved in interesting 

metabolisms (like terrestrial organic matter degradation proteins), followed by targeted 

metaproteomics to quantify these peptide biomarkers between samples collected at different 

depths and distances from shore could help to answer questions like: 1) does terrestrial dissolved 

organic matter metabolism become more or less important with depth and 2) does terrestrial 

dissolved organic matter metabolism become more or less important with distance from shore? 

The opposing reasonings behind these questions are that regions closer to the source of tDOM, 

e.g. closer to the shore or higher up in the water column, will have higher tDOM concentrations 

and will enrich for tDOM degrading microbial populations. The opposing view is that regions 

closer to the shore or higher up in the water column have higher concentration of labile organic 

matter, and favour the enrichment of communities that can readily use the labile DOM. As labile 

DOM becomes more scarce (moving away from shore or deeper in the water column) tDOM 

metabolism might become more important. 

 

6.6 Long-term monitoring 

 Given the rapid environmental changes being experienced by the Arctic and our relative 

lack of understanding about the Arctic Ocean microbial community, a long-term goal performing 

yearly metagenomic analyses would be interesting. One way to do this would be to perform a 

similar study to the one described in Chapter 5, but taking a function-centric approach rather than 

a taxonomic-centric approach to track changes in microbial community function over time. A 

long-term 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis has already been used to reveal changes in 
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microbial community composition over time and in response to a loss of sea ice extent leading to 

fresher surface waters (Comeau et al., 2011). Using a metagenomic approach rather than 16S 

rRNA gene sequence analysis would allow for the discovery of metabolic pathways that are 

more susceptible to the changing ecosystem. Tracking the relative abundance of genes or 

metabolic pathways through time, and correlating them with observed changes could provide 

meaningful data to help model the types of functional changes we can expect from communities 

that will be affected by climate change.  

 

6.7 Implications for a warming Arctic Ocean 

Finally, although the findings discussed in this thesis help broaden our understanding of 

marine microbial diversity, community composition and metabolism in northern marine 

ecosystems, they also have implications for our understanding of how climate change will affect 

the microbial communities and metabolic processes occurring in these same ecosystems. 

Increased atmospheric warming is leading to increased glacier melt, as well as thawing 

permafrost, which in turn will lead to increased freshwater runoff from terrestrial sources. Given 

that an estimated 60% of soil organic matter resides in taiga and tundra soils found in Arctic 

drainage basins (Dixon et al., 1994), thawing permafrost due to global warming could elevate the 

amount of terrigenous DOM discharged into the Arctic Ocean. Based on the findings in Chapter 

5 we hypothesize that an increase in terrestrial runoff will not only result in greater transport of 

allochthonous carbon to the Arctic Ocean, but also a potentially greater abundance of terrestrial 

genes. The increase in tDOM might increase the importance of Arctic marine Chloroflexi and 

other members of the microbial community capable of tDOM degradation. Additionally, as it 

seems that Arctic Ocean Chloroflexi obtained at least some of its aromatic degradation genes 

from lateral gene transfer (LGT) events from terrestrial organisms, there is the potential for an 

increase in LGT events from terrestrial to marine organisms as the Arctic warms. 

 

Atmospheric warming is perhaps already affecting the North Water. The North Water is a 

relatively small area that is known to be the most productive region north of the Arctic Circle. 

However, as described in Chapter 4, both sides of the North Water have distinct community 

composition and metabolic profiles. The Eastern Greenland side is composed primarily of 
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bacterioplankton typical of steady primary production, typically seen in the open ocean, while 

the Canadian side has a bacterioplankton composition typical of those associated with more 

blooming productive ecosystems. One reason for this discrepancy could be the increased 

freshwater runoff from Greenland glacier melt on the eastern side. The freshwater entering on 

the eastern side decreases the salinity of the marine surface waters which in turn results in greater 

density stratification of the water column, altering nutrient cycling in the water column, 

minimizing phytoplankton access to nutrients found in the deeper waters. As freshwater 

continues to flow into the Arctic Ocean, overall Arctic Ocean microbial communities might start 

to shift to resemble those identified in the E-PML in terms of community composition and 

metabolism.  

 

The Arctic is the region of the Earth that is most quickly being affected by climate 

change. Given that physical and chemical changes to the Arctic Ocean as a result of atmospheric 

warming are already being observed, and the fact that these changes are unlikely to slow down or 

stop any time in the near future, it is imperative that further work be performed to understand 

how these changes will affect this unique marine ecosystem, and the other ocean systems that 

these waters feed.   
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Appendix A 

 

1. Prepare reagents 

1.1) Prepare SDS-extraction solution: 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 5 % glycerol, 10 mM EDTA and 1 

% SDS. Filter-sterilize using a 0.22 µm filter and store at 4°C. 

 

1.2) Prepare stock reagents needed for the polyacrylamide gel. 

 

1.2.1) Prepare 1.5 M Tris-HCL pH 8.8.  Filter-sterilize using a 0.22 µm filter and store at room 

temperature. 

 

1.2.2) 0.5 M Tris-HCL pH 6.8. Filter-sterilize using a 0.22 µm filter and store at room 

temperature. 

 

1.2.3) Prepare 10 % SDS. Filter sterilize using a 0.22 µm filter and store at room temperature. 

 

1.3) Prepare solutions needed for in-gel trypsin digest and peptide extraction. 

 

1.3.1) Prepare 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate. Filter-sterilize using a 0.22 µm filter and store at 

4 °C. 

 

1.3.2) Prepare 1 M DTT stocks. Suspended in 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate and store at -80 

°C. 

 

1.3.3) Prepare 550 mM iodoacetamide stocks. Suspended in 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate 

and store at -80 °C. 

 

1.3.4) Prepare 100 ng/µl trypsin stocks. Aliquot 60 µl into 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes and store 

at -80°C. 

 

1.3.5) Prepare extraction solution: 1 % formic acid, 2 % acetonitrile.  
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1.3.6) Prepare resuspension solution: 5 % acetonitrile and 0.1 % formic acid. 

 

2. Perform cell lysis in cartridge filter unit with cells preserved in RNA stabilization 

solution. 

2.1) Expel the RNA stabilization solution from the cartridge filter unit (1.5 ml) and into a 2 ml 

microcentrifuge tube using a 60 ml syringe attached at the luer-lock end of the filter. 

 

2.2) Centrifuge the 2 ml microcentrifuge tube for 10 minutes at 17000 x g to pellet any cellular 

debris. This is done so that the filter in step 2.3 does not clog. 

 

2.3) Transfer supernatant to a 10 K ultracentrifugal filter unit to capture any proteins originating 

from cells that have lysed from the freeze/thaw of the sample. Do not discard the pellet. It will be 

used in step 2.5. Perform centrifugation of the ultracentrifugal filter unit at 3270 x g for 30 

minutes or until the volume has reduced to about 600 µl. 

 

2.4) Melt the tip of a p10 tip and block the non luer-lock side of the cartridge filter unit with the 

open end of the tip. This will ensure that no extraction buffer and biomass escapes during steps 

2.5-2.7. 

 

2.5) Suspend the pellet in 1 ml SDS-extraction solution and pipette it into the original cartridge 

filter unit. The easiest way to pipette into the cartridge filter unit is to stack a p200 tip onto a 

p1000 tip and use this double tip for pipetting. 

 

2.6) Add 1 ml of SDS extraction solution to the cartridge filter unit so the total volume is about 2 

ml and incubate for 10 minutes at room temperature while rotating in a hybridization oven. Place 

3 crumpled lab wipes at the bottom of a 50 ml conical tube. Parafilm both ends of the cartridge 

filter unit closed and put the cartridge filter unit into the 50 ml tube. Close the lid and put the 

tube into the hybridization oven. 
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2.7) After 10 minutes place the Sterivex filter on a foam floater and secure it in place with a 5 ml 

syringe on the luer-lock end. Float and incubate in a 95 °C water-bath for 15 minutes. 

 

2.8) Let the cartridge filter unit cool and rotate at room temperature for 1 hour (as in step 2.6). 

 

2.9) Expel the SDS extraction solution/cell lysate out of the filter with a 60 ml syringe into the 

same ultracentrifugal filter unit as before (step 2.3). Add 1 ml of fresh SDS extraction solution to 

the cartridge filter unit and mix for 30 seconds by hand, then expel into the ultracentrifugal filter 

unit using the 60 ml syringe. This is to rinse the cartridge filter unit to ensure all proteins have 

been removed. 

 

2.10) Perform centrifugation on the ultracentrifugal filter unit for 45 minutes at 3270 x g or until 

the volume in the filter unit is less than 600 µl. 

 

2.11) Discard flow-through and top up the ultracentrifugal filter unit with fresh SDS-extraction 

solution. 

 

2.12) Centrifuge the filter unit for another 45 minutes at 3270 x g.  

 

2.1.3) Repeat steps 2.11 and 2.12 twice more. Ensure the final volume in the ultracentrifugal 

filter unit is at most 600 µl at the end of the final spin. 

 

2.14) At this point, split the concentrate in two. One fraction will be used for DNA precipitation 

and the other for protein precipitation.  

Note: The fractionation amount depends on the amount of biomass that was filtered and the 

intended uses of the products. In our case, we split the concentrate with 10 % towards DNA 

precipitation and 90 % towards protein precipitation. 

 

3. Protein precipitation. 

3.1) Add 4 volumes methanol:acetone (50:50) to one volume of concentrate and vortex for 10 

seconds. Incubate overnight at -20 °C. 
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3.2) Spin down at 17,000 x g for 30 minutes. Decant the supernatant and let the pellet (may be 

invisible) dry in a speedvac for one hour (or until dry). Note: Do not over dry the pellet as this 

may make it difficult to resuspend. 

 

3.3) Suspend the pellet in 25 µl of SDS-extraction solution. Let sit for one hour then resuspend 

by pipetting up and down. 

 

3.4) Quantify protein using a protein assay kit and the manufacturers instructions. 

 

4. DNA precipitation. 

4.1) Add SDS-extraction solution to the concentrate fraction to be used for DNA precipitation 

until the 500 µl mark. This step is simply to increase the volume of the solution, making it easier 

to work with. 

 

4.2) Add 0.583 volumes of a protein precipitation reagent (such as the MPC protein precipitation 

reagent) and vortex for 10 seconds. You should see a white precipitate form. Note: We have also 

used phenol:chloroform DNA extraction methods, but it is more difficult due to the low volumes. 

We obtained better DNA yields using the MPC Protein Precipitation Reagent. 

 

4.3) Centrifuge at 17,000 x g and 4 °C for 10 minutes. 

 

4.4) Transfer supernatant to another 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube and add 0.95 volumes of 

isopropanol. Invert 30-40 times. 

 

4.5) Centrifuge for 10 minutes at 4 °C at maximum speed. 

 

4.6) Carefully decant and discard the supernatant. 

 

4.7) Rinse twice with 750 µl of 70 % ethanol. 
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4.8) Remove as much ethanol as possible by pipetting, then let air-dry. Note: Do not over dry the 

DNA as this may make it difficult to resuspend. 

 

4.9) Resuspend in 25 µl of low TE buffer (pH 8). 

 

4.10) Quantify the DNA using a dsDNA assay kit and the manufacturers instructions. Perform 

agarose gel (1%) electrophoresis on 3 µl of the DNA to check its quality. 

   

5. SDS-PAGE gel of proteins. 

5.1) Prepare sample buffer (950 µl Laemmli sample buffer and 50 µl β-mercaptoethanol).  

 

5.2) Add the corresponding volume for 15 µg of protein, or a max of 20 µl to equal volume of 

sample buffer and boil for 4 minutes. Samples can now be stored at -80 °C until SDS-PAGE can 

be performed. 

 

5.3) Prepare 10 % acrylamide resolving gel with a 5 % acrylamide stacking gel. 

 

5.4) Load the gel with samples and 4 µl of a protein ladder. Run the gel at constant 120 V until 

the 250 kDa ladder marker has just reached the resolving gel. 

 

5.5) Stain the gel using a coomassie based stain according to the manufacturers instructions. 

 

6. In-gel trypsin digest and peptide extraction 

Note: All steps from here until the end are performed in a biological safety cabinet to minimize 

contamination. 

 

6.1) Cut off excess gel under the 10 kDa ladder mark for each lane. Each lane will be analyzed 

on the MS/MS separately. Cut each lane into 1mm x 1mm squares to increase surface area and 

place all squares from the lane into a low-binding micro-centrifuge tube. Repeat this for all lanes. 

(1 % acetic acid can be used to prevent the gel from drying out and becoming difficult to cut). 
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Note: Minimizing contamination is critical at this stage, so gel slicing is performed in a 

biological safety cabinet on the glass SDS-PAGE gel mold used to make the gel.  

 

6.2) De-stain 

 

6.2.1) Dispense 50 µl of 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate into each low-binding tube, close cap 

and incubate at 37 °C for 10 minutes. 

 

6.2.2) Dispense 50 µl of acetonitrile, close cap and incubate at 37 °C for 5 minutes. 

 

6.2.3) Aspirate and discard 150 µl. 

 

6.2.4) Repeat steps 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. 

 

6.2.5) Aspirate and discard 95 µl. 

 

6.3) Dehydration 

 

6.3.1) Dispense 50 µl acetonitrile, close cap and wait 5 minutes. Aspirate and discard 45 µl and 

wait 10 minutes. 

 

6.4) Reduction 

 

6.4.1) Dispense 50 µl DTT (10 mM, diluted in 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate), close cap and 

wait 30 minutes at 37 °C. 

 

6.5) Alkylation 

 

6.5.1) Dispense 50 µl iodoacetamide (55 mM, diluted in 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate), close 

cap and wait 20 minutes at 37 °C. 
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6.5.2) Dispense 100 µl of acetonitrile, close cap and incubate for 5 minutes at 37 °C. Aspirate 

and discard 195 µl. 

 

6.6) Wash  

 

6.6.1) Dispense 50 µl ammonium bicarbonate, close cap and incubate for 10 minutes at 37 °C. 

 

6.6.2) Dispense 50 µl of acetonitrile, close cap and incubate at 37 °C for 5 minutes. Aspirate and 

discard 120 µl. 

 

6.7) Dehydration 

 

6.7.1) Dispense 50 µl acetonitrile, close cap and wait 5 minutes. Aspirate and discard 45 µl.  

 

6.7.2) Dispense 50 µl of acetonitrile, wait 5 minutes . 

 

6.7.3) Aspirate and discard 75 µl and wait 5 minutes. 

 

6.8) Digestion 

 

6.8.1) Dispense 25-30 µl of 6 ng/µl Trypsin (until all gel fragments are covered). Close cap and 

wait 30 minutes at room temperature.  

 

6.8.2) Incubate overnight (4.5 hours minimum) at 37 °C. 

 

6.8.3) Let sit at room temperature for 30 minutes. 

 

6.9) Extraction and peptide transfer 

 

6.9.1) Dispense 30 µl of extraction solution and cover with lid for 30 minutes on ice. 
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6.9.2) Aspirate 30 µl and dispense aspirated volume in a new labeled low-binding tube. 

 

6.9.3) Dispense 12 µl of extraction solution and 12 µl of acetonitrile into the original tube (with 

gel). Close cap and incubate for 30 minutes on ice. 

 

6.9.4) Aspirate 15 µl and deposit into the new tube. 

 

6.9.5) Repeat steps (6.9.3 and 6.9.4). 

 

6.10) Place new tubes in a SpeedVac until dry.  

 

6.11) Resuspend in 50 µl of resuspension solution. Vortex on medium for 10 minutes to 

resuspend. 

 

6.12) Pipette peptide solution into either nano/LC vials or 96-well plates suitable for nano/LC 

MS/MS work.  

 

 


